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PREFACE.

§ROTHER AZARIAS, as Christian educator

and leader of thought, has rendered such service

to the youth of our generation as deserves their last-

ing gratitude. The republication of his writings,

while the most appropriate monument to himself,

will make him a benefactor to generations yet to

come.

Having consecrated his life to the humble, yet

sublime vocation of the Brothers of the Christian

Schools, his exceptional abilities were entirely de-

voted to that training of the young in knowledge and

in virtue which alone deserves to be called educa-

tion. Along that upward pathway of the mind and

heart he advanced with his disciples to higher and

higher levels. Following the bent of his genius, the

needs of his scholars, and the guidance of Provi-

dence, he gradually passed from the plane of elemen-

tary instruction to learned studies in literature and

philosophy. Happy they among his youthful admir-

ers who were able to keep up with him in the onward

march—even they whose intellectual powers could

not go so far and so high received from him an im-

pulse and an inspiration which brought them higher

than they would otherwise have reached.

Such a teacher naturally became a writer. His

essays met a responsive chord in the public mind,

(6)



6 BSSA rS PHILOSOPHICAL.

and so he came to be regarded as one of the foremost

exponents of Catholic thought. Hence the request

of the Concord School of Philosophy for his essay

on Aristotle and the Christian Church.

His studies were always conscientious. With the

instinct of a true scholar, he never spoke or wrote on

any subject of importance without having first, as far

as possible, mastered its literature. The numerous

references appropriately appended to his essays show

how remarkably wide was his reading and how truly

extensive his erudition. From a mind thus stored

with the very best thought expended on the subject

he gave forth synoptic views which were not only in-

valuable to his scholars, but also interesting and use-

ful to older men too busy to do such reading for

themselves.

He has done a special service to students and

studious people by the literary, historical, and philo-

sophical research condensed into his essay on Aris-

totle and the Christian Church. A widespread return

toward a study of the Peripatetic and Scholastic

philosophies, and of religion in the light of them

both, is one of the most notable and significant in-

tellectual facts of our day. Thinking people needed

to be made acquainted with that fact, with its sig-

nificance and value, and this service Brother Azarias

has rendered them, and rendered interestingly and

ably. His study of the fortunes of the Aristotelian

philosophy at an epoch when its agreements and dis-

agreements with Christian doctrine were most hotly

discussed in the schools and the intervention of the

Church in the dispute became a necessity, has given
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him an admirable opportunity to show in how far

Aristotle led Up to Aquinas, and in what the philos-

opher was used, in what corrected and transcended,

by the theologian. Had he possessed the historical

information recently given to the world by the re-

searches of Denifle, his sketch of the great scholastic

controversy would probably have been more com-

plete in some details. But it may be doubted

whether the momentous philosophic lesson to be

learned from the facts would have been thereby ren-

dered more cogent and beautiful.

This relation between philosophy and religion

must, in the nature of things, be a matter of in-

tensest interest to reflective minds. It stares us in

the face everywhere and perpetually. The what,

the how, the why, the whence, the whither, of the

universe, have ever pressed on the minds of men,

and press on them to-day, urgently, irresistibly.

Science, philosophy, and religion have their answers,

and these answers blend into the system of truth.

The human mind instinctively seeks to know
facts, their relations, their laws, and thus builds up

science.

It equally seeks to know what and whence and

whither these facts, and so builds up philosophy.

Man is the central fact for both science and phi-

losophy. Endowed not only with intellect but with

conscience, his instinct for right knowing is insepara-

ble from an instinct for right doing, for SUCh a course

of conduct as will suit his origin ami lead to his end.

Ethics are the crown of philosophy.

The Creator wills this right knowing and conse-

B
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8 ESSA 2'S PHILOSOPHICA L.

quent right living for man, more than man can will it

for himself. Now history shows that the efforts of

reason after this right knowing and right living have

led to uncertain and unsatisfactory results. Hence

it equally shows that reason was not meant to reach

these all-important conclusions by its unaided powers.

Light is shed from above on the nature, the origin,

the destiny of the universe and of man, and thus the

pathway of duty is made doubly clear. This is the

sophia toward Which philosophia strains upward.

Thus it is seen that philosophy and religion have

the same object : the universality of things, man the

central fact of all, God the origin and end of all, the

right relations between man and God and all.

Two lights shine upon the mind. The first is

from below, from the intelligibility of things. The

second is from above, from the Wisdom that planned

and made all, and understands all, and is the light of

all, and is mirrored in and reflected by all. Thus the

direct light perfects the reflected light and corrects

the aberrations caused by the created medium. Its

chief purpose is to show man his way to his end, but

in so doing it necessarily illumines not only the field

of ethics but all the other domains of philosophic

thought.

When the Incarnate Word brought to mankind

"the fullness of the truth," they already possessed

the philosophies of antiquity. Much in these needed

to be corrected. Their authors acknowledged that

they but groped in dim twilight. But much also was

the legitimate working of reason on manifest facts

and evident principles. It was mind-work worthy of
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humanity and of its Author, and it was approved

and blessed by Him and by His Church. This was

especially true of the work of Socrates, and of his

great disciples Plato and Aristotle. The light of rev-

elation corrected the errors naturally resulting from

the intellectual conditions of their epoch. The
Church took the true and beautiful things which they

had wisely discussed and worthily expressed, showed

how they were logical stepping-stones to the higher

truths made known by revelation, and thus built up

the systematic presentation or philosophy of religion

which is called theology.

In theology, every revealed truth is not only stated

with all possible clearness, but is reverently scrutin-

ized, analyzed, discussed. M Credo ut iutelligam;"

"Fides qucerens intellectum" these have been its mot-

toes always.

In it, moreover, every conclusion of philosophy

is tested by the fuller search-light from above, that

it may be cleared of misunderstanding and mistake

and made truth indeed.

Hence, while in a certain sense it may be truly

said that " the Church is not a School of Philosophy."

there is a sense in which it may be said that she is

the School of Philosophy. All truth fits into the sub-

lime truth, which is her special concern, and is illu-

mined and fortified by it. She welcomes truth of any

kind, no matter by whom discovered or enunciated,

because every truth will in some way be useful to

mankind. She warns against pernicious errors. She
condemns tin- folly that would make reason self-sac-

rificing and would ignore or refuse the higher light

;
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and good sense condemns this as well as she. She

never meant to condemn Aristotle, but the unworthy

use made of him by triflers. Now the great philos-

opher and the Angel of the Schools are linked insep-

arably in the esteem of mankind, and the Church
blesses their union, and finds in the philosophy of

religion thence resulting the best answer to the many
questions which the rationalism of our age is so anx-

iously asking.

In conclusion, it is well to remark that their union

is due to the University of Paris. This blending of

the human and the Divine lights, for the solution of

the great world-problems, is the natural function and

the bounden duty of universities, is implied in their

profession to seek after and impart the universality

of knowledge. This demands the union and har-

mony of science, philosophy and religion. The omis-

sion of either from a university mutilates the total-

ity and spoils the harmony of truth and lowers the

institution beneath the real university level. In the

future, as in the past, the true university must be a

sanctuary of truth, a rampart against the incursions

of error, a beacon-light in the journey of mankind.

John J. Keane.
The Catholic University of America,

June 20th, 1896.
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ARISTOTLE AND THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH.

Attitude of the Church Towards Philosophy.

fn
PRELIMINARY statement that will prevent

I grave misconception in the course of the fol-

lowing pages, is this: The Church is not in any sense

a School of Philosophy ; she is a living, organic body,

informed by the Holy Spirit for the regeneration of

the world. With this view does she teach definite

doctrines, and inculcate definite practices, and, by

means of the prayer of ritual and ceremonial and sac-

ramental blessing, impart to men grace and strength

to live up to her teachings. Her Divine Founder

was of no School; He was bound by no system ; He
defined not ; He gave no syllogistic demonstrations.

With a sublime simplicity, in the power of the Di-

vinity alone to assume, He laid down His doctrines,

confirmed His disciples, and organized His Church.

Whatever was good and humanizing in the Mosaic

law He retained ; all that was harsh and hardening

He abolished, and taught by precept and example

the universal law of Love. And the Church, like the

Truth on which she is founded, has ever remained

above all systems and all schools. She allows her

children, as best they can, in the light of such philo-

sophic truth as they find at hand, to endeavor to ex-

plain her doctrines and her dogmas. Being a living

(16)
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organism, she speaks to each age in the language that

each age best understands. And so it happens that,

in defining and affirming the doctrines of which she

is the sacred depository, as against schism or heresy,

she from time to time adopts some term or other from

the prevailing philosophic school—when that term

most clearly expresses her thought. In the Cate-

chism that she places in the hands of the child just

arrived at the age of reason, she teaches in philosoph-

ical language the nature of the Sacraments that she

administers; and in distinguishing between what con-

stitutes their matter, and what their form, she is

using a nomenclature familiar to the Schools hundreds

of years before her Divine Founder breathed into her

His sanctifying Spirit.

Thus it is that, under her influence, "doctrines

concerning the nature of God, the immortality of the

soul, and the duties of men, which the noblest intel-

lects of antiquity could barely grasp, have become

the truisms of the village school, the proverbs of the

cottage and the alley."
l All this is to be looked for

in a living organism addressing herself, not to one

portion of humanity, but to every portion, be it of

the learned or the ignorant, of the rich or the poor,

of the savage or the civilized. Hers must needs be

a teaching and a practice to satisfy intellect as well

as heart. She must needs contain within herself a

fullness and a wealth of grace to calm the stormy

heart, and of truth to bring repose to the restless

brain of an Augustine, to satisfy the intellectual

cravings of a Novalis and a Frederick Schlegel, and to

1 Lecky, " History of European Morals," vol. ii., p. 3.
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meet the questionings of the acute intellect of a Car-

dinal Newman. But if she were not equal to all this,

would her Divine Founder ever have spoken of Him-

self as the Fountain of living waters, at which whoso

drinks will never feel thirst?
1 And therefore it is,

that as she grows with the growth of the ages, is she

found equal to the wants of every age. Whatever

there is of the good, or the true, or the beautiful

;

whatever tends to bring home to a people's heart her

sublime teachings; whatever appeals to man's high-

est reason, and satisfies his noblest aspirations, she

absorbs and assimilates and presents for his contem-

plation, blessed and purified and consecrated as an

instrument of holiness. There is no truth too elevated

for her grasp ; there is no detail too trivial to be be-

neath her notice, if it can only avail for the main pur-

pose. Jesus comes to establish a regenerative re-

ligion. He takes up His abode amongst that people

the most intensely religious upon the face of the

earth. He establishes the Christian principle. And
an impartial witness to the worth of that principle,

says of it

:

" Infinitely greater and more fruitful than Jewish
tradition, the Christian principle was large enough
to comprise all, and powerful enough to absorb
all. . . . All that speculation conceived of

the profound and elevated in metaphysics, all that

practical good sense found most certain and most
efficacious in morality, Christianity hastened to

gather up and make its own." 1

1 John iv. Eg,

hcrot, " Hlttoln Critique dt I'BCOlt il* A levaiul 1 i. .

"

torn, i., pp. 168, i'><>. The tuthoi tddi those \\<>rd>, do Lett true :

1 . i'.-j
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The disciple whom Jesus loved in an especial

manner, and who fully understood the spirit of the

New Religion, before recording the sayings and do-

ings of his Master, premised his Gospel with a vindi-

cation of the Godhead of Jesus, and with giving, in

opposition to the teachings of Philo (circ. B. C. 25 to

circ. A. D. 50) and the Alexandrian School, a proper

place in Christian philosophy to the Word, in lan-

guage as clear, simple, and sublime as ever dropped

from the pen of inspiration. Therein does he estab-

lish the co-eternity of the Word with the Father:

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

with God. According to Philo, the Word was a

mere attribute of God : now the Divine reason, now
the Divine Creative Power, now the child of His wis-

dom ; never God Himself.
1 John identifies the Word

with the Godhead, and states His Divine Personality
;

And the Word was God. . . . In Him was life,

and the life was the Light of men. . . . And the

Word was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us? Hence-

forth in Christian philosophy Jesus shall be known as

the Word, bringing to men light and life, regenera-

tion and redemption. This is the touchstone of all

systems : By this is the Spirit of God known. Every

spirit, which confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in

" On n'a voulu voir le plus souvent dans la philosophic chre-

tienne que l'origine de toutes les erreurs qui ont infeste

l'Eglise; on aurait du y voir egalement la source de toutes les

grandes verites qui composent la partie superieure et vraiment
metaphysique du Christianisme." Later on we shall have oc-

casion to note a practical application of their truth.

1 Ueberweg, " History of Philosophy," vol. i., pp. 230, 231.

2 John i. 1,4, 14.
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the flesh, is of God : A fid every spirit that dissolveth

Jesus, is not of God.
1

And yet, though an inspired Gospel, in a sublime

preamble, dissolves the philosophical myths in which

vain imaginings would cloud the Divinity of Jesus, it

is not as a system of philosophy competing with other

systems that the Church steps upon the world's scene.

The trained intellect of a St. Paul contrasting her

simple teaching with Hellenic culture, on the one

hand, finds it to be foolishness for the Greek ; on the

other hand, comparing it with Jewish history and

Jewish traditions, he calls it a stumbling-block to the

Jew.
2

Still, the Gnosticism of the day concentrated

all its energies in a desperate struggle to crush out of

existence the foolishness and the stumbling-block.

St. Paul raises his voice against the false science that

has crept into the Church, and cautions Timothy not

to allow himself to be ensnared by fables and gene-

alogies without end,
3 and to avoid foolish and un-

learned questions, knowing that they beget strifes.
4

We know what havoc this Gnosticism played in the

early Church. That the world was the work of a de-

lirious God ; that the body was evil in itself ; that only

an elect few were redeemed, only an elect few were

predestined to salvation : such were some of its

most pernicious doctrines, which were carried out to

their full consequences in all the affairs of social and

daily life. Loud and fierce did those winds blow;

1 John iv. 2, 3.

2
I C«>r. i. J

;

v

i mi. i. 4.

* 2 Tim. ii. 33,
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but the Church calmly abided her hour, and the truth

prevailed. So was it with the Alexandrian School,

with her strange jumble of doctrine. Hard, indeed,

were it for the world to become regenerate upon a

syncretism in which attempt was made to reconcile

Plato with Aristotle, Chaldaic theurgic rites with Ju-

daic mysticism. It was the last bulwark thrown up

by an exhausted and expiring civilization against the

encroachments of Christianity. It failed ; and the

Church continued her mission of regenerating and

reconstructing the world.

II.

The Church and Her Apologists.

This attitude of calm reserve in regard to all

systems and schools, the Church maintains during

the long years that she is establishing and confirm-

ing her dominion throughout the world. Her great

Apologists defend her, and attempt to show forth

the sublimity of her teachings. When they speak

well, she approves and blesses ; when they say aught

contrary to the truths of which she is the faithful

custodian, she condemns. Justin Martyr {d. 166) is

a philosopher of the School of Plato. The sublime

doctrines which he imbibed in that School lead him

to the threshold of the Church. 1 Grace does the

rest, and Justin Martyr becomes one of the most

eloquent defenders and expounders of the truths of

Christianity.
2 He seals with his blood the convic-

1 "Dialog, c. Tryphone," cap. ii., iii.

1 Ibid., cap. viii.
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tion that he indites with his pen. He seeks to rec-

oncile the truths of Faith with the highest and

noblest truths of philosophy. Throughout his dis-

courses there runs the postulate which the Church

ever insists upon, that between the dogmas of Faith

and the conclusions of reason there can be no con-

tradiction.
1 He tells us that among all men are to

be found seeds of truth
;

a
that whatever things were

spoken with truth are the property of the Christian ;

'

that Christian truth is fuller and more Divine than

that which has been handed down by sage and

poet.
4 Athenagoras had a noble conception both of

philosophy and religion, and eloquently did he at-

tempt their reconciliation ; but if he relies mainly

upon Plato in his plea for Christians,
6
in his proofs

for the resurrection of the body, he is more a dis-

ciple of Aristotle." Tertullian (150-230) seems to

hold Plato and Aristotle in equal abhorrence.

"Thanks," he says, "to this simplicity of truth so

opposed to the subtlety and vain deceit of philoso-

phy, we cannot possibly have any relish for such

1 "Apologia I. pi'<> Christianis," cap. ii.

2 Ibid., cap. xliv.

8 Ibid. 1 ii. <:ij). xiii.

* "\|m,i.,'' i. 1 ,,].. w. There ii extant work purporting
to be a refutation of Aristotle by Justin Martyr. Bui it Is

spurious. It attempt! to prove the non eternity of matter and
the Immortality <>t' tin- soul, ai against the opposite doctrines
stated in the treatise! "Physicaa Auscultattonie" and MDe
Ccelo." The Latin rersion " Bversio Falsorum Aristotelii

Dogmatum,"Authors D. Justino Martyrc besuri data l'.iri-,

5 M Legatio pro Christianis," cup. xxiii.

r# Bee hii reasoning In cap. ii. of \\\^ lioatln. " De Rasus*
rectione Mortuorum*"
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perverse opinions." ! But Tertullian did not escape

the censure of the Church when, in the rashness of

his bold and brilliant intellect, he broached doctrines

opposed to those in her keeping. It is always dan-

gerous to despise and antagonize aught of good in

any of God's creatures.

In a more conciliatory spirit labored the great

philosophers of the Christian Schools of Alexandria.

Clement and Origen— both of them great in genius,

great in piety, great in the depth and eloquence of

their writings— gather into a single focus the rays

of truth that they find in all systems, whether of

the East or of the West, and attempt a Christian

encyclopaedia of philosophy and theology, worthy

of the Church they would defend and of the noble

truths they would explain. Nothing comes amiss to

Clement. He sifts, examines, chooses whatever he

lays hands upon ; whatever he finds good therein he

makes his own.
" I call him truly learned," he says, "who brings

everything to bear on the truth ; so that from
geometry, and music, and grammar, and philosophy
itself, culling what is useful, he guard the Faith

against assault. Now, as was said, the athlete is de-

spised who is not furnished for the contest."
a

In this truly eclectic spirit did Clement work. In

this truth-loving and truth-searching spirit also

did Origen work. He tells us that the apostles on

many points were content with saying that things

are ; why they are, or how they are, they abstained

from making known ; leaving to studious men and

1 "Adv. Marcion.," lib. v., cap. xix. ; Opp., torn, ii., col. 521.

2 " Stromaton," lib. i., cap. ix. ; Opp., torn, i., col. 739.
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lovers of wisdom to investigate these things, clearly

in order that those of them most worthy might have

a subject of exercise on which to display the fruit

of their talents.
1

In so acting the apostles were

carrying out the spirit of the Church.

Later on, when controversy raged fiercely upon

the doctrine of the Trinity, the Church raised her

voice, and in the Council of Nicaea, A.D. 325, defined

that doctrine in terms clear and simple. Forthwith

the co-eternity, equality, and consubstantiality of the

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, became a life-giving

truth that saved Christendom from the blight of the

cold monotheism of Mohammed, or the decayed poly-

theism of Paganism. This great truth held up for

contemplation the Father illuminating humanity by
His Word, and sanctifying it by His Holy Spirit.

" We believe in one God the Father Almighty, Maker
of all things visible and invisible, and in one Lord
Jesus Christ the Son of God . . . begotten, not

made, eonsubstantial 702th the Father, through Whom
all things came into being, both the things in heaven

and the things in earth ; Who for us men andfor our

solvation came down and WOS made flesh . . .

and in the Holy Ghost."'

Such are its leading terms. It is only the

defining of a religious dogma; but that defi-

nition becomes a landmark upon the road of intel-

lectual progress. In the few simple words of

the Niccne creed— steering clear of Gnostic reveries

1 " Dc Principiis," Introd.i 6 3.

'Hefele, "History of the Christian Councils." vol. iM p.
294.
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and Platonic dreams, of barren monadism and con-

fusing polytheism— we find summed up more than

philosophy could invent or imagine concerning the

nature of the Godhead. It was the answer of the

Church to the attempt of the Neo-Platonists to crush

her and set up against her teachings a strange jargon

of all systems and all religions. And upon this solid

basis was it that St. Augustine nobly refuted their

errors, whilst admitting whatever was good in their

system. 1

Inimical as Neo-Platonism was to the Church,

the children of the Church took from its teachings

whatever they considered good or useful for the

clearing up of her doctrines. Thus, the writings of

the pseudo-Dionysius, possessing much that is true

and beautiful, abound in opinions that read like

pages extracted from Plotinus and Proclus.
9

St.

Maximus (580-662) prizes them highly, and makes

of them a careful paraphrase. John of Damascus
invokes their authority. Irish monks fostered the

Neo-Platonic philosophy in the West. They were

at this time the only Hellenists of Europe, and their

Hellenism was that of Alexandria. Whence Alcuin

calls Clement the Hibernian and his associates Egyp-

tians. " In going away," he writes to Charlemagne

from his monastery in Tours, " I had left Latins

about you ; I know not who has replaced them by

Egyptians."
3

1 " De Civ. Dei," viii. 6.

2 See Vacherot, " Hist. Crit. de l'E*cole d'Alexandrie,"
torn, iii., chap. i.

3 " Epist." 82, an. 798; Haureau, " Singularites Histori-
ques et Litteraires," p. 26.
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Through the Greek studies of these monks
were the Neo-Platonic traditions handed down.

They were Alexandrians in philosophy as well

as in mathematics. Finally, Scotus Erigena, a bril-

liant scholar, the ornament of the Court of Charles

the Bald, teaches school in Greek, 1

translates the

works of the pseudo-Dionysius into Latin, and dis-

seminates the philosophy of Proclus.
2 Aquinas

clinches many an argument with weapons drawn

from the Dionysian writings. Later on, in the reac-

tion against the disputations of the Schools, we find

a Mysticism, based upon their teachings, spread far

and wide and, under the guidance of Tauler, Henry
Suso, and the Society of Friends of God, influ-

ence whole sections and peoples. It is also through

a disciple of Neo-Platonism that Aristotle begins his

sway in the West. Boethius (470-526) makes his

studies in Athens. He brings back with him, among
other works, parts of the Aristotelian Logic, with

the Introduction of Porphyry. These he gives to

the students of the West in elegant translation.

III.

Aristotle and His Ini luence.

Aristotle will now enter upon a career of con-

quest and influence far exceeding the conquest and

the influence of his great pupil, Alexander. Let us

pause a moment at the threshold of his power. Schools

1 Gidelj "NoureUei Etudes sur li Litteratun- Grcoqni
Mod, 1 lie," p. 1

1 The writings <>f Stotui Erigeni #ere condemned In 12.20.
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and systems rise and flourish and become a thing of

history ; but centuries, now of neglect, now of undue

admiration, having elapsed, Aristotle blooms into per-

ennial freshness long after those who admired or con-

demned him have passed into oblivion. Certainly, the

secret of this influence lies not in elegance of style, nor

in glow of expression, nor, as we now possess him, in

harmony of arrangement. His language is at this

day sometimes obscure, sometimes almost unintelli-

gible, generally severe ; with much weariness of spirit

is he read, but also with none the less avidity.
1

" The half-understood words of Aristotle have be-

come laws of thought to other ages."
a Even when

he was handed down in imperfect translation and

was but ill-understood, his genius, though clouded,

remained not without recognition. He was called the

Prince of Philosophers;
3
the Master of them that

know ;* the limit and paragon of human intelligence.
6

Among the lesser intellectual lights, veneration for

him became a superstition, and no word of his would

they dream of disputing. Such over-estimation led

to reaction. The pious regarded him as the root of

all heresy.
6 The Humanists found the polished pages

1 Cicero studied Aristotle in Athens, in the very atmos-
phere of his writings, and surrounded by all the traditions of

the Lyceum, and yet he found the study of him difficult:

"Magna animi contentio adhibenda est in explicando Aristotele"

(Frag. Hortensius). See J.
B. Saint Hilaire, " Met. d'Arist.,"

torn, i., Pref., p. ii.

2 Jowett, " Politics of Aristotle," Introd. p. ix.

3 St. Thomas Aquinas.
* Dante.
5 Averroes.
6 See the concluding chapter of Postello, in "Eversio Fal-

sorum Aristotelis Dogmatum," p. 75 sqq.
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of Plato more congenial, and accordingly upon Plato

expended all theirenthusiasm. The Reformers found

him too identified with Catholic dogma to subserve

their purposes. We know what Luther thought of

him: "If Aristotle had not been of flesh, I should

not hesitate to affirm him to have been truly a devil."

'

Both Bacon and Descartes, each after his own
manner, directed their whole energies towards the

overthrow of the Stagyrite in order to prepare the way
for their respective systems. The philosophers of the

eighteenth century neither understood nor appre-

ciated him.
2 Diderot calls his philosophy one of the

greatest plagues of the human intellect. ' The nine-

teenth century is more just. After having tested

many systems of philosophy—after Kant and Hegel

and Schopenhauer and Cousin and Mill and Herbert

Spencer have spoken—we find the current of thought

drifting back once more towards Aristotle. And we
are returning with many advantages over his early

admirers. We have purer texts. The history of

philosophy is better known, and throws light upon

many points hitherto but imperfectly understood.

The spirit of study at the present day is thoughtful

and many-sided. It ignores no element. It recog-

nizes no break. It finds opinions of the present inti-

mately related to ideas in the remotest past. It ac-

cepts as a primary principle that in the world of ideas,

1 Ueberweg, "Hist, of Phil.," v.»i. n., p, 17. Later oa,

through the influence of die more conserrouYe nelenchthon,
his Dialectics wen- exempt from Luther*i general condemnation.

1 See J.
Bartheletnv Saint Ililain, "1> I.I .-npie J'Ar-

istotc," torn, ii., p. \<
t \.

3 •• CEuvri-s," torn, xix., p. 372.
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as in that of society, thoughts are generated, grow,

and develop according to laws as rigid as those gov-

erning the generation and development of the hu-

man body. It postulates as an elementary condi-

tion of right-knowing, that in order to apprehend

any subject properly, one must search and consider

the contributions that have been made to that sub-

ject in the past, and, if possible, lay finger upon the

germs of the thoughts that are now full-blown. The
spirit of study pursued in conformity with these prin-

ciples must needs appreciate the importance of an

intellect that during twenty odd centuries has been

moulding the forms of thought and constructing the

grooves in which the trained intellects of civilized

Europe should reason.

The genius of Aristotle stands out in strong con-

trast with that of his great master, Plato. His frame

of mind was in many respects diametrically opposite.

He lacked the religious fervor of his master. He was

emphatically a man of the world, whereas Plato was

a recluse. He was wanting in that reverence for an-

tiquity and all belonging to it—the old myths, the

old cosmogonies, the old traditions—that lend such

a charm to the pages of Plato ; and if he does speak

of his predecessors, and accept what they handed

down, with a certain modesty, it is simply the modesty

belonging to every close student who knows his own
limitations. Plato was governed by an enthusiasm

that lit up his soul and revealed to him the highest

and noblest regions of ideal thought and emotion

;

Aristotle looked at the cold facts of the case, dis-

sected every element of thought and expression with
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the coolness of the surgeon handling the scalpel, and

set down his observations in the dryest and baldest

manner.

What were the personal feelings of the Stagyrite to-

wards his great teacher ? Were they friendly, or were

they antagonistic? We know not. We can only sur-

mise. But, whether Aristotle gave the sense of Plato as

he understood that sense ; whether he concealed the

true meaning of his master's teaching and gave only

the literal external rendering thereof; or whether

he deliberately, and with malice aforethought,

changed and distorted his master's doctrines; or

whether, still, he merely took the imperfect expres-

sion of them as given by disciples unable to grasp

their whole bearing, and answered these with a

view simply of making them so many pegs on which

to hang his own doctrines: be the explanation what

it may, the real position of Aristotle's philosophy

in the history of thought is that it stands out from

the philosophy of Plato, not as a mere contradiction

to that philosophy, but as completing and perfect-

ing it, and supplying its shortcomings. He laid

hold of the laws of thought and made of them a

science. I le separated philosophy from fable and

myth and metaphor, and gave it a method and a

scientific terminology.1 lie developed the syllo-

gism to a degree of perfection that has left it the

admiration of all succeeding thinkers. He taught

after-ages how to classify and how to define with

accuracy and with method. Wore than this has he

1 He himself (ells III tl I WW il" the otlSoojos .

Met., l. 2, $ 4.
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done; but this much suffices to establish his claim

upon the appreciation of men for all time.

IV.

Aristotle in the West.

The Aristotelian philosophy meanders down the

ages in two distinct streams, both welling forth

from the Alexandrian School like life-blood from

the human heart, to meet and mingle centuries

afterwards, in the leavening of intellectual life. We
have seen that the Western current set in with

Boethius. He gave students, with his own com-

ments, the treatises of Aristotle on the Categories

and, in his own words, that on Interpretation.
1

Therein they learned to distinguish between sub-

stance and accident, to consider a subject in regard

to its environments of time and place, its quality

and quantity, its manner and habit of existence,

and the like; they learned to establish the relations

of subject and predicate, of affirmation and nega-

tion, of the possible and the impossible, of the

contingent and the necessary ; they learned how to

examine words, phrases, and sentences. All this

was wholesome. It was giving the still untrained

intellect of mediaeval youth a means, and an ex-

ample of the highest authority, whereby to fix

precision of terms, to classify, to define and divide,

and to construct propositions with accuracy. But

1 " De Interpretatione." It was more generally known as

"The Perihermenias." Under this name St. Thomas comments
upon it.
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in addition to all this, Boethius gave a short trea-

tise of Porphyry (232-304) written as an introduction

to the Categories. It has been considered a valu-

able improvement upon the doctrine of Aristotle.

But, in the opening chapter of that little treatise,

Porphyry poses a problem which he does not there

attempt to solve ; which is amongst the most im-

portant in the history of philosophy; which is also

amongst the most difficult to solve, and upon the

solution of which schools and even peoples have

quarreled. It is the threefold problem concerning

the nature of genus and species. Do genus and

species subsist, or are they solely mentalfabrications?

//subsisting are they corporeal or incorporeal? Fi-

nally, do they exist apart from sensible objects, or are

they in those objects, forming with them something

co-existent ?
x Such are the questions which Por-

phyry put and refrained from answering,
3
but which

Boethius threw into the Western brain. Porphyry

refrained from their solution then and there, be-

cause of their difficulty and because they required

great research ;' and yet Porphyry held the tradi-

tions of the Lyceum and the Academy, and was

furnished in the Alexandrian libraries with all the

means of research. Hut without the philosophical

traditions of Athens, and without the means of

determining the historical position of the problem;

with Simply a few definitions and with the instru-

1 '* iMgOge," tap. i.

1 Porphyry hail ;ilre;uly given their lOltltiOO after Plot iiiu^,

in the " Bnneades," iii>. v.*

8 Altissiinum enim Qegotiam est hojtttmodl et DBAJOrll

•gens inqui.sitioni>. »• Isagoge," Ibid.
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ment of the syllogism, the Schoolmen attacked it

with all the rashness and energy that come of great

ignorance and great strength. It was an epoch-

making problem, but it was prematurely thrown

upon the intellectual world of the West. Minds

were not sufficiently trained for its profitable dis-

cussion. None the less did they grapple with it

and fight over it ; and in the sparks of light that

escaped from that question did they discuss all

other questions. " Since the world began to solve

the question of Porphyry," says John of Salisbury,

"the world has well grown old ; more time has been

consumed than it has taken the Caesars to conquer

and rule the world ; more money has been expended

on it than ever was in the treasure of Crcesus."
]

But, can we say that we are still free from the

problem ? Are we not constructing all our philos-

ophy upon the one problem underlying that of

Porphyry? Have we gotten beyond the problem

of knowing? Are we not divided into as many
rival camps, upon the very same issues under cover

of other names as were the Schoolmen ? Attempt

a solution ; at once you lay yourself open to attack

and contradiction, and other solutions equally

plausible are posited, only in turn to be replaced

by others again neither more nor less plausible than

your own. Had Boethius allowed that Introduc-

tion of Porphyry to lie buried in the East, what

might be the history of thought to day? Would
men have devoted more time to observation, to

language, to letters? Would national literatures

1 "Polycraticus," lib. vii., cap. xii., col. 664. Edit. Migne.
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have become more developed ? Or did the robust

discipline, the strain and struggle of intellect, and

clashing with intellect, and wrestling with a problem

that even such giants as Plato and Aristotle could

no more place beyond dispute than have Kant or

Rosmini been able to do in our own day— did it

help to lay deeper the foundations of thought and

prepare for later developments? Answer we these

questionings how we will, the fact remains that thus

the problem took possession of the intellect of

Europe and for centuries threw it into a turmoil of

controversy not infrequently carried on with pas-

sion and recrimination.

It is needless to enter upon the absorbing work
that during those ages occupied the Church in her

mission of civilizing the barbarians who invaded

and overturned the old Roman culture. Small room
was there for philosophy in this work. Small place

had it in the intelligence of the child of Nature, just

emerging from his woodland home, with his simple

habits and his few wants. To teach him the elemen-

tary truths of the Christian religion, to subdue the

native fierceness of his nature, to accustom him to

peaceful pursuits, and above all, to induce him to

live up to the Christian standard of morality— this

WU the primary work of the Church. To this must

all else yield. If ever pope understood the spirit

of the Church, it was Gregory the Great (55© 604).

He was a student devoted to his books. Iiut pos-

sessing in an eminent degree tin- Roman genius for

administration and Organization, he makes all else

Subservient to this end at a time when administra-
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tion and organization are most needed. Now,

Gregory learns that a bishop gives his time and

attention to the teaching of letters, doubtless at the

sacrifice of his more imperative duty of administer-

ing his diocese and furthering the kingdom of God
amongst his people; and forthwith Gregory re-

bukes him severely for undertaking to teach youths

pagan myths when in all probability their souls

were famishing for the bread of Christian truth.
1

This rebuke has been misunderstood because the

times and the circumstances have been ignored.

But according to times and opportunities we may
trace the slow expansion of the mediaeval intellect.

The work so auspiciously begun by Boethius is con-

tinued by Cassiodorus (468-562), who in his old age

compiles manuals for youths. Isidore of Seville (d.

636) keeps up the tradition of learning. The Venerable

Beda (673-735) also prepares a compendium of phi-

losophy for his boys. Alcuin (736-804) teaches the

Dialects from some of the treatises of Boethius and

from a compendium of the Categories, which he er-

roneously attributed to St. Augustine. The doses

of Aristotle so far administered to the youth of West-

ern Europe were of a mild character. The only part

of his writings known in the ninth century was that

on Interpretation as translated by Boethius.* To-

wards the end of the tenth century, the same author's

version of the Categories began to be introduced.
3

The education given was more grammatical than

1 " Epistolarum," lib. xi. 54.
2 Haureau, " Hist, de la Phil. Schol.," torn i., p. 97.

3 Ibid., loc. cit.
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philosophical. The Dialectics taught dwelt almost

exclusively among words. Still, by means of these

handbooks is the Aristotelian tradition kept alive.

With the eleventh century a new spirit of study

breathes over the face of Western Europe. Larger

scope of speculation is exercised. The focus of this

new spirit is to be found in the Monastery of Bee,

where the sacred fires are kept up by Lanfranc and

Anselm. But in proportion as intellectual activity

becomes rife, does the spirit of rationalism grow bold.

It dictates the unorthodox assertions of a Roscellin.

It inspires the restless activity of an Abelard (1079-

1 142). Men become possessed of a mania for knowl-

edge, and like Abelard fly hither and thither to every

master of reputation, only to find their thirst increas-

ing and their craving more unsatisfied. Abelard is

attracted to Laon by the fame of the monk Anselm.

He has left on record his impression :
M

I approached

this tree to gather fruit, but I found it sterile like the

fig-tree cursed by the Savior."
1 Adelard of Bath

(fior. 1100-1130) drifts first to Tours, then also to

Laon ; but, satisfied neither with himself nor his

teachers, he leaves his pupils and, braving untold

perils, travels amongst the Greeks, the Syrians, and

the Arabs, bringing back with him doctrines more
Platonic than Aristotelian.' But during the twelfth

century the stream of Peripatetic philosophy swells to

larger dimensions. Other books of Aristotle find

1 Haiiivau, " lli-t. ilc la Phil. Schol.," torn, i. U)C. Cit., p.
2(/>.

1
j« hi n l.i in, Am. 1 "Rechen hes Critiques tut lei Traduction!

d'Arittote," pp. <>7-<<m. .
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their way into the West, and are translated, and throw

more light upon the Categories and Predicaments,

and give further ground for argument. 1 Peter the

Lombard (d. 1 164) applies Aristotelian principles to

theological questions,
2 and constructs the celebrated

Book of " Sentences," which long after continued to

be the manual of all theological students. He was

only repeating— and perhaps reproducing— what

John of Damascus had done four hundred years

previously.
3

V.

Aristotle in the East.

Another stream of Aristotelian thought is about

commingling with this and adding to the intensity of

discussion. It begins at the same Alexandrian source.

To trace it thence, through all its windings till it

merges with the Boethian stream, is interesting and

instructive. The early Greek Fathers, as a rule, deal

more universally with Plato than with Aristotle. The
numerous heresies that spring up in the fertile brain

1 Several translations from the Greek were made during
this century. See Jourdain, ibid., cap. ii. James of Venice,
for instance, before 1128, translated the Topics, the Prior and
Posterior Analytics, and the Elenchos, (p. 58).

2 Not without protest later on. Prior Walter of St. Victor,
about 1 180, includes him with Abelard, Gilbert, and Peter of

Poictiers, as the four labyrinths of France, and accuses all of

them of treating with Scholastic levity, being inspired by the
Aristotelian spirit, the mysteries of the Trinity and the Incar-

nation (Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ. Par.," torn, ii., p. 402 ; Launoy,
"De Var. Arist. Hist.," pp. 49, 50).

3 The first Latin translation of the " Fons Scientiae " ap-

peared in 1 150. We know what frequent use St. Thomas makes
of it in his " Summa."
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of the Greeks and the Syrians, find in the Aristotelian

philosophy a basis on which to support their peculiar

views; and the more they attach themselves to Aris-

totle, the more the Catholics become shy of him.

Irenaeus (140-202), who is profoundly philosophical

and versed in all systems, but who makes all sub-

servient to religious truth, accuses Valentinus and

his followers of corrupting the candor and simplicity

of the Christian Faith by subtleties drawn from

Aristotle.
1

In another place, the same Father ac-

cuses a certain sect of adoring Aristotle as well as

the Savior.
3 Gregory Nazianzen, speaking of various

means by which heresy wounds the Church, mentions,

among others, the low artifices of the Aristotelian

art.
1

Still, when Julian had forbidden Christian mas-

ters to teach the Pagan classics, Gregory prepared a

series of text-books, among which is an abridgment of

the "Organon."* The Dialectics of John of Damascus,

which forms the first part of his work called "Source of

Science," epitomizes the Categories and Metaphysics

of Aristotle and the Introduction of Porphyry. It

rendered good service in its day,
6 and it is still popu-

lar.
6 The bishops of a Council of Pontus accentuated

1 Kt ininiit iloquiwm it suht ilitatnn circa qugSfttioneS, vum
lit Arittotelicam, tnferre fidei conantar. "Contra. Hen
lib. ii., eep. xiv., ool. 752.

1 "Adv. 11. it.," lit), i., cap. tg, /// //"//.

5 " Or.itioiir," \xvi j Launov, "I). Varia Ari-totcli- For-
tuna," p. 2<).

* Uchcrwr^, " llist. of Phil.," vol. i., p. p><v

*AloOg, " Patrolo-j-v," p. 619.
f
' Still bC taunts the heretic- with Diking AtIfttOtk the

thirteenth Apostle ("Contrt Itxobitnit" ton. i-. vol. 1441.

hfigne edit*).
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the attitude of the orthodox of their day, when in

a letter to the emperor they said :
" We speak ac-

cording to the Fisherman, and not according to

Aristotle."
1 Eusebius cites reproaches made against

Artemon and Paul of Samosata for holding Aristotle

in too great esteem and seeking less the simple lan-

guage of the Sacred Scriptures than the art of clothing

their impiety with syllogisms.
2 The Nestorians cul-

tivated Aristotle with a special fervor. Diodorus

of Tarsus, who in his anxiety to escape the errors of

Appollinarius, had laid the seed of Nestorianism,

wrote a work on the errors that he found in the

Physics of the Stagyrite.
8

But the School of Edessa became a great centre

of Aristotelian doctrine, whence it was carried far

and wide throughout the East. The story of the

fate and the varying fortunes of this School is very

instructive. The one first to give it a world-wide

reputation was a genius great as a poet, great as an

orator, great above all as an educator. His name,

for centuries after he had passed from the scene of

his labors, possessed a magic spell for the Syrian

mind. 4 Bardesanes (b. 154) was a staunch champion

of the Church under persecution ; but in the latter

part of his life he fell away and became known as

the last of the Gnostics. His teaching and influence

overshadowed the School till about the middle of

the third century, when we find its Christian char-

1 Launoy, ibid., " Piscatorie non Aristotelice loquimur."
2 " Eccl. Hist.," bk. v., cap. xxvii., p. 417. Edit. Laemmer.
3 Cave, "Script. Ecclesiast. Hist. Lit.," vol. i., p. 226.

4 Cardinal Allemand-Lavigerie, " Essai Historique sur
PEcole Chretienne d'Edesse," p. 24. Paris, 1850.
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actcr once more asserted. From its benches went

forth St. Lucian, whose Greek version of the Scrip-

tures became as authoritative in Asia Minor as the

Latin version of St. Jerome in the West. He founded

the celebrated School of Antioch, and modeled it

after that of Edessa. Then Edessa enjoyed an-

other brilliant era of about eighty years under the

influence of St. Ephraim {d. 378) and his disciples.

The writings of Ephraim are regarded as Syriac

classics of the purest style. His fervent religious

poems merited for him the title of Lyre of the Holy

Ghost. The story of his life reads like romance.

His early poverty, adventures and mishaps ; his edu-

cation by his saintly bishop ; his exquisite knowledge

of his mother tongue ; his teaching it in the school of

Nisibus; his flying to Edessa and working in the

public baths to make a living ; his becoming a monk
;

the fame of his conferences and commentaries going

out ; his being called to the chair of Sacred Scrip-

tures in the School of Edessa; his being made dea-

con in his old age, and the wonderful sermons he

preached : it is all a life story that has hallowed

Edessa in the heart of every lover of literature.
1 But

other influences were soon to change the face of the

School of Edessa. Under Ibas, the Nestorian bishop

1 Assemannl givei thii ihoii fragment from the Sjriac <>f

•n'l): "James off Nisibui established St Ephraim, teacher
of the Syriac language; but after the Invasion of the Persians,
Ephraim fled t" Edessa, where he spent the remainder of \\\-

days, and directed a school, which continued after his death"
1 \ emanni, " Bibl. Orient.," torn, lii., p. li., " DissertarJo de

\< torianis," p. 994). Mban Butler, In his M Llvi
the Saints," gives 1 i erj Indefinite snd \ try 1 olorl< m account
of St Ephraim,
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of the place, Cumas and Probus translated from Greek

into Syriac the Nestorian writings of Theodore of

Mopsuesta and the works of Aristotle.
1 Indeed, the

School became such a hotbed of heresy that it was

scattered, in 489, by the Emperor Zeno ; the exten-

sive buildings were demolished, and a Church was

built upon the site.
2

Narses, after having taught Sacred Scriptures for

twenty years in Edessa with signal success, removes,

in 490, to Nisibus.
3 He there establishes a school,

to which flock many of his old pupils. A Syriac

record speaks of the event in no complimentary terms.

"The leprous Narses," says Simeon Beth-Arsam,
" established a school in Nisibus."

4 He is an enthu-

siastic admirer of Aristotle. He has brought the

works of the Stagyrite with him. He teaches and

expounds them, and his spirit enters into his disci-

ples. His pupil, Abraham of Casca {fior. 502), com-

ments upon the Dialectics.
5 The School of Nisibus

enjoys a far-reaching reputation for science and let-

ters. We may form some conception of its extent,

when we remember that less than eighty years after

1 In this work of translating Aristotle into Syriac, Catholics
as well as Nestorians took part. Assemanni mentions the fact

in these words: " Hinc patet, apud Syros turn Orthodoxos,
turn Nestorianos Philosophiam Aristotelicam prius coli ccep-

tam fuisse, quam apud Monophysitas. Versionem Dialectical

Aristotelis Jacobus Edessenus fecit. Nicolai autem librum de
Summa Aristotelicae Philosophise e Graeco in Syriacum trans-

tulit Honainus Isaaci filius" (" Bibl. Orient.," torn. iii.,p. 85).
2 Assemanni, ibid., torn, iii., part ii., p. 926; also torn, iii.,

part i., p. 2.

3 Assemanni, "Bibl. Orient.," torn, iii., p. ii., p. 927.
4 Ibid., p. 927. We may add that the cognomen of Narses

was Garbana or Leprosus. See Assemanni, torn, iii., p. 63.

6 Ibid., p. 154.
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its foundation, it was divided into three distinct

schools under three eminent masters, and that one of

them—Hannan—had eight hundred students.
1

Its

fame extended even to Italy. Cassiodorus hears of

it ; and in his zeal for the revival of learning amongst

the Romans, he writes to Pope Agapetus a letter be-

moaning the deplorable state of education in Rome,

even to the absence of a single good Christian school

in the city, and begging of him to bring from Nisibus

some of its learned teachers. These were troublous

days in the West ; the struggle for existence in the

midst of war and invasion, from the Franks on one

side and Belisarius on the other, absorbed all men's

energies; in consequence naught came of the pro-

posal of Cassiodorus. From the School of Nisibus,

the works of Aristotle, after other professors had

translated them and commented upon them, pa

to the School of Bagdad. 9 There Honain (//. 8

and his son Isaac, and his very clever nephew, Ho-

baish, made them known to the Arabians.' The
philosophic mind of Arabia was not slow to appre-

ciate them ; it found them most congenial to its

1 Asscmanni, [bid., p. <>-7-

'Brother Athanasiue translated the "i
phvrv inio Sjriac in 6 } ; ; Bishop fames, of Edessa (./.

made a rersion <>f the ( ategories (Slunk, "Melanges di* Phi-
losophic Juivc <-t Arabe,

'
I [onain ti sn late I from G 'A Book

of Philosophic Aphorisms;" (a) u Commentaries on the Cat*
egories and the Perfhermenii d the
Arabic version of tin- !'• d by
Theodore. He, with iii-> pu] Hobaish snd Surimus,
put into Arabic and Syriac the Post . the

Metaphjrsic . '!i<- book <»n Physics, thai and
Corruption) snd thai on the . pp.

rtis),
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thinking. It devoured and assimilated them with

an avidity that became infectious.

VL

Aristotle Among the Arabs.

The Mussulman Philosophy was not simply that

of Aristotle. An undercurrent of Arabian thought

flowed around the older system and gave it a special

drift and tendency. This also passed over to the

Schoolmen, and brought with it problems all its own
which they were compelled to face and refute as best

they could. It is only by noting the bearings of this

current, deep and narrow and strong, that we can un-

derstand and appreciate the drift of many an argu-

ment and many a proposition in the Philosophy of the

Schools. It is the clue to what would otherwise seem

enigmatic or irrelevant.

The Arabian is a sterile intellect. It cannot in-

vent ; it cannot originate. It has brought to the whole

sphere of thought not a single addition that pos-

terity thinks worth preserving. It simply cultivated

and transmitted the sciences which it had received

from its Syrian Christian masters. Its chief merit,

in the estimate of history, is that it preserved and

brought back to Europe the current of thought and

of study that had been temporarily diverted. True,

it made progress in medicine ; but medicine it re-

ceived from Galen ; moreover, it is a recognized fact

that the chief physicians in the courts of the Califs

were Christians. It made progress in algebra ; but al-

gebra it received from the Greek Diaphantus. It
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gave us the Arabian number; but these it received

from its Hindu kinsfolk. The Arabians were not lin-

guists. Syrians and Jews translated their scientific

works either from the Greek, the Syriac, or the He-

brew. They were plain-thinking children of the des-

ert, who, finding themselves masters of cultured

races, went to school to them, and received from

them whatever knowledge it was within their intel-

lectual capacity to imbibe. Their narrow religious

training limited the scope of the subjects upon which

they were allowed to receive instruction from stran-

gers. At first their schooling was confined to the study

of medicine and the natural sciences. But soon a

taste for philosophical speculation grew upon them.

Their master, guide, and almost sole authority was

Aristotle. It was an authority that monopolized the

cultured Mohammedan intellect even to the exclusion

of the Koran. Hence the struggle between philoso-

phy and orthodoxy, which raged for centuries and

ended only with the triumph of the Koran.

Throughout the contest, the attitude of the pop-

ular mind was one of antagonism to all philosophy.

Every philosopher was a heretic who had frequently

to submit to persecution and indignities, sometimes

from the people, and sometimes from those in high

places who courted the popular favor. Every man
given to study was a suspect. Al-Kendi, though the

friend of the Calif Al-Mamoun, and charged by him

with the translation of Aristotle, does not escape the

eye of jealousy. He is calumniated and persecuted,

and Al-Motawakkel confiscates his Library.
1 The

1 M link, " Mr kuif. i s J,- Phil OphlC Jni\ r it Ai .iU," p. 340
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mosques rang with denunciations of Aristotle, AI-

Farabi, and especially Avicenna. In Bagdad, in 1
1 50,

all the philosophical works from the library of a

Kadhi are burnt. 1 In 1 192, the operation is repeated

upon the works of another philosopher. We are

told of a certain Ibn-Habib, of Seville, who is put to

death by the Sultan " because it was proved against

him that he worked secretly at philosophy." 8

We read of Avempace that " he was the banner

of his age and the phcenix of his time in the philo-

sophical sciences, for which reason he was greatly ex-

posed to the shafts of malice."
3 Ibn-Khakan wrote

a severe satire against him, in which he called him a

calamity for religion, an affliction for those who are

in the good way. 4 The great Ibn-Roschd, after hav-

ing basked in the sunshine of court favor for many
years, finds himself persecuted at the end of his life,

and his works everywhere proscribed.
6 The historian

Makrizi sums up the popular feeling against philoso-

phy when he writes

:

" The theorizings of philosophers have been the
cause of more direful evils than can be mentioned to
religion among the Mussulmans. Philosophy has
served merely to increase the errors of heretics and
add to their impiety an additional impiety."

6

The struggle continues during four centuries.

1 Renan, "Averroes et l'Averroisme," p. 31. Paris, 1866.
2 Gayangos, " History of the Mohammedan Dynasties in

Spain," tr. from the Arabian historian Al-Makkari, vol. i., p.
198.

3 Gayangos, ibid., vol. i. Appendix, p. xii.

4 Munk, " Melanges," p. 385.
5 Renan, "Averroes et l'Averroisme," p. 20.
6 Munk, loc. cit., p. 315.
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At last philosophy falls into utter disrepute; the

spirit of study becomes extinct ; the Koran triumphs.

If the writings of the great intellects of Arabia would

be preserved, they must be translated into Hebrew
or written in Hebrew characters.

1 Such being the

soil, let us now examine the philosophical growth

that sprung from it.

From Syria and from Persia did the Mussulman

get the first breath of intellectual freedom that in-

spired him to rebel against the suffocating thraldom

of the Koran.2 There he learned that he was a free

and responsible agent. There he was initiated into

that mysticism that taught intimate union with the

Godhead. Both these truths were heretical. But a

century has scarcely elapsed since Mohammed im-

posed the fatalism of the Koran upon his people,

when these doctrines begin to be discussed and to di-

vide the faithful into rival camps. Wacel ben-'Atha

(699 748), chased from the school of Hasan because

of his unorthodox opinions, reduced for the first time

the teachings of the Kadrites, or those believing in

freedom of will, to a scientific system. II is school

held a medium ground between the faithful and the

heretics. It endeavored to reconcile reason with

faith. Its fundamental doctrine was the efficacy of

reason to discover all man's moral obligations and all

1 We ni;iv in- considered a vert, R< nan Ii do! leu ^<> :
" In-

capable of transforming herself and <>t finding room i"<>r anv
element of life, »i\ii snd profane, [slamism tore from in r

I Ill <.| I ;i( lonSl CUlt llll . t l'.\\ < r-

roisme," A\ 1 rt. iii. ).

M 1 k.i\ tit* >n, "
1 >< La Philosophic dV

Arabes." Comptei Rendnsdi I'Academle des Science! Morales
(t Politiques, torn, v., p, i(». Paris, 1S44.
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truths necessary for salvation, independently of any re-

ligious code.
1 The disciples of this school were known

as the Mot£callamin. 2 Such was the condition of

Islamite thought when the writings of Aristotle raised

it out of its apathy into intellectual regions, for it as

new and as wonderful as anything revealed by the

fabled lamp of Aladdin.

From the Metaphysics of the Grecian philoso-

pher, men drew forth the theory of the eternity of

matter and the denial of all human attributes of God
in the sense of the Koran. Others wished to recon-

cile the doctrine of creation with this doctrine of

absence of all attributes in God. Even God could

not create without willing to do so. How overcome

the difficulty ? By means of a mental fiction. They
conceive attributes existing without a substratum.

Therefore will may so exist ; and this is the will by

which God creates.
3 Again, some would deny caus-

ality. To account for sequence, they invented the

fiction that accidents are things created, positive and

independent of any substance of inherence. For in-

stance, I write. In this act, say they, are four acci-

dents created directly for the purpose: that of the

will to move the pen, that of the faculty of moving,

that of the motion of the hand, and that of the mo-

tion of the pen.
4

Childish doctrines these, becoming

1 Munk, "Melanges," p. 311.

2 They called their science " 'Ilm-al-Calam," or science of

the word. Hence their name.
3 This is the doctrine of the Motazales Al-Djobba'i and his

disciples. Maimonides refutes it ( "Guide des Egares," edit.

Munk, torn, i., p. 445).
4 This is the doctrine of the Ascharites (Munk, "Melanges,"

p. 326).
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people grappling with problems beyond their ken.

They held, in opposition to the fatalism of the Koran,

that God's providence extends to things universal

alone, and not to the singular or the accidental. But

in accordance with Gnostic teachings, they invented

intermediate words and creations that accounted for

the actions of the singular and the individual.
1 Their

intellectual cravings were fed upon any number of spu-

rious works. They had false writings of Pythag-

oras; they had false writings of Plato; they had

false writings of Empedocles, who was a great fa-

vorite among them, and in whose name a philo-

sophical sect was established ; they had false writ-

ings of Aristotle, more orthodox than Aristotle's

own." And there was a Jewish tradition to account

for this orthodox work. Aristotle, we are told, be-

came converted by Simeon the Just, and renounced

his doctrine concerning the eternity of the world,

and all other opinions which he had held in contra-

diction with the doctrine of Moses.'

But the problem that overshadowed all others in

Arabian philosophy was the problem of knowing.

Aristotle is both indefinite and unsatisfactory in his

treatment of this problem. I low does reason, which
is immaterial, think the material? Where is the

bond of connection? Aristotle places it in tin- cre-

ative reason. I Ie tells us that reason is a becoming
of all things rj) *4vra yi^nOm— and a making of all

1 llowrvrr, the M 1 ri a 1 1 ;i 1 1 1 i i ) would" admit <>t' DO intrnnc
between God md iii^ creation (Munk, Ibid., p. 334).

2 Munk, " Melangei." p. 14a.

'Ibid., p. 149.
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things

—

6 8k riD izavra izoieTv.
1 He further explains

the difference between this creative reason and the

receptive reason : the creative reason is never at

rest ; it is eternally active ; it does not at one time

think and at another time not think; it alone is im-

mortal and eternal ; it leaves us no memory of this

unceasing work of thought because it is unaffected

by its object;
2 the receptive, passive reason is per-

ishable and can really think nothing without the

support of the creative intellect.
3

The Arabian philosophers forthwith undertook

to account for the existence of this mysterious cre-

ative intellect. They found the solution in the

apocryphal theology of Aristotle. They read how
God, in contemplating His most absolute and true

unity, formed the Supreme Creative Intellect.
4

This is first in a series of intelligences from which

finally is derived the creative intellect of which Ar-

istotle speaks. The mode of evolution is somewhat

in this manner : There are nine celestial spheres.
6

Soul is the principle of their motion. That motion

is circular, and supposes the conception of a par-

ticular end, and therefore thought or intelligence.
8

This implies desire. The object of desire is the

Supreme Intelligence. But the difference in mo-

tion is due to difference in desire. Therefore each

1 " De Anima," iii. v., § i.

2 As against the Platonic doctrine of reminiscence.

8 " De Anima," iii. v., § 2.

4 "Theologia ^Egyptior.," lib. xiii., cap. vii.

5 Aristotle, Metaphysics, xii., cap. 7, 8.

6 Cf. Aristotle, " De Casio," II. xii., § 3.
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sphere should have, besides the Supreme Intelli-

gence, an inferior intelligence to regulate h

ments. There exist, then, nine other intelligences

emanated from Supreme Intelligence. They are

known as separated intelligences.
1 The lowest of

these separated intelligences which presides over

the motions of the sphere nearest us— the moon

—

is the active intelligence by w hose influence the pas-

sive or material

—

hylic— intellect within us is made
active, and becomes the intellect in act. When it

comes to be always in act, it is known as the Ac-

quired or Emanated Intellect. To attain to this

state is the end of all striving after perfection.'

In this manner have Arabian philosophers given

the creative intellect a local habitation and a name.

This creative intellect they conceived as the sole

intellect of humanity, into which all others are

merged. "The soul/' says Averroes,"is not divided

up according to the number of individuals; it is

one and the same in Socrates and in Plato; the in-

tellect has no individuality; individuation comes
only from sensibility."

3 Did A vermes or any of

the Arabian philosophers mean by this creative in-

tellect "a living and permanent humanity?" 4 The
very genesis of tin- intellect in Arabian philosophy

1 See St. Thomas, " De Substantial Separatis," cap. ii.,Opp.,

lOID. xvi., p. 1S4.

1 See Ifunki " M 1; alto Ravalsson, '• Mela
physique d'Aristote," torn. Ii.« pp. 1 \a

h -1 p, I
>.- tl ." part ii. t dlspUt. ii., fol.

" \ . •
. <-i r.\\ ei roitme," p 1

M in- human! permanente, tel lemble done
tare it- sen-, lie l.i theorie sv< rolstlqtie de 'ill itr d< I 'In -

( Kt-n.i ti . loCt «'i!., p. I

1 l'.-4
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which we have given is in itself sufficient answer.

This proves it to be a thing apart from humanity

—a distinct creation—to the level of which a fa-

vored few may attain, and this is all. It is easy

and convenient to see the fictions of the present in

those of the past.
1

We can only glance at the names of those Ara-

bian philosophers, whose impress may be traced in

the philosophy of the Schools. Al-Farabi (d. 950)

was one of the great lights of Arabian philosophy.

It is noteworthy that he studied under a Christian

teacher, John Bar-Gilan. Maimonides says that " all

he composed, and specially his work on the princi-

ples of things, is of the pure flour of the wheat." a

But Ibn-Tofa'il finds in his works many contradic-

tions. He taught that there was no happiness for

the large majority of men beyond that of the pres

ent life. That man should become a separate sub-

stance in another life, he called old women's tales.
3

The Supreme Good is attainable only by those

possessed of perfect intellectual organizations and

every way apt to receive the impression of the

active intellect. But his commentaries upon the

Logic were quoted with approval by the Schoolmen

;

William of Auvergne, Albert the Great, and Vin-

cent of Beauvais made frequent use of them. " He
opened," says Haureau, " to our Scholastic doctors,

1 Attributing the Positivism of Comte to Averroes, has
been well characterized as a distortion of historical truth and
a gratuitous lending to the past the inventions of the present

(Jourdain, " La Philosophic de S. Thomas," torn, ii., p. 393).
2 Munk, " Melanges," p. 344.
3 Ibid., p. 346. Averroes attributes to him the expression.
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as logician, ways which Abclard had never

imagined."

'

Ibn-Sina—Aviccnna—(980-1037) was the great-

est medical authority among the Arabians. He
made his studies under a Christian physician, 'Isa

bcn-Ya'hya. In the domain of philosophy he is

no less eminent. "lie can be considered," says

Munk, "as the greatest representative of the Peri-

pateticism of the Middle Ages." 8 He gave Albert

the Great the model of his commentaries upon

Aristotle. His division of the faculties of the soul is

that which has been adopted by nearly all mediaeval

and modern philosophers. 1 1 is distinction of the ani-

mal faculty by which beasts form a judgment

—

vis

cestimativa—has been accepted in Scholastic no-

menclature as a permanent contribution to philo-

sophical science.
3 But though Aviccnna in his

endeavor to be conservative had made many con-

cessions to the Koran, he still found but small

favor at the hands of his brethren.

Al-Ga/.ali (1058-1111) was known as "the proof

of Islamism and the ornament of religion." His

was an intensely religious nature which received no

satisfaction from any of the philosophical systems

of his day. After examining them all. he found

himself landed in scepticism. He distrusted his

smsrs; he distrusted his intellectual faculties. "Are

1 " Hist de 1.1 Phil. Schol.," torn, U., p. .

1 M Mr la n '_'.-," j>.

1 St. Thomas adopt- it in big {real " Summa," I. i. qtmtt,
St. Thomas here reduces the five Interiorsen*

sitive powen of Avicenna to four, by Identifying tin- Imagina*
ti\ c with that of fa:,i
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we sure," he asks, " that there will not be anothef

state for us which will be to our waking-mood what

our waking-mood now is to our sleeping-mood, so

that on arriving at this new state, we should be

forced to acknowledge that what we had believed

true by means of our reason was but a dream with-

out any reality."
1 A question this, which is still

asked and answered, now affirmatively, now nega-

tively, according to individual bias and prejudice.*

He grew sceptical of reason, only to throw himself

into the arms of religion with all the greater fervor.

In the mysticism of the Sufis were the yearnings of

his soul satisfied.
3 The writings and the influence

of Al-Gazali extinguished the philosophical spirit

in the East. It took its flight into Spain.

Ibn-Badja— Avempace— ( 1090-1 1 38) domesti-

cated Arabian philosophy upon Spanish soil. We
have already seen how his brilliant talents made him

enemies. He died comparatively young, but not be-

fore he had laid his impress upon his age. He it was

who first developed the all-absorbing doctrine of the

unity of souls. He also attempted to show how the

soul may raise itself up to union with the active

intellect.
4

^'Treatise of Saving the Wandering and Enlightening

the Just," chap, ii., tr. Schmoelders, p. 22.

2 One of the more recent affirmative answers, purporting

to be on a scientific basis, is the " Unseen Universe." Therein

the authors seek to establish a continuity of physical as well as

spiritual life beyond the present.

3 To discuss the Sufis is beyond the scope of this Essay.

Mr. W. S. Lilly has a very good account of them in his " An-
cient Religion and Modern Thought," pp. 162-187.

* Munk, " Melanges," pp. 409, 410.
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Ibn-Tofail— Abubaccr— (1100-1185) was more

successful over the same problem. Upon a ground-

work of fiction he goes to show that there is no con-

tradiction between the truths of religion and those

of science. The hero of his story ' is born and raised

away from society, and by the unaided light of reason

arrives at mystical union with the Godhead. 3 He
meets another solitary, who has reached the same

point from prayer and meditation upon the Koran.

They compare notes and find that upon all essential

truths they are of one accord. Hayy, in the first

flush of his joy, is desirous of announcing this dis-

covery to his fellow-men. The solitary, who has been

among men and knows the world, would dissuade his

companion from the enterprise; but to no purpose.

They both set out together. Hayy is well received

at first ; but when he begins to explain his philosophy

he is given the cold shoulder. Finding his task un-

appreciated, he leaves in disgust, and with his com-

panion returns to a life of severity and contemplation.

'

Abubacer was thus expressing the strong popular

prejudice against the purest doctrine imparted with

the purest intentions when presented under the name
of philosophy. But his influence upon Scholasticism

was of an indirect nature.

Ibn-Roschd— Averroes— (1126-1198) was pat-

ronized and encouraged by Abubaccr, who has been

called the artisan of his fortunes. I Ic was the Arabian

'"i!;iw Ibn Yakdhln," The Living One, Sou of the
Vipilant.

1 Of i
-

<>urs«-, Intellectual development twmj from all social

Intercourse, i
;

, In the nature 0! things, so ImpossibUlt/i
8 Apiui Mmik, "Me'langes/1

j». 117.
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philosopher whose influence was most profoundly im-

pressed upon Scholasticism. Coming into immediate

contact and relation with the great men of his day,

he absorbed all the learning and spirit of Arabian

science. His love for philosophy grew into a pas-

sion and a species of religion.

"The only religion for philosophers," he said, "is

to make profound study of whatever exists; for we
can render unto God no more sublime worship than

that of knowing His works, which causes us to know
Himself in all His reality."

l

His love and admiration for Aristotle knew no

bounds. "This man," he says, "has been the rule

of Nature and a model in which she seeks to ex-

press the type of the last perfection."
3 He epito-

mized Aristotle ; he paraphrased Aristotle ; he

commented Aristotle. These three operations

were known as his three commentaries. He was

called emphatically the Commentator. St. Thomas
learned and followed his method. We are told by

his biographer that it was a novel and peculiar one.
8

Like Averroes,
4

St. Thomas did not know the lan-

guage of Aristotle.
5 But he got Brother William

1 Munk, "Melanges," p. 456 note. See also the account
of Ibn-Roschd, by Abu Merwan Albaji, quoted by Gayangos,
11 Hist. Moham. Dyn.," vol. i., Appendix, pp. xvii.-xxvii.

2 Comment., " De Anima," 1. iii.

3 Tolomseus, " Hist. Eccl.," lib. xxii., c. xxiv., p. 1154.

4 Neither Averroes nor perhaps any Spanish Mussulman
knew Greek (Renan, "Averroes et l'Averroisme," p. 49).

5 St. Thomas ne possedait ni l'arabe ne le grec (C. Jourdain,

"La Philosophic de S. Thomas," torn, i., p. 82). This state-

ment does not preclude his having a knowledge of the grammar
of the Greek language, for there are traces of such knowledge
in his writings.
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of Mocrbck to make translations directly from the

Greek. 1 He procured other versions also from the

Greek. These he compared and collated. With a

reverence bordering upon veneration,
3 and after the

manner of the great commentary of Averroes, he

studied the Master word for word and line for line.

Note the caution with which he proceeds. Here he

explains a passage; there he refutes; in another place

he attempts to impose an orthodox sense upon what,

at first reading, would seem opposed to the Christian

spirit.
1

Still, for two centuries the great Commen-
tator continues to overshadow the Schools. He is

quoted, commented and refuted. Through him
all the errors of Arabian philosophy are trans-

planted within the very shadow of the Church, and

together with those of Aristotle, produce a plentiful

harvest of disputes, criminations and un-Christian

doctrines. It will be our task to trace their growth

and influence through the varying fortunes of the

Master Mind of both Christian and Arab.

1 Tocco. Vita s. Thom. in "Acta Sanctorum."
1 Bee the Introduction to his Commentary upon the Ethics
3 Mimk, after Bnhle and othera, belli oi thai both Albert

and St. Thomas studied Aristotle In the Latin eraions made
from the Hebrew ("Melangea," p. J35). Their first readings
of A ri -tot it- may ha\ < been from sucb veralona But St.Thomas
need onlj versions made from the Greek in his commentary s.

Jourdain tells as thai he frequently cites and compares two
such versions. The commentary upon the Metaphysics shows
that three distinct versions from the Greek wi re need. Jour
dain rffrr< to do leas than fifteen instances as pi I jrel

Muni rives Jourdain as his authority foi aajingthatSt Thomas
studied Ariatotle In Latin veraions made from the Hebrew.
See jourdain, " Recherchei Critiques Mir les Traductions
d'Aristote," pp. 40, 41.
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VII.

Aristotle and the Church.

From the Arabian schools the Peripatetic infec-

tion spread to Christian schools and Christian clois-

ters. Raymond, Archbishop of Toledo and High

Chancellor of Castile, established an academy for

the translation of the Arabian commentators.
" Each day," says Haureau, "increased the number

of books received by the School of Paris from the

Academy of Toledo ; each day revealed some new
science."

1 Translations, both of Aristotle and his

commentators, were made from the Arabic into a

jargon almost unintelligible and frequently mislead-

ing. The translator, in his haste to supply the eager

demand, stopped not to enlighten himself upon the

meaning of special words and even whole phrases,

but transcribed the Arabic terms instead of their

Latin equivalents.
2 The doctrine that Averroes gave

out as coming from Aristotle, bore to the real doc-

trine of the Stagyrite as much resemblance as the

Alhambra bore to the Parthenon. Nor need this

surprise. Hard indeed would it be to preserve un-

changed doctrine first passing out of the original

Greek through the phrasings of a Syrian mind;

thence transferred to the phrasings of an Arabian

1 " Histoire de la Philosophie Scholastique," torn, ii., p. 62.

2 Here is a specimen from the Poetics by Hermann : " Inua-
rikin terra alkanarnihy, stediei et baraki et castrum munitum
destendedya descenderunt adenkirati ubi descendit super eos
aqua Euphratis veniens de Euetin." And yet Hermann's trans-

lations were widely read. See Renan, "Averroes et PAverro-
isme," p. 215.
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mind ; thence again put into the phrasings of a West-

ern mind in such Latin terms as it might command.

Harder still would it be for an Arabian commenta-

tor, with his peculiar bias of mind, to grasp all the

delicate shades of meaning, difference and distinc-

tion in which the acute Greek intellect was so much
at home, especially after those shades had been

travestied in so many renderings.
1

In spite of these difficulties, students and mas-

ters blindly accepted and drank in with equal avidity

the true and the false. They became intoxicated

with the new doctrines. They grew bold, trouble-

some, and violently disputatious. " Their tongues,"

in the expressive words of John of Salisbury, " have

become torches of war." 3
It is the spirit of ration-

alism that, from various sources, without collusion,

each independently of the other, is inundating the

University of Paris. There are strange words heard

from the teacher's chair. There are mysterious whis-

perings carried on behind many a barred doorand in

many a secret corner, of wonderful social and reli-

gious changes about to take place; of the inadequacy

and inefficiency of the old order; of the inaugu-

ration of a new order and a new gospel. It is

written and repeated in the name of a saintly monk,

that ''towards the year 1200 of the Incarnation of

Our Lord, the spirit of life having gone out of the

1 Renin says 0! the Commentaries «>t' Ayerroee \ "The
printed editions ol his works are 1 Latin translation of a ii<

i»rcw translation of ;i commentary made upon an Arabic trans-
lation oi a Sjriac translation oj i Greek text" (ATtnoea e(

l'Averroisme
t p. 5a).

3 " Rpist.,"6
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two Testaments, the Eternal Gospel was born."

'

Amaury of Bennes [d. 1207) broaches a most un-

christian doctrine. He teaches a threefold incar-

nation : that of the Father in Abraham
;
that of the

Son in Jesus Christ ; that of the Holy Ghost in

the chosen spirits of the day. He gathers around

him disciples who possess a body of secret doctrines

and practices. Believing themselves the incarna-

tion of the Holy Ghost, they fancy themselves

above sin and regard every passion as lawful.
2

Sometimes the spirit of unbelief breaks loose and

is heard aloud; as when Simon of Tournay, after a

powerful discourse that had made a strong impres-

sion, exclaimed in the pride of his heart, that greatly

as he had exalted and confirmed the law of Christ, he

could be still more effective in destroying it, if he so

minded.
3

David of Dinant finds in the pseudo-Aristotle

and his Arabian commentators a scientific basis

upon which to ground doctrines that embody

this rationalistic spirit. " All things are one, for

whatever is, is God :" so speaks, in the rashness of

1 "Liber Introductorius," a book made up of extracts at-

tributed to Joachim of Calabria. Quoted by J. V. Le Clerc in

" Histoire Litteraire de la France," torn, xxiv., p. 113. Renan
attributes its compilation to the Franciscan, Gerard of Borgo
San-Domingo. See Revue des Deux Mondes, torn. 64, p.

in, 1866.

2 See an account of them by Caesar of Heisterbach, " Illus-

trium Miraculorum et Historiarum Mirabilium," lib. v., cap.

xxii., pp. 291-294. Amaury drew largely upon Scotus Erigena
for his tenets.

8 Matthew of Paris, " Chronica Majora," p. 477, Rolls Se-

ries, Ad. An., 1201. Thomas of Cantapre attributes the famous
blasphemy of " the three imposters" to Simon of Tournay.
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youth, his disciple Bernard, the Subdeacon.' An-

other says:' 4 Hitherto the Son operated ; but hence-

forth to the end of the world it is the Holy Ghost

who shall operate.**' These were among the fun-

damental doctrines of the new sect. The bishops of

France became alarmed at the ravages it was mak-

ing among their flocks. Not only had it taken pos-

session of the novelty-seeking student ; it was found

that learned clerics and venerable priests were ar-

dent propagators of the new doctrine. Practical and

wealthy men of business, like the goldsmith William

D'Aire, were among the most active workers in its

behalf. In 1209, the Provincial Council of Paris con-

demned the teachings of Amaury and David, and

with them the Aristotelian books on which their

doctrines were supposed to be based; it forbade in

the University all further reading of the Natural

Philosophy and commentaries thereon, in private

as well as in public.
8

This decree is of primary importance. Paris was
then, and continued to be for centuries afterwards,

1 Omnia uiiuiii, quia quicquid rM, etl Deui (Acts of 1210).

Given in M:n tene ami Duraml, "Thetaurui Novus Anecdoto-
rnin," tom. [v., col. 163. I lure lg nothing in the genuine worki
of Aristotle tO )U8( il v tin- pantheistic p«»ition. Kverv where in

his writ in<.:- li the distinction clearlj drawn between God end
Nature.

1 Piliui tuque mine operatu Spfrftui Sanctnt ex
hoc nunc BtquC id miimli eon ummatior.em imhoat operari

( Ibid., eol. 1

1 Quaternuli magiitri David de Dinant, Infra natalc Bpia*
eopo Parlaienti afferantur el cotnburantur, nee 1 i

i > r i A.riitotelii

de natural! philotophlaj nee conunenta legantur Pariaiii publice
urua Novus Am 1 dotoitun/1

torn. h?M coL
the Council o! 1

.109 • 1 e not given in full in

Labbd or in Hardouin, but thej are to be found in the "The-
saurus" of Martetie ami Puiaml, U^ . 1 it.
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the great intellectual centre of Europe, The Univer-

sity shared with the Empire and the Papacy the

controlling influence over the civilization of the

West.

"The University of Paris," says Mr. Bass Mul-
linger, "throughout the thirteenth century, well-nigh

monopolized the interest of the learned in Europe.
Thither thought and speculation appeared irresist-

ibly attracted ; it was there that the new orders

fought the decisive battle for place and power; that

new forms of scepticism rose in rapid succession,

and heresies of varying moment riveted the watchful

eye of Rome; that anarchy most often triumphed,

and flagrant vices most prevailed ; and it was from
this seething centre that those influences went forth

which predominated in the contemporary history of

Oxford and Cambridge. 1 "

The decree emphasizes the beginning of a

long struggle for existence, upon which Aris-

totle is now entering, at the threshold of the

most active and the most momentous period in

the whole history of mediaeval thought. In con-

sidering the attitude of the Church towards the

Stagyrite in the varying phases of his fortune during

the following two centuries, we find ourselves con-

structing one of the most delicate and critical

chapters in the annals of the human intellect. It is

a subject that has been ill-understood. Enemies of

the Church have misrepresented her action in the

matter; her friends have indulged in lame excuses

and abject apologies for which she has neither rec-

ognition nor thanks. A simple statement of facts

University of Cambridge from the earliest Times to
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from documents which it is our privilege to use,

will show that both aspersion and apology are un-

called for.

The Aristotelian books condemned by the Pro-

vincial Council of 1209, may have been, and in all

probability were, distorted editions and epitomes of

the Stagyrite, rendered and compiled from Arabian

sources. We can safely say that none others could

have been in general use so early in the century.
1

Moreover, the same spurious works that we have-

seen influence the Arabian philosophy, were at this

period in circulation among the Schoolmen, and in

the name of Aristotle introduced Neo-Platonic prin-

ciples.
3 These also contributed to throw the

philosopher in bad odor. However, the decree

sec ins soon to have practically fallen into disuse.

This may easily be accounted for.

The beginning of the thirteenth century was a

critical period in the history of the University of

1 This Is the opinion of Am. Jourdain c Recherchei Cri-
tiques but lei Traductions d'Aristote," chap, v., pp, 1*7-196).
Ken. in i» of the iame opinion :

" Ce qui reste Indubitable, «
'< -1

(pic if concile di uiii) frappsj I'Aristote arabe, tradv
rarabe, explique' pardei Arabes,, ("AverroSi el I'Averroisme,"
p. JJi ). I I ;i 1 1 rt'.i 1 1 . on the contrary, think-- the tc\t might ha\ c

been genuine translations direct!? from tin- Greek ("Histoire
de If Philosophic Scholastique," torn. ii.. pp. too-105). R
Bacon says expressly thai the causes of the censure were false

doctrines "and many pa erroneously translated." -
s

- e

Bmile Charles, "Roger Bacon," p. \\i\ see also Ibid., p. 314.

7 Sec an anal] lis both of th< I which we
have already spoken, and the " iv Causis," In Vacherot,
" Histoire Critique de I'Ecole d'Alexandrle," torn. iii.. chap. ii..

Pp. 85-100. The book " De Ifundo" Is also of the tame apoc*
rypbal character, ii Is, by the consensus of critical attributed
to Apnleins ( 1 1

J [90) See J.
H.ir tlu'-li my St. 1 1 ilai 1 c, " Metco-

rologie d'Aristote," Dissert, p- xiii.
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Paris. The relations between the ecclesiastical

authorities on the one hand, and on the other,

between the masters and students, were straining

more and more to their utmost tension. Out of the

frequent quarrels of those days grew the organic

constitutional existence of the University as a body.

Pope Innocent III. {d. 1216) had made his studies

in Paris. He realized all the wants of the Univer-

sity; he took the deepest interest in its affairs; by

gradually strengthening the hands of masters and

students, whilst weakening those of the Chancellor,

he inaugurated the work of organization that was

completed under Gregory IX. Indeed, the Univer-

sity had grown far and away beyond the controlling

power of any one man, however competent. 1 In such

a state of affairs it was difficult to enforce any decree.

Then again, in the rivalry of schools and mas-

ters is to be found another reason why the decree

was at most only partially obeyed. Aristotle may
not be taught in public under the shadow of Notre

Dame; but who can account for the rue de Fouarre

and its dependent schools? Confusion prevailed;

the conscientious were scandalized ; the less scrupu-

lous defied authority and read Aristotle sometimes

openly, more frequently in secret. Innocent III.,

in 121 5, enjoins upon Robert of Coupon, Papal

Legate to Paris, to use his utmost endeavor to give

better direction to studies in the University, and to

remove those occasions of scandal and of error,

1 See The English Historical Review, Oct., 1886, Art.,

The Origins of the University of Paris, by the Rev. H.
Rashdell, pp. 664-667. About 1240 the University seems to

have attained full organization.
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which arc no less pernicious to religion than to

science. Robert takes into his counsel many good

and learned men. Again do they find that Aristotle

is not only read, but that he is made the source

whence flow the errors then rife. Again do they

condemn his Physics, also his Metaphysics, and all

compendiums of them. But the statute of Robert

permits the Dialectics, both ancient and new, the

Ethics, and four books of the Topics. 1

The statute removes the forbidden book from the

lecture-hall ; but the forbidden books are neither neg-

lected nor forgotten. They are again quietly resumed.

The intellectual craving of the day for Aristotle—
especially for the prohibited books— will be satis-

fied with no other food. Doctrinal innovations be-

gin to multiply. Masters quarrel with masters, and

in their war of words descend to the greatest puerili-

ties. Philip de Greve, a stern and able chancellor * of

the university at this time, exclaims:

"We have made children of ourselves. . . .

We have made of ourselves a laughing-stock to lay-

men. . . . Master is pitted against master, each
gnawing away at the other."'

1 Launoj, " De Var. Axist. Fortuna," p. 69.

2 In 1319, in a difficulty between himself and the masters,
he excommunicated them ami imprisoned tome, in the absence
of tin- bishop, who wsj at the time in tin- Holj Land (Du Bou-
l;i\ .

"
I I i-t. l'ni\ . l'.iri-i- QSiS," U>m. iii., p. 93 ->'</</. ).

1 The whole pa too characteristic and too vivid to

be omitted. "Puerifacti lumus, qui nihil sliud Eacimus nisi

puenam gallorum. Unde ridiculum Cacti ramus laicorum,
Gallui Insurgil contrs solium el cristatur contra etun, et sibJ

commanducant cristas, el effunduni viscera, ef lese cruentant

:

lie hodie magister ((mtra magistrum el lese sd Invicem corro*
(hint " (Sermo in Domin. prima in Adv. Domini, M Notfc

Extraiti det ICanuscrits/' t<>m. xxi., lifeme partie, p. 199).
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And in a sermon preached about 1225, he thus

alludes to the influx of rationalism that threatens to

overwhelm all study

:

" The torrents have destroyed nearly all our city

;

pouring themselves out upon the great sea of doc-

trine, they have disturbed its waves, hitherto so pure
and calm. But as it is wisdom to retreat before the

army of death in order to save life, so should we
act in these times ; it is our only plan to take shel-

ter from the torrent and await its passing over.

Though violent and rapid, its waters are only transi-

tory."
1

The chancellor is bearing witness, in his official

capacity, to the power and influence of the innovators„

With increasing numbers they grow bolder. No
longer confining themselves to the theses which they

were engaged to teach or defend, they attack the doc-

trines, the dogmas, the sacraments, and the mys-

teries of the Church. There is no subject too sacred

for them. The highest and most myterious truths

of religion they attempt to bring within the grasp of

their limited understanding. This state of affairs is

brought to the notice of the Holy See.

The Chair of Peter was at this time occupied by

a man venerable in years— he was then over eighty

— but with the wisdom and ripe experience of old

age he combined a vigor and an activity rarely to

be surpassed in youth. He was the patron of learn-

ing and the friend of learned men. He was alive to

all the wants of the age. He knew the worth of

Aristotle ; but he must keep intact the Faith. He

1 " Notices des MSS.," pp. 189, 190.
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must compel speculation to remain upon her own
domain. Accordingly, in 1228 Gregory IX. addresses

a brief to the Faculty of Theology, rebuking the

audacity of those professors who dare to introduce

into matters of Faith the opinions of philosophers,

especially of naturalists, and who, abandoning the

safe doctrines of the Fathers of the Church, en-

deavor to explain revealed truths by the false and

worldly science of those authors. He deplores the

evils that have already resulted, and forebodes worse,

from this bold manner of treating sacred sciences.

He exhorts them no longer to obscure the purity of

theology with those opinions, no longer to infect

and corrupt the word of God. 1 No name is men-

tioned in this brief. None was needed. Aristotle

was the naturalist who was intruding upon the do-

main of Faith— Aristotle and his commentators.

So was it taken in Paris; but was it so understood

in Rome? We think not. We think that Gregory

knew the character of the corrupted or supposititious

texts then in use. Might it not be that he had

learned to distinguish between these and the real

Aristotle from his brilliant friend Michael Scott?

At this very time Michael was translating Aristotle.

It is only the previous yearthat Gregory, in a letter

to Stephen Langton, mentions him in the highest

terms as a beloved son who from boyhood up had

been ardently devoted to letters and science, who
was already well versed in the Arabic, Latin ami He-

brew l,m . .ind who still sought to continue to

1 Rijnandi "Ad. Annalei Baronll," torn. «., H xxx., xxxi.,

pi». 615, 616. Luc*, 1747.

I
l'.-5
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build upon the foundation laid.
1 In all probability

Michael Scott was at that very time in Rome.

Seldom was the University in such commotion

as at this period. The masters and the ecclesias-

tical authorities—the Bishop, the Chapter and the

Chancellor—quarrel over rights and privileges. The
schools suffer. The mediation of the Pope is in-

voked by the masters against the Chancellor and

the Bishop. At the same time Aristotle continues

to press for recognition. Neither masters nor stu-

dents are satisfied. If the religious teaching orders

are to hold their own in the schools, they must be

able to reply at least to the objections drawn from

the condemned books and prepare their pupils to

refute them. If they cannot teach Aristotle as they

now possess him, why not prepare an expurgated

text? This is the next suggestion that we find

hinted at. It comes to us through Pope Gregory

IX. In a bull bearing date of April 13, 1231, after

pronouncing upon the recent issues between the au-

thorities and the masters and the students, he once

more forbids the condemned books to be read ; but

he adds the limiting clause that the prohibition

shall last only till the books shall have been exam-

1 Novisti siquidem quod dilectus films magister Michael Sco-

tus a puero inardescens amore scientiae litteralis, postpositis om-
nibus, illam studio continuato quaesivit et in fundamento artium

gloriosas superedificans facultates decora se structura munivit,

nee contentus littera tantum erudiri latina, et in ea melius for-

maretur, hebra'icae ac arabicae insudavit laudabiliter et profecit

et sic doctus in singulis grata diversarum varietate nitescit

(" Bulletin des Comites Historiques," 1849-50, torn, ii., p. 225).

The letter bears the date of April 28, 1227. It is written in or-

der to remind the Archbishop of Canterbury that the proceeds

of a certain benefice within his jurisdiction were reserved for
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ined and purged of every suspicion of error.
1 Nof

does he delay long before appointing a commission

to examine and correct them. He has no difficulty

in finding competent men.

There is William of Auxerre, the Archdeacon of

Bcauvais. His commentaries on the " Book of Sen-

tences" show him to be a profound theologian, an

acute philosopher, and saturated with Aristotle.

He has left an indelible impress upon Catholic the-

ology. In his work is first found fully stated the

Aristotelian doctrine of Matter and Form as applied

to the sacraments of the Church. 2 The pontiff

learned to appreciate his wisdom and intellectual

capacity when, in 1229, William accompanied his

bishop to Rome. And, therefore, His Holiness

Michael Scott by Honorius III., and that Gregory desirei
them to be continued in the same channel. "Thus," remarks
the editor of this important letter, " in Scotch legend Michael
Scott is the companion of demons ; in historj he is a client of

the Pope," and, we may add, the beneficiary <»f another. It is

difficult to reconstruct the life of Michael Scott. Horn ahout
1190; as early ai 1-17 he began putting out translations <»f the

Arabian commentators; ahout this time he passed over from
Toledo to the court of ('iederick ; his sojourn there was not
more than ten years; in all probability he was in Rome ahout
1227; he afterwards resided and taught in Pari-*; ahout 1330
in- began to Issue translation! ol Aristotle—one la dedicated to

Gregory4! friend Stephen of Provins; another MS. of nil bean
date of \2\\. Some censure passed upon his writings by Al-
bert the Great* and some praise and some abuse from R
Bacon

j thia ll all that i- authentic of Michael Scott F.\en this

much escaped the notice of tin- writer of the very Indefinite
article on him in the " Bncjclopssdis Britannic. t."

1
I.annoy, " 1 )e Yar. Ari-t. l'< u t una," p. gOJ Du Houlav,

" Hist* Un l'. ," torn, iii., p. 140.
7

J nen in, " C mentariusde Sacramentis," Dissert i.. cap.

ii., p. 6\ Venetus, 1761. See "Catholic Dictionary," 03 Addis
and Arnold, Art. "Sacrament-;" slsO Wet/er and Welte,
" Kitchen Lexicon," on the -aine IUDJ4 I t
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some time previously invited him with others to dis-

cuss the educational reforms so urgently called for

in the University of Paris.
1 William at this time

held a chair in the University. Whilst in Rome
,

calumnies had been spread abroad concerning him,

in consequence of which the Chancellor and eccle-

siastical authorities were disposed to deprive him of

his chair; so His Holiness wrote to the King, be-

seeching him to restore William and another 2
to

their positions ; this he backed up with a missive in

almost similar words commending them to the

Queen, and begging her to use her influence in their

behalf.
3 No stronger proof than this can we have

of the esteem in which Gregory held William of

Auxerre. Accordingly, William heads the names

of the commission.

Next comes Simon of Authie. He is Canon of

Amiens, with a chair also in the University.
4 A

notice of him, recently discovered, speaks of him

as a very learned man. 5 The pontiff, on account of

his impartial spirit, appoints him with others to in-

1 Caeterum cum iidem Magistri pro Reformatione studii

ad Sedem Apostolicam personaliter laborantes honorem Re-
gis et Regni tractarent (Extract from letter to King Louis

IX. apud Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ. Par.," torn, iii., p. 145).

2 Geoffrey of Poictiers.

3 Both letters are to be found in Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ.

Par.," torn, iii., p. 145.

4 Du Boulay erroneously makes him one of the Canons of

Paris.

5 Discovered at Amiens by Dom Grenier, and published by
M. Paulin, Paris. It reads thus: " Mense novembris, obiit

magister Simon de Alteia, vir litteratissimus, hujus ecclesiae

canonicus" (" Notices et Extraits des MSS.," torn, xxi., 2ieme
partie, p. 222).
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quire into the disturbance between Town and Gown,

in the quarter of St. Marcellas, in which several

students were killed. ' Again, we find him commis-

sioned to procure the restoration of some professors

to their chairs.
3 Next to the name of Simon is that

of Stephen of Provins. He also in an especial de-

gree holds the confidence and esteem of the Holy

Father. He is not only learned, but evidently a

man of prudence and tact ; for we find the pope,

some years later, assigning to him the delicate mis-

sion of settling a long-standing and widely-known

dispute between a bishop and a monastery.' He is

also to be remembered as a friend and patron of

Michael Scott, and sufficiently an admirer of Aris-

totle to enable Michael to dedicate to him one of

his translations.
4

Such are the men into whose hands Gregory

places the prohibited books for examination. He
empowers them, in a brief," bearing date of April 23,

1 The letter bean date of April 19, 1231. It is to be found
in D11 Boulaj, toin. iii., p. 144.

1 [bid., p. i4 r>.

8 The bishop was of Tournay and the monastery was of St.

Pierre du Gand. The letter is dated December 15, 1234. See
" Notices del MSS.," loc, cit

1 The translation Is <>f the book " De Colo et Mundo."
The dedication runs as follows : "TiM Stephane de Prurino,
hoi- opus, (piod ego Michael Scotui dedl lattaitati ea dictii Aria-
totelis, specialiter commendo" (Jourdaln, u Recherches Cri-
tiques mr i' - Traduction! d'Aristote," p. 197).

5 This Important document iras the missing link in the chain
of evidence the alienee of wh'uh ha* led t" 10 much COnlusiOO
among the historians of this period ofthought, it proves thai the
Church brought the remedj herself, and encouraged the stud

j

of Aristotle, Instead of being illentlj overborne bj the itrong
current in hll f.i\or, BJ ll ueiierally represented. Tirabo^chi
thinks the prohibition \\ a* confined to the l'ni\ erMty of Pari*
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1231, to examine the books with all due attention

and rigor, and scrupulously to retrench every error

calculated to scandalize or in the least offend the

readers of them, in order that the said books, with-

out delay and without danger, may be restored to

their places in the course of study. Three days later,

Gregory still further shows his good will towards

the students of Aristotle : he writes to the Abbe"

of St. Victor's and the Prior of the Dominicans, em-

powering them to absolve both masters and students

from all censures that they might have incurred in

reading the prohibited books. 1 Nor is this all. In

May 5, of the same year, His Holiness commissions

Simon of Authie and the Dean of Soissons to make
every effort to restore peace in the University, and

order in the studies so long disturbed.
2 A new spirit

is breathed into the University. Du Boulay writes

:

" In the year 1231, the Muses, after two years of ban-

ishment, begin to flourish once more in Paris, and

study and discipline are being restored."
3

The struggle is over. The crisis has passed. Aris-

totle is fully recognized. Michael Scott may now put

forth his translations of the Stagyrite. And in fact, it

is precisely about this time, Roger Bacon tells us, that

Michael Scott appears upon the scene, bringing with

(" StoriadellaLitteraturaltaliana," torn, iv., p. 174). Talamo
discusses the issue, but is not aware of the existence of this doc-

ument (" L'Aristotelismo della Scolastica nella Storia della

Filosofia," 1873) . Emile Charles, in his able study upon Roger
Bacon, also discusses the question, but does not use this docu-

ment. We give the full text in an Appendix to this treatise.

1 Du Boulay, torn, iii., p. 144.
2 Ibid., p. 146.

3 Ibid., p. 140.
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him especially the treatise on Physics with the com-

mentaries thereon ; and from this time forth Aristotle

is held in high esteem by the Latins.
1

It would seem

as though the venerable pontiff, with his far-reach-

ing wisdom, had seen through the vista of the ages

the extent of Aristotle's growing influence, and had

resolved to crown his long and glorious career with

this act of restoring his philosophy to its proper place.

Now that Aristotle is enthroned, a new impetus is

given to the study of his writings.

VIII.

Aristotle in the University.

We know not to what extent the restored books

were corrected. The strictures of the commission

cannot have been very severe, since we find the most

objectionable passages in the condemned books para-

phrased by Albertus Magnus (i 193-1280). "Our
censors," says Haur£au, " would undoubtedly have

marked these passages, but without cutting them out

;

later on the remembrance of those prudent notes

being lost, there would be found persons bold enough,

not only to expound, but even to justify the whole

of the Physics."
3 Roger Bacon fixes the date of

1237 as that prior to which all censure ceased to attach

to the reading of the prohibited books.
1 Whatever

1

1 upon- Michael Scotii qui ;mni^ Domini 1230 tnmaac-
tni apparuit, deferent librorum A.ristotelifl partei aliquai de
aaturalibui <t mathematicis, cum expotitoribui laplentibus,
magnificata es< philoaophla Arlstotelli tpud Latinos. " Opui
Ifajus," pp. Yk 37.

1 in " Noticei <-t extraiti dei MSS.," torn. x\i., p, 227.
8 Bmile Charles, M Roger Bacon/1

p. 41a,
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the corrections may have been, they were soon swept

away by the spirit of rationalism. No temporary

torrent it, as Philip de Greve would have us regard

its influx. More and more does it gain ground, and

greater and greater is the havoc that it plays among

young and old in the University. Religious studies

have grown distasteful.

Eudes, another Chancellor, sums up the state-

ment of affairs at this period when he complains that

the men of his day spend their whole time in the

pursuit of secular knowledge and seem to care noth-

ing for the science of God. 1 Roger Bacon bears wit-

ness to the continuous influence of Avicenna and

Averroes in the schools.
2 In 1240, we find the Bishop

of Paris condemning ten specific errors, all of them

Arabo-Peripatetic in their nature.
3 In 1247, Eudes,

now Papal Legate, publicly condemns two professors,

John Brescian and Raimund ; furthermore, he insists

that logicians shall confine themselves to their own
subjects and shall not meddle with questions of

theology.
4

In the meantime, Aristotle's influence grows apace.

A knowledge of his philosophy becomes indispensable.

The University extends the course of studies so as to

include nearly all his works then known. Thus, it in-

scribes upon the statute-books the following, upon

1 Sed Moderni totum tempus in saeculari scientia expend-
unt, parum vel nihil de scientia Dei curantes. Afud Launoy,
"De Var. Arist. Fort," p. 63.

2 Emil Charles, loc. cit., p. 314.
3 They are reported by S. Bonaventura, in " II. Sent. Dist.,"

xxiii, a. ii., quaest. iii. in finem.
4 Talamo, " L'Aristotelismo della Scolastica nella Storia

della Filosofia," p. 231.
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which the student will be required to pass examina-

tions :—The Dialectics, the Topics, the Ethics, the

Physics, the Metaphysics and the Natural History;

the book on the Heavens ; that on Meteors, and that

on Generation ; the spurious book on Causality ; the

books on Sensation, on Sleep and Waking, on Plants,

on the Distinction of Spirit and Soul, on Memory, and

on Life and Death. 1 May we not say that Aristotle

has monopolized the whole course of study ? That

which is his, and that which is not his, but which simply

bears his name, are read without discrimination. Er-

ror must needs grow out of such uncritical reading.

The Church continues to exercise all due vigilance.

Alexander IV. invites Albert the Great to refute the

errors that are rife." Again, it is found necessary to

1 It is Interesting to note the distribution of those varied
subjects. After mentioning the I dialectics, Topics, and Ethics,
the statute continues: "Physicam Axistotelis, Metaphrsicam
ct librum de Animalibus in festoS.yoannii Baftista* Librum
Cecil ft siundi, librum i. Mel ororum cum \in Ascension*.
Librum tic Anima >i cum Nal an ibus Legator, in /- U
sionis: si SUtem cuin LogicalibuS, iii ftstO A n n n >k iation is />'.

Virginis. Librum de Generatione, i« CmthodraS. Petri. Lib-
nun de Causis, in 7 seftimanis. Librum de Sensu ft Seneato,
in 6seftimanis, Librum de Somno el Vigilia, hi 5 seftimanis.
Librum de Plantis, /// 5 seftimanis, Librum 1 1

«

• Differentia
Spirit m «t Animas, in 1 teftimanis, Librum de Memoria <t

Reminiscentia, in 2 seftimanis. Librum de Morte ft Vita, in
tniti scptinuuia M (Du BoulaY, '* Hist, I ttlv. Par.," hun. iii., pp,
2K0, 2

'' Albert tells us tbat he wrote his Exposition of theG
of St. John "ad Instantiam AJexandrl [V., pro extirpandii
hssresibufl tunc rigentibus Roma- it. 1 refut-

ing the pantheistic doctrine of a universal Intellect acto
all minds, he saji :

" Hssc omnis aliquando collegi In curl

Isteni ad prssceptom Domini Alexandrl Papse, et factus fuii

iiuic libellui quern multi babent el Intitolator Contra r>
Mint ut Sum

in.f "
i
" Sum. Theol.," part ii . t r. \iii., q. 77, in. ;, Opp , torn,

x v i i i
.
)

.
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expurge the Physics and the Metaphysics. Neither

master nor student seems desirous to discriminate

between the doctrine that is comformable and the doc-

trine that is opposed to the teachings of revealed re-

ligion. Indeed, a fundamental proposition, held by

many of that day was that a statement may be true

in philosophy and yet contrary to Faith, or true ac-

cording to Faith and false according to reason. It is

an old error which the Church has had to contend

with from the beginning. It is the last subterfuge of

a soul believing and yet carried away by intellectual

inflation. And it is in order to remove this stum-

bling-block from such souls that Urban IV., in a bull

to the University, forbids any further reading of the

Physics and Metaphysics until they shall have been

freed from all the doctrines contrary to the Faith.
1

Here, too, has it been asserted that this prohibi-

tion of Urban was the outcome of the continuous

opposition of Rome to Aristotle; here, too, have

those making the charge been mistaken. The quar-

rel is not between Rome and Aristotle ; it is between

the Church and the irresponsible rationalism of the

day. No greater patron of learning was there than

Pope Urban IV. And in an especial manner was he

a patron of philosophy. " To Urban IV." says Tira-

boschi, " is due, by all right and title, the glory of

having revived philosophy in Italy."
2 One year pre-

vious to the issuing of this bull, in 1261, Urban

1 Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ. Par.," torn, iii., p. 365.

2 " Storia della Litteratura Italiana," torn, iv., p. 170. Tira*

boschi here prints the dedication of a mathematical work to

Urban, by Campano de Navarre, in which Urban is eulogized

as the patron and protector of philosophy.
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called to Rome the Angelica] Doctor, and had him

to comment upon the very works, the reading of

which for the time being he was prohibiting in Paris.

"About this time," says the historian, M Brother
Thomas did and wrote much at the request of Urban.

Professing in Rome, he gathered together
nearly the whole of philosophy, both natural and
moral, and wrote commentaries thereon ; but chiefly

upon the Ethics and the Metaphysics, which he
treated in a novel and peculiar manner." '

Urban appreciates Aristotle, but he prizes still

more the souls of the youths of Paris who are led

astray from the teachings of the Church by false doc-

trines imposed upon them in the name of Aristotle.

For him to act otherwise would be a betrayal of his

trust as guardian of the faith and morals of Christen-

dom. Hence his action in reviving the prohibition

of Gregory.

But for all that, the spirit of rationalism is not

checked. Indeed, every effort made to check it seems

to cause it to become more rampant. Stephen Tern-

pier, the Bishop of Paris, in 1268, sounds the alarm.

He assembles the Church and University authorities.

They discuss and condemn some of the leading errors

afloat. Among them are many long known to the

student of philosophy: that the intellect of all men
is numerically one and identical; that the world is

1 Tunc frater Thomas redlf <1<- Parisiii , x certii causis, et

,-mI petitionem Urban! multa feci! <t scripsit . Ni«>

autem tempore Thomai teneni stadium Roma, quasi totam
philosophiam lire moralem live naturalem exposuit, el In

scriptum, seu commentem redegit: Bed prssclpue Rthlcam et

Metaphjsicam, quodam singular! et novo modo tradendi.
TolomsBus, "iii-i i Cedes., "lib. wii.. cap. xxiv., p, 1154. in

vol. xi., " Rerum [talicarum Scriptores "
.
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eternal ; that the human will wishes and chooses by

necessity. The assembly admonishes the Rectors and

Proctors of the diverse faculties that things pertain-

ing to Faith be not discussed in schools of philoso-

phy, lest weak minds, in attempting to grasp its

inscrutable mysteries, should be led to disbelieve or

doubt them altogether.
1 And not alone obscure and

reckless men held and taught the condemned propo-

sitions ; they were publicly broached and discussed

by masters of the highest reputation.
2

The ablest men in the Church are called upon to

cope with them, and to protect the teachings of Chris-

tian philosophy against the encroachment of ration-

alism. Brother Gilles of the Dominican Order begs

Albert the Great to write a refutation of the con-

demned propositions. Albert, though arrived at that

period in life when men who have borne the heat

and the burden of the day seek repose, took his pen

and wrote a vigorous tract against them. 3 Aquinas

is recalled to Paris to resume his lessons. He also

writes an unsparing refutation of the errors afloat.
4

The University makes it matter of expulsion for

any professor of philosophy to broach in public any

theological question, if within a given time after re-

ceiving warning he recall not what he has said. Also,

if in public disputations, he should decide any ques-

1 Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ. Par," torn. Hi., p. 397.

2 Articulos quos in scholis proponunt Magistri Parisiis,

qui in Philosophia majores reputantur. Letter of Egidius to

Albert the Great. See Sighart, " Vie de Albert le Grand,"

cap. xxv., p. 272.

3 " Opusculum." Opp., torn. xxi.

* Tract, " Contra Averroistas."
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tion against what is of Faith, he shall be expelled

unless he makes public retraction and reparation.
1

The struggle grows more intense. The University

forbids public discussion of Averroistic doctrines;

they become a general topic of private discussion

and private tuition. Banished from the chairs, they

are whispered in corners and in closets. St. Thomas
alludes to this subterfuge in his tract against them:

"All that we have written against this error," says

he— he is alluding to the error of the unity of the

human intellect— " is not from the evidences of

Faith, but from the sayings and reasonings of phi-

losophers themselves. Still, should some author, in-

flated with pride through false science, desire to re-

fute what we have advanced, let him not speak in

corners, nor before boys incapable of pronouncing
upon such arduous questions; but if he dares, let

him refute our writing. lie will then find, not only
in me who am least of all, but in many others as well,

those who are sustainers of the truth, and by whom
his errors will be refuted and his ignorance reclaimed."

3

The University, in consequence, raises its voice

against the teaching of theology and philosophy

in private, and everywhere outside of the regularly

appointed chairs.*

Through all this strife with rationalism, perhaps

all the better because of the strife, have the School-

men, to all intents and purposes, completed their

work. Thomas is dead, and Bonaventura is dead,

1 Statute, April r, 1271, afud Du Boulaj, torn. iii.. p v*s .

tpuaculnm, "De Ji IU ctni Contra
Arerroistas," in finem. Opp., torn. Ryi.f p, M4.

1

Statute of \:~/\ " Stat. Unlverait Contra Theo*
lop. 111 locil pri\;iti-," Du BouUjT, torn, iii., p. j
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and Albert is fast approaching the close of his long

and wonderful career. But the rationalistic influx

grows broader and deeper. The condemned errors

are no longer counted by the tens; they are counted

by the hundreds.
1 They extend to Oxford, and it is

found needful that the same syllabus of them be there

introduced.
2 All Europe seems flooded with the

doctrines that flow from the Eternal Gospel, from

Amaury, from David of Dinant, from Averroes.

These are the tares of the teeming intellectual ac-

tivity that the thirteenth century produced. Women
become infected with the new doctrines and believe

themselves heaven sent. The Beguin Wilhelmina,

of Milan, represents herself as the Holy Ghost, and

miracles are said to have been worked at her tomb.9

An Englishwoman, beautiful and eloquent, passes

through Italy, teaching that the Holy Ghost has be-

come incarnate in her for the redemption of woman. 4

These are only a few of the many wild vagaries that

thrived, directly or indirectly, under the shadow of

Arabo-Aristotelian teachings.

Lastly, now that in the vast storehouses of an

Albert and a Thomas— not to mention an Alexan-

der of Hales, a Bonaventura, and others only a little

less renowned— are to be found the method and the

principles of refutation of all possible objections that

1 See the Syllabus of errors afloat in the Paris University,

prepared in 1277, at the request of Pope John XXI. (Du Bou-
lay, ibid., pp. 434, 444).

2 In 1284, by Robert Kilwardby, Archbishop of Canter-
bury.

3 Muratori, "Antiq. Ital. Med. ^Evi," torn, v., col. 90-93.

4 Vide Le Clerc, " Hist. Litt. de la France," torn, xxiv.,
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can be raised in the name of Aristotle ; now that it

has been proved that if adversaries of the Faith find

in him weapons of attack, its defenders find also in

him no less effective weapons of resistance, the

Church pays his genius a crowning honor. She

herself installs him in the University. In 1366, two

Cardinal Legates from Pope Urban V., deputed to

reform the University in all its faculties, make obli-

gatory upon all aspiring to the Bachelor's Degree the

study of the Logic and Psychology of Aristotle.

Nor can any one receive his Master's Degree, who
has not read the Physics, the Metaphysics, the Ethics

and the minor works of the Stagyrite.
1 M Hence-

forth," says Haur£au, after noticing this event,

"Aristotle shall be the universal teacher."' Yes, in

a certain sense. We shall determine that sense by

inquiring into the spirit in which the great minds

1 We here give that part of the statute bearing upon Aris-

totle: "Item quod audiverinl veterem artem totam, librum
Topicorum, quoad 4 libros el libros Elenchorum, priorum aut

potteriorum complete, etiam librum de Auima In toto rel In

parte. . . .

" Item quod Dullui admittatur ad Licentiam In dicta

Facultate, nee In examine B. Marias, Dec In examine B. Geno-
. nisi ulterius predi< tos libroi audiverit Parisius, \<\ In

alio studio general! librum Physicorum de Generatione <-t

Corruption.-, de Col.. et Mundo, Parva Naturalia, videlicet

libroi de Sensu el Sensato, de Somno et Vigilia, de Memoria
ct Reminiscentla, de longitudine et brevitate vitas, librum
Mechanicse, vel qui actu audial eundem, et quod aliquot libroi

Mathemat Icos audiverit

.

"Item quod nullus de csstero admittatur ad Magisterium
In Aitlbus, nisi pnedictoi libroi audiverit, nee non libros

morales, specialiter librum Bthicorum pro major! pari
liiiruni Meteororum, saltern tres primos libros oronl diapen
satione Interdict!." BuIsbu . "Hist. Univ, Par.," torn, h .

P- 390.

1 " Hist de la Phil, Scoot./ 1
torn. i1 -- cap \i., p. n
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among the Schoolmen accepted Aristotle as master.

Were they mere formalists repeating or imitating

the Philosopher? The accusation has been made
and the impression remains. With what justice we
shall see.

IX.

Limitations of Thought.

It is noteworthy that the great thinkers of this

golden era of mediaeval thought were also saintly

characters, and docile children of the Church. They
appreciated the Faith that was in them, and knowing

it to be a free and sovereign gift beyond their power

of meriting, they sought to preserve and defend it

by prayerful study. They ever kept in mind that

the truths of Divine revelation are to be accepted on

their own grounds; nor did they forget that the

truths of reason, though coming home to them in

another manner and upon different grounds, cannot

in any sense contradict those of revelation ; for they

recognized that both revealed truth and natural truth

are of God. They believed in the Supernatural

Order. They held to a world of grace, above and

beyond the world of Nature ; each distinct in its

kind ; each a living reality. They regarded the

Church as the visible medium through which these

two worlds met and merged. She was to them the

sacred repository of those Divine truths that human
reason, by its own unaided lights, was unable to

grasp ; upon her authority alone did they accept

them as certain. They held with St. Paul, that no
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man can think a good thought as of himself without

the assistance of Him in Whom we live, move, and

are.
1 No more can he think the true, except as it is

given him to think it, according to the primary con-

ditions implanted in his rational nature, and in

obedience to the laws of the human intellect.

This has been clearly expressed by the great light

and glory of the Schoolmen.

M God helps man," says St. Thomas, " to under-

stand that which He Himself directly proposes, not

only by means of the object, or by increase of light ;

but the natural light that makes of man an intelli-

gent being comes also from God ; and furthermore,

God being the Primary Truth from Whom all other

truths derive their certitude—even as in the demon-
strative sciences, secondary propositions derive their

certitude from the primary ones—nothing could be
certain in the intellect, save by Divine Power, just as

in the sciences no conclusions are certain except by
virtue of first principles."

3

Accordingly, the Schoolmen drew clear lines

between matters of faith and matters of reason. As
clerics and monks, they studied philosophy, rarely

for its own sake, frequently with view of developing,

explaining, or defending the Christian truths, always

in a spirit of docility to the Church. Nor were they,

in accepting these religious Limitations, laboring

under any disadvantage. Religion has answered

many a pressing question long before reason had time

to reach its solution. Was the rational solution any

1 2 Cor. iii., 4.

7 " Compend. Theol. id Fr« Reglnaldum," cap. exxix.

OppM torn 1 xvi., p. 34.

h. l».-6
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the less valid because the result to be reached was

already known? Take those who broke down all

barriers between the two orders. Have they derived

therefrom any real benefit ? There are the Neo-

Platonists. They placed no bounds to their specu-

lations ; they indulged in the wildest vagaries, and

called them systems; they sank all religious truth

into their oriental imaginings ; they were the all-

knowing and the all-wise. Now, what real addition

—as the legitimate outcome of all their theorizings

—have they made to the sum of thought? What
Neo-Platonic truth does the world accept to-day as

of primary importance in life or in philosophy ? Or

take the Averroists. We have seen the havoc which

they played amongst the Schoolmen. Leagued and

sworn as they had been in every university, to

propagate their doctrines ; seriously as they threat-

ened to overwhelm Christian science, to what

purpose has it all been? In vain do we look for

any clearly defined truth, or body of truths, that we
can accept as an addition to mental or metaphysical

science. All is lost in the arid sand of speculation.

Can the same be said of their opponents? Who
dares say—knowing wherof he speaks—that human
thought is not the richer for the labors of an

Aquinas and a Roger Bacon ? And yet their faith

was simple, their piety sincere, their loyalty and

devotion to mother Church unswerving. Think you

their religious belief hampered their scientific

thought? To think so were to ignore the work-

ings of the human mind and the primary laws of

thought.
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Thought must be free ; thought is necessarily free.

But it does not follow that thought has not its limi-

tations. It has; it is restricted on many sides; and

without restriction there is no continuous train of

thought, and therefore no reasoning. A glance at

the limitations of thought will enable us to under-

stand its nature and its workings. To begin with,

there are the essential limitations of reason, within

which reason follows out certain laws and acts under

certain conditions. The mind, as thinking-subject,

must take itself for granted. Turn whither it will,

the I-am-I of its own identity faces it as a fact, out-

side of which it cannot move. It must accept upon

trust the acts of its memory. There is no thinking

without receiving as truthfully reported that which

the memory records. It must accept the primary

principle of all demonstration. " It is evident," says

Aristotle, " that it is impossible for the same inquirer

to suppose that at the same time the same thing

should be and should not be."' Even the reason of

an Aristotle, searching and acute though it be,

cannot work without that principle, nor can it by

any possible ingenuity transgress its limitation. In

like manner, is it equally impossible for the human
intellect to think two and two to be three, or five,

or aught else than four. It may, in reasoning upon

erroneous or Ill-understood premises, deduce a conse*

quence that were equivalent to the proposition that

two and two make three or make- five; we all of us

do it in .1 measure when we overleap or fall short of

the truth. Hut the moment the intellect perceives
1 M eta , 1 1 I., iii. >).
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its error, however slow it may be to express that it

was in the wrong, it rebounds at once to its normal

condition and thinks the eternal truth that two and

two make four. For the intellect can only think

the true as true.
1 Nor are those primary condi-

tions and accompaniments of thinking its only

limitations.

Thought has also its restrictions from without.

There is the restraint of mental discipline, in which

the will compels the intellect to exclude all matters

extraneous to that upon which it is then and there

occupied, and to move in a given direction. With-

out this strain there is no real thinking ; without it,

it were impossible to prolong a train of thought to

its legitimate conclusion, or properly to exhaust the

consideration of a proposition. There is the restric-

tion of language. Our thought takes color and

shape from the speech in which it is expressed. Our

very idioms mould its form. Take any subject
;

submit its treatment to a French and a German
mind

;
you will find the genius of each language

materially affecting the respective thoughts of each

intellect.
2 Then there is the restriction of the

schools. Each school has its own mould of expres-

sion. The disciple thinks in the terms of his school.

1 Objectum autem proprium intellectus est quidditas rei.

Unde circa quidditatem rei, per se loquendo, intellectus non
fallitur; sed circa ea quae circumstant rei essentiam vel quiddi-

tatem intellectus potest falli, dum unum ordinat ad aliud, vel

componendo, vel dividendo, vel etiam ratiocinando. " Summa
Theol.," I. i., qusest. lxxxv.,art. vi. c.

2 As an illustration, compare the modes in which Des-
cartes and Fichte both establish the fact of their personal

identity as an assumption beyond which they cannot pass.
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In all his reasoning he is on his guard against

admitting any form of expression that might be

construed into an admission of the views of another

school. This is a great hardship, frequently a great

tyranny, for the human intellect. It drags it into

partisanship. The disciple of Schopenhauer feels in

duty bound to tear Hegel to tatters. The Agnostic

is not happy unless he is abusing religion as the

enemy of material progress. To belong exclusively

to any one school of thought is to shut out from

one's soul all truth but that which presents itself

under a given aspect. It is to be continually asking

the question, Can any good come out of Nazareth?

And yet good can come out of Nazareth ; every

Nazareth of thought has its own lesson to teach us

if we willingly learn it and put it to profit. Finally,

there is the intellectual atmosphere of the day, in

which thought lives and moves. It cannot exist

without breathing this air. If the past is revived, it

lives only in proportion as it is brought to bear

upon the present. Unconsciously do we breathe

this atmosphere. It enters into our language; it

moulds our phrases; it colors our thinking. It is a

subtle essence ever present yet ever eluding our grasp.

Now, the atmosphere of the golden era of the

Middle Ages is the Spirit of Faith. It speaks in the

Crusades. It breathes in the Gothic cathedral. It

is the inspiration alike of Dante and Aquinas. All

the great intellects of that epoch breathed this

atmosphere of Faith. It gave life and color to

their thoughts. It raised them above themselves

into the supernatural life which they touched and
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felt as a living reality. Scepticism was foreign to

the minds of an Albert, a Bonaventura, a Thomas,

and a Roger Bacon. Therefore, in all their studies

and speculations they were as little disturbed and

under no greater restraint than was Plato or

Aristotle. To one whose doubts are his life

—

whose sole object is the pursuit of truth whilst

sceptical of its existence—this frame of mind is

indeed an enigma ; but it is no less a fact. No
religious believer finds embarrassment in hold-

ing by truths of Faith and at the same time carrying

out a course of reasoning as freely as the most con-

firmed sceptic. His conclusion maybe found to clash

with some article of his Faith. Be it so. The re-

vealed truth has possession. That admits of no

revision. Not so the conclusion. Experience has

taught the reasoner how likely he is to go astray in

pursuing a line of argument; how frequently some

misplaced or some ill-understood term has stolen

into his premises and vitiated the whole of his rea-

soning ; or how some fact has been overlooked, in

consequence of which he finds his conclusion at vari-

ance with existing facts. In all such instances, his

only remedy is to revise his chain of reasoning and

rid himself of the cause of the fallacy running

through it. Therefore, should he perceive any such

discrepancy, it remains for him to go over his whole

argument once more; and should he still find no

error, or if he is yet unable to bring his conclusion

into harmony with the revealed truth, he is not

thereby disturbed. He awaits additional light flow-

ing from a larger experience and more advanced
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science. The overhasty conclusion has damaged

science; the overhasty censure has brought odium

upon religion. To him who has learned how to la-

bor and how to wait the light comes. This is the

lesson of the history of thought. Never yet has a

revealed truth stood in the way of a scientific truth

rightly demonstrated. On the contrary, he who is

possessed of the great truths of revealed religion,

and holds them with a grasp of living conviction, has

always a norm with which to compare and adjust

any other truths coming within the domain of those

that are of revelation. He is saved time and trouble ;

he treads the mazes of thought with a firm step; he

brings his investigations into other spheres of study

with a calm spirit. Here is to be found the inspir-

ing principle of the great intellects of mediaeval

days.

The Spirit in which THE Schoolmen WORKED.

In full freedom of spirit, then, did the Schoolmen
labor. They commented Aristotle; they put forth

philosophical speculations; they developed theologi-

cal science; they observed and studied the laws of

Nature, making serious though ineffectual efforts to

rend the veil and wrench her secrets from her keep-

ing, without suffering the least embarrassment from

the Faith that was their life. We have seen the

Church set down as a primary rule of action, that
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the theologian should not attempt to rationalize the
mysteries of religion,

1 and that, in the stead, he should
cultivate the Early Fathers and the Sacred Scrip,

tures
; also that the philosophers should not trespass

upon the preserves of theology. "There is not,"

says an impartial witness who has made a thorough
study of the Schoolmen, and who has learned to ap-

preciate them, " there is not a logician of the thir-

teenth century, who, on assuming his seat, does not
begin with the declaration that, this chair not being
one of theology, he will place beyond all controversy
the mysteries and sacraments in order solely to dis-

cuss those questions not interdicted by authority. It

is not recent doctors, then, who drew the line of dis-

tinction between the two domains; the Middle Ages
recognized it, professed it, and more or less scrupu-

lously acted upon it."
2 Let us for a moment look

into the works of a few of the great Schoolmen and
note the spirit that guided their pen.

There is Albert the Great (i 193-1280). The vast-

ness of his labors is appalling. The wide range
of subjects which his genius took in by way of

summaries, commentaries, and tracts— philosophy,

theology, mathematics, natural history in its chief

branches, physics, astronomy, mechanical engineer-

ing; sermons and lectures upon spiritual subjects;

1 The letter of Gregory IX. in 1228, already referred to, is

especially strong on this point : " non profectum aliquem audi-
torum, ut sic videantur non theodacti, seu theologi, sed potius
theophanti." Raynaud, "Ad. Annal. Baron.," torn, i., p. 615.

2 Haureau, "Hist, de la Phil. Schol.," torn, i., p. 31;
Thurot, "De 1'Organisation de l'Enseignment dans l'Univer-
site* de Paris au Moyen Age." Paris, 1850, pp. 124 sqq.
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the very list of them would fill a volume '
— and upon

which he gave out thoughts original and strik-

ing, has well merited for him the title of Universal

Doctor. How did this untiring genius enter upon

his studies? Here are his words:

"A philosopher should admit nothing without
sufficient reason, for it is a desire innate to all of us

to know the causes of things natural, to study their

properties and to seize their differences. "
a

Have they not the ring of an extract from some
modern scientist? Again, in the same spirit he ad-

vises his brethren to study Nature, not for the

sake of explaining her prodigies, but for the better

understanding of her ordinary laws:

11 We are not to seek in Nature, how God, accord-

ing to His good pleasure, employs creatures to work
the prodigies by which He makes His power so

striking, but rather such phenomena as are of ordi-

nary occurrence and act according to natural causes."
*

Here is the spirit of modern scientific investiga-

tion. This man, so just in his remarks, so correct in

his method of approaching philosophical subjects, has

been accused of the basest subserviency to Aristotle.

Undoubtedly the Master has great weight with him
;

but he knows how to discriminate between the truth

1 For I list of Albert's writings see his biography bv Si<_r-

hart. pp. .\-:, .};'>, French edition.

2 Philosophi proprinm eel non dtcere iliqnid Die! con ra

tlone e1 cause: cupiditei enim noetre eel Inquieitio caaeei
omnium rerum naturalium, et coneideretio proprietetum el

differentlerum earum : quie talie in phjeice conveml ooedicere
docendo, et conrenil aliii telle i nobii endire. " Meteororum,"
lib. ii., tract, ii., rap. i., p. j J,

8 Lib. i. "
I )r C'd |o > t Muiulo," trad iv.. rap. x , p. 75.
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and the error in his writings. "Whoever believes

Aristotle to be God," he tells us, " may also believe

him never to be in the wrong ; but admitting him to

be a man, then unquestionably may he err like the

rest of us." ' And elsewhere he states the principle of

this philosophical independence :
" It may behoove

the Pythagoreans to swear by the word of the Master

;

for our part we are content to receive the word when
its truth shall have been proven by reason."

3 Be-

cause he sought to make Aristotle his own in this

independent spirit, did he merit to have it said of him :

" Never was the doctrine of Aristotle treated with

greater scope and even depth." 3 We are not surprised

that the timid chronicler should represent Albert as a

man drunk with the wine of profane wisdom. 4
But, it

may be asked, how far in actual practice did Albert

verify all these fine words of his ? We will take him

in natural science, and we will bring a competent wit-

ness to testify. But we must not forget that the age

was one of many scientific superstitions, when astrol-

ogy was identified with astronomy, and alchemy with

chemistry,
6 and fantastic explanations took the place

1 Qui credit Aristotelem fuisse Deum, ille debet credere
quod nunquam erravit. Si autem credit ipsum esse hominem,
tunc procul dubio errare potuit sicut et nos. " Physicorum,"
lib. viii., tract. 1., cap. xiv., Opp., torn, ii., p. 332.

2 Opera, torn, i., p. 238, edit. 1651. Sighart says: "He
declares in a hundred places :

• Here Aristotle was wrong '
"

(" Vie d'Albert le Grand," p. 482).
3

J.
Barthelemy St Hilaire, " La Logique d'Aristote," torn,

ii., p. 225.

* Langius Monachus Cizensis, in "Chron. Ad An.," 1258.

See Emile Charles, " Roger Bacon," p. 144.

5 Still from Albert have we received that useful term
affinity in modern chemistry. See Pouchet, " Histoire des
Sciences Naturelles au Moyen Age," p. 310.
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of experimental investigation, then unthought of.

From it all Albert was not free. None the less do

gleams of light run across his pages. They excite

the warm admiration of Humboldt. He is surprised

at the delicacy of observation betrayed in Albert's

reasonings upon the structure and physiology of

plants;
1 upon the simultaneous dependence of

climate on latitude and elevation, and the effect of

different angles of the sun's rays in heating the earth
;

upon the influence of mountains in determining the

warmth or coldness of a locality.
3 They seem to him

far and away beyond the epoch in which lived " this

man of vast erudition."
'

But the chief fruit and glory of the life and la-

bors of Albert, was Thomas Aquinas (1227-1274). It

is the great merit of the Angelical Doctor that he

knew how to blend with admirable tact the doctrines

of the Church and the teachings of human reason.

He holds that philosophy is good and useful and in a

measure necessary for the discussion of those natural

truths that are the preambles of Faith, amongst

which he includes the existence of God; 4 no less

good and necessary is it as a means of refuting diffi-

culties raised against the dogmas of religion. The
higher truths and mysteries transcending the reach of

human reason, in the spirit of a true philosopher, he

1 "Cotmot," v«,l. ii., p. 6l8, tr. I!. C. Ott*\ Boho*! Li-

brary.

1 " Examen Critique de Ii Hittoirc u<- la Geographic da
Nouvrau Continent," torn. L( p. --. note.

3 ibid. Humboldt rail- hii " Liber Cotmognphicui da
Natura Locorum" 1 ipeciet of Physical Geography.

* " Bumma Theol.," 1 i.. quawt IL, irt ii., ad. 1,
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accepts upon authority.
1 He is unwearied in laying

stress upon the fundamental principle that between

the truths of reason and the truths of revelation,

when rightly understood, there is neither divergence

nor discord.
3

" Since grace," he tells us, in his masterpiece,

"does not destroy nature, but rather betters it,

therefore should natural reason minister unto faith

just as the natural bent of the will should aid

charity."
3

And in another place he puts the question directly

as to whether theological questions should be an-

swered upon the principle of authority or upon that

of reason; and his reply is, that, if repelling the

doubts of an adversary, the adversary should be met

upon his own grounds and his own arguments made

use of.

"Such arguments," he adds, " should be employed
as show the why and wherefore of the thing, other-

wise we would know that a thing is so, but would
acquire no knowledge concerning it."

4

And how aptly St. Thomas could bring to bear

the scientific spirit upon scientific work, is well illus-

trated in his comment upon the various explanations

made by Aristotle and others to account for the di-

verse movements of the planets. He is not satisfied

with any of them. These suppositions need not be

taken as the true solution ; they only seem to explain

1 Oratio Contra Gentiles, lib. i., cap. ix., p. 6.

2 Super Beotium, " De Trinitate Opusc," lxx., quaest. ii., a,

iii. c.

s "Summa Theol.," I. i., quaest. L, art. viii., ad. 2.

4 "Quodlibetum," IV., art. xviii., c. p. 517.
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the facts ; by some other way not yet known of men
may their motion be explained.

1 Could Charles

Darwin, who was a model of scientific modesty, be

more guarded ?

Finally, note the spirit in which Roger Bacon

(1214-1294) labored. Born out of his due time cen-

turies too early, he finds himself out of place in his age.

He loathes Scholasticism as heartily as Descartes.

He abuses nearly all of his contemporaries. He
abuses Albert ; he abuses Thomas ; he abuses Bona-

ventura; he abuses Michael Scott; he loads abuse

upon Alexander of Hales. He has no sympathy for

" those tractates and summae—horse-loads composed

by many—and not at all with the most holy text of

God.'" He has the soul of a humanist in his love

for philology. He looks upon a thorough study of

the languages as the basis of all true scholarship and

sound criticism. lie has the soul of the Baron of

Verulam in his eager desire to promote the study of

physical sciences by means of the inductive method.

His pages palpitate with disgust for what was best

in his age, and with an insatiable yearning to achieve

the scientific conquests of later days. That one

thought takes hold of him and absorbs his attcn-

1 Thii remarkable paieage li 10 truly in tin- spirit of modem
icientific thought that we give tin- full

1

[Uorum eutem luppositionei quae idiorenerunt, boo <-^t

iriuin esse Teres: licet enlm talibussuppositionibutfactii
;i|)[> ircant K>1t4 re, DOB tanii n OpOltel dicere BSJ HUppOSitionet

• (|iii;i forte -<
' undum iliqttem ilium modum nondum

;ii) homlnibus compreh< nsum, tpparentia cln .1 iti llai lalvantur.
Aristotelestamenutiturhujusmodisuppositionibusadqualitatem
motuum tamquam rerit. "

1
>< CcelOt'' Ub. Ii. t led x\ ii.. p 1

•<>

••
t )|irr;t Minora,' 1 premcei p. ivii. Rolii Series* London^

1999.
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tion and energy ; like all men possessed of an en-

grossing idea, he can see good nowhere outside of

the thought of his heart. He is a child of his own

age only in the simplicity and earnestness of his faith

and in his burning zeal for religion and morality.

He too, as well as Albert and Thomas, knows how to

distinguish between authority and reason, and is no

less scientific in his method of inquiry.

" In every science," he tells us, "the best method
must be employed. . . . This method consists

in placing first in order that which should be first

known, the more easy before the more difficult, the

general before the particular, the lesser before the

greater ; one should always study the things that are

most useful, for life is short. And science should be

so treated as to bring conviction without doubt and
clearness without obscurity. But this is impossible

without experiment. For we have three modes of

knowing ; namely, authority, reason and experiment.

Still, authority does not bring with it knowledge un-

less it is weighed, nor does it of itself give intelligence,

but only credulity ; for we believe on authority, but we
do not receive from authority our understanding of

the subject. Nor can reason distinguish between
sophism and demonstration, unless we know the con-

clusion from experience and practice, as I shall prove

further on in the experimental sciences. But very

few have made use of this method in study, as shall

appear below ; and therefore secret and most impor-

tant wisdom has remained hitherto unknown to the

majority of learned men." '

Remember that this passage was penned in the

thirteenth century, when men were supposed to do

Opera Minora: Compendium Studii," cap. i., p. 397.
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no thinking and merely to swear by Aristotle. Whilst

Bacon appreciated Aristotle and made a careful study

of him, he held in slight esteem the translations of

translations or rather the parodies of his writings then

so much in vogue. And it is while declaiming against

these that he bursts out into an oft-quoted but ill-

understood expression

:

"For my part," he says, "if it were given me to

dispose of the books of Aristotle, I would have
them all burned; for the study of them only causes
loss of time, engenders error, and propagates igno-

rance beyond anything imaginable." '

Thus do we find the three greatest and most rep-

resentative intellects of the age not only thinking in

the spirit of real philosophers, but in their writings

we actually happen upon the roots of that immense
tree of experimental science which so overshadows

our own day. " It is," says Pouchet, "two men of

the thirteenth century, Albert the Great and Roger

Bacon, who conceive it in all its power and fecundity,

and to them must we restore the glory of having

first indicated it."
a And if documents speak truly,

Aquinas himself was no less practical than the great

Franciscan or his own great teacher; for among other

books, which, upon the death of Thomas, the Uni-

versity of Paris begs from the Dominican Order, and

which he had promised to send them when com-

pleted, besides an exposition of the Tiinouis of Plato,

there was a treatise upon the construction of aquc-

1 Sec Bmile ciiai i< t Bacon," n>. 1031 104.

* 4i Hittoin ti<n Si lencc Naturellet," p< Mq ; cf. Humboldt,
"Cosmos," vol. ii., pp. 396, y;;.
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ducts and machinery for raising and conducting

water. *

But in good truth these great Schoolmen had a

mission far other than that of commenting or imi-

tating Aristotle. If they used the Stagyrite, they

also used Plato ; and if they used both, it was in

accordance with the principle of true philosophy,

which Aristotle himself sums up in these words:

"We shall at first do well to look into the specu-
lations of others before us, so that if they speak
not truly we may not share in the blame attached to

them ; and if there should be any doctrine common
to them and ourselves, we will not stand alone under
criticism. It is always pleasant to speak of things

in a manner better, or at least not any worse, than
others."

8

Children of their age, they accommodated them-

selves to the cravings and aspirations of their age.

They therefore gave themselves to the studies that

best satisfied those cravings and aspirations. Even
for Roger Bacon— vehement though he be in de-

nouncing the theological writings of his day—
theological studies have a special fascination. The
Arab and the Jew brought Aristotle to the door of

1 Cseterum sperantes, quod obtemperetis Nobis cum ef-

fectu, in hac petitione devota humiliter supplicamus, ut cum quae-

dam scripta ad Philosophiam pertinentia et spectantia Parisius
inchoata ab eo, in suo recessu reliquerit imperfecta, et ipsum
credamus, ubi translatus fuerat, complevisse, Nobis benevo-
lentia vestra cito communicari procuretis, et specialiter super
Librum simplicii, super Libros de Coelo et Mundo, et exposi-
tionem Timaei Platonis. Ac de Aquarum-conductibus et In-
geniis erigendis: de quibus Nobis mittendis speciali promis-
sione fecerat mentionem. Du Boulay, " Hist. Univ. Par.,"
torn, iii., p. 408.

2 Metaphysics, XIII., 1. 1.
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the Schoolmen, placed him in their hands, and at-

tempted in his name, with weapons forged in his

workshop, to overthrow the doctrines and dogmas

of the Church. The Schoolmen also forged weapons

in the same workshop, and with them made a scien-

tific defense of the Church, and struggled against the

inroads of Arab and Jew for centuries, and routed

them as completely from the intellectual field as did

Castillian phalanx from the Spanish soil. And when
the genius of painting represents St. Thomas in a

halo of light emanating from the Godhead and re-

flected from the writings of Moses, the Evangelists

and St. Paul on the one hand, and on the other from

those of Plato and Aristotle, Averroes beneath him in

agony of confusion, his great Commentary overturned

and transfixed to earth by a ray from the saint's

writings, it but concentrates and epitomizes the con-

test between the intellectual forces of Christendom

and rationalistic Mohammedanism.' But neither St.

Thomas nor his co-laborers, trained as were their

intellects, keen as was their philosophical insight,

were mere adepts in speculation. They were earnest

men, and theirs was an earnest work. It was a work

of explanation and reconciliation of the truths of re-

ligion with those of reason ; it was a defense both of

reason and religion against the rationalism of the day.

Theirs is the philosophy of theology. It is the phi-

losophy on which the Church has built her defini-

1 Picture in the Chun ii of St. Catherine's at Pin, executed
about i vi<> by Francesco Train!. Orcacna, about 1335, under
tin- inspiration ol Dante, give! I marked place t" AveiTOes in

his great masterpiece In the Campo Santo ol tin- hum citjr,

I l'.-7
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.

tions ; it is the language in which she explains her

dogmas and her doctrines. One who was not of the

Church, but who was possessed of the truest and best

instincts of the historian, has put the whole question

in a nutshell

:

" It is absurd," says the late Professor Brewer,
"to condemn the Schoolmen for their great devo-
tion to Aristotle,' as if they had created his author-

ity and not found it established ; equally absurd
is it to condemn them for dialectical subtleties, when
dialectical subtleties were overmatching Christianity.

They were the men to show how Christianity was the

answer to mens doubts ; how Aristotle was to be rec-

onciled with Revelation, not Revelation with Aris-

totle."*

Thus was theirs a work not only of defense, but

reconstruction as well. The Early Fathers, in their

writings, and especially in the decrees of the Coun-

cils of the Church, contributed to the clear definition

and explanation of many of the dogmas of Chris-

tianity. But the Greek Schism on the one hand,

and the incursions of the barbarian on the other,

checked the progress of their work. The School-

men took up the scattered shreds and wove them

into a complete science of religion. If they used

Aristotle, they were only walking in the footsteps

and following the counsel of the great teachers who
had gone before them.

"If," says St. Augustine, "we find that those

who are called philosophers should happen to say

1 We have seen how that devotion was anything but slavish.

2 " Monumenta Franciscana," Rolls Series, vol. i., Preface,

p. iii.
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some things that are true and that can be adapted

to our faith, we are justified in using them." '

The Schoolmen took indeed the literal form of

Aristotle, but they gave it a new sense. They

breathed into the dry bones that passed down to

them among the wrecks of other civilizations, and

forthwith the dry bones became a thing of life. An-

other spirit animates them. The philosophy of the

Schoolmen is as different from the philosophy of

Aristotle, as the nature of the sturdy oak is from

that of the soil in which it is rooted. A cursory

comparison of both will reveal to us the intrinsic

difference.

XI.

Aristotle and the Schoolmen in Metaphysics
and Psychology.

In this comparative study we will confine our-

selves chiefly to the writings of him who is the

recognized exponent of the Schoolmen. The Church,

through her pontiffs, has, in no uncertain notes, pro-

claimed St. Thomas as her most zealous and

enlightened champion. Leo XIII. caps the climax

of eulogy upon him when he says:

" Rightly and deservedly is he reckoned a singu-

lar safeguard and glory of the Catholic Church.

1 Philosoph! sutem qui rocanttur, si qui f«>it<- vend fidei

nostra sccommodsts dixerunl . . Don solum formidsnds
Don sunt, ied ;ii> eii etlam tsnquam Injustii posssssorlboi In

iMiin nostrum rindlcanda* " i><- Doctrine Christian.," l. ii.,

cap. 40.
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. . . Greatly enriched as he was with the science

of God and the science of man, he is likened to the
sun ; for he warmed the whole earth with the fire of

his holiness, and filled the whole earth with the splen-

dor of his teaching." '

His pages even now throb with the glow of life,

and the din of battle rings through his sentences.

Some of the issues that he fought are things of the

past and have for us no other interest than that be-

longing to every relic preserved in the history of

thought. For Thomas, however, they were living

issues calling for a speedy solution. A large num-

ber has still for us a special interest. If we will only

penetrate the dry and forbidding form of the syllogism

in which the questions are put—so put because the

great "Summa Theologica" was intended to be a

student's handbook—we shall find that many of the

old errors have survived under a new name. The
same objections there made and the same refutations

there given still hold good. A comparative study,

therefore, of the essential doctrines of the Stagyrite

and the Angelical Doctor cannot be without profit.

We shall begin with Aristotle's conception of

God. It is with a certain awe we read that mag-

nificent chapter in his Metaphysics in which he

demonstrates the existence of a Prime Mover and

First Principle of all things. That a pagan philoso-

pher, by the unaided light of reason, should acquire

so clear a conception of the Godhead in Its unity

and simplicity, is marvelous. Let us follow him for

a moment : The eternal Something that imparts

1 Encyclical, " Eterni Patris," 1879.
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motion without being moved must be both Sub-

stance and Energy. This Immovable First Mover

must be Entity; It must subsist after an excellent

manner ; It must be Necessary Being, and inasmuch

as necessary, It must constitute the Good ; It must

therefore be the First Principle from which have

depended Heaven and Nature. This Prime Mover
must have Intelligence ; but since intelligence is

activity and activity is life, It must be Eternal Life
;

It must be Eternal Mind. Essential energy belongs

to God as His Everlasting Life. With Him life and

duration are uninterrupted and eternal ; and this

constitutes the very essence of God.' It is all

reasoned out with the neatest precision of his great

intellect. It is one of the most golden pages in all

antiquity. Well, after we shall have admired it to

the full, let us enter the mind that evolved it.

Nature is unveiled, and the philosopher stands face

to face with the God of Nature. He has found Him
as the answer to a problem. He touches him as the

limit of a speculation. Put God for Aristotle is not

a Personal God with a loving care and interest in

His creation. Elsewhere, in a chapter only less

sublime than that we have been contemplating, he

clearly asserts the unity and simplicity of God:
"The Prime Mover is indivisible; is without parts;

and has absolutely no kind of magnitude." 1 This

is clear, beautiful, and true. What Aristotle fails to

see is the nature and operation of God as Cause. He
fails to sec that the highest act of causality is creation.

1

Ifettphjreict, XIII. vii.

PliyslCt, VIII. xv., § :<>.
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He fails to see how the preservative act is a con-

tinuation of the causative act. He therefore misses

all the consequences of these great truths. The God

of Aristotle is not a God to Whom all rational beings

are responsible for their every thought, word, and act.

" Whatever the truth concerning Him might be,"

says Hampden, "it was not to be expressed in

the uplifting of pure hearts and hands to Him.
Though the whole world might be found His temple,

He was not to be worshipped as the Holiness of

their shrines. Though the heavens were telling of

His glory, and the stars were singing together for

joy at His presence, yet no praise was to ascend to

Him, the Lord of heaven and earth, in the perfumes

of their altars or the poetry and music of their

hymns. Thus devotion, being banished from the

heart, sought a refuge for itself in the wilderness of

a speculative theological philosophy."

'

The God of Aristotle is not the God of St. Thomas.

The difference is marked. The God of St. Thomas is

the God of Faith and Revelation, the God of the

Nicene Creed, in substance One, in personality

Three.

Aristotle, in grasping the conception of God's

simplicity, missed that of His personality. It enters

as a fundamental principle into the philosophy

of St. Thomas. The Saint accepts it as the

Church presents it to him. The very definition

of personality he takes as he finds in a work attrib-

uted to Boethius. There personality is defined as*

the individual substance of a rational nature.
9

It is

1 "The Fathers of Greek Philosophy," p. 48.

3 " Summa," I. i., quaest. xxiv., art. i.,
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not the whole of the nature; it is simply something

subsisting in the nature.
1 Thus personality does not

belong to the soul of man, nor does it belong to his

body ; but it belongs to that combination of body and

soul that we call man. Neither is it something com-

mon to humanity as such ; it can only be predicated

of the particular man. Nor does it apply to other

than rational natures. The personality of a dog or a

horse has no meaning. Personality, then, is that

which individualizes, completes, perfects the actuality

of a rational nature. Inasmuch as God is an in-

finitely Intelligent Being, possessing all excellence,

might reason apply to Him the conception of per-

sonality. He is most pure Actuality. His is there-

fore a Personal Nature.

Here, once for all, let us rid ourselves of an erro-

neous notion. Personality does not in any sense im-

ply limitation. As applied to man, the conception

is finite, just as the conception of any other part or

attribute of man is finite. Not so, as applied to God.

His Personality is only the perfect realization of I lis

Infinite Nature. But the perfect realization of an In-

finite Nature has no limitation, except Its own In-

finite Actuality. In this sense alone does personal-

ity apply to God. Thus far may reason go. But

Thomas does not stop here. With fear and trem-

bling,' he enters the sanctuary of revelation, and con-

templates the threefold personality of God as it has

been made known. The Father begets the Word

'
• Summa," I. i., quasi xxx , irt i\

• Ideo cum <i<- Trinitate loquimur, cum cauteli «t mo*
>

l « 1.1 m( agendum. u Summa, l. i., qtuutt xxxi., art. a.
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from all eternity ; from the mutual love of the Father

and the Word proceeds the Holy Ghost. We shall

see him draw many practical lessons from the contem-

plation of this sublime mystery.

The Trinity is a subject fruitful in thought to

him who would meditate upon it with reverence.

The Three-in-One is all-perfect. He is self-sufficing.

He is free. He may or may not create. When He
does extend His activity outside of Himself He does

it of His own Will. He exercises the most perfect

act of causality in creating all things out of nothing.

He is Infinite Goodness. He is Infinite Love. Man
falls. He respects the free-will of man to such an ex-

tent that He will not prevent man from falling. He
sends His Son, the Word, the Second Person of the

Blessed Trinity, to assume human nature and to re-

deem that nature from the degradation to which

Original Sin had dragged it down. He holds com-

munion with man ; He reveals to man Sacred Truths

of a higher order than those man learns from Nature

;

He stoops to raise man up, without violating any of

His laws, but simply by bringing into play—as in the

case of miracles—other laws above those that ordi-

narily govern the conditions of time and space in

which man now lives.

Note especially the great philosophic truth that is

brought out by this Christian view of God and crea-

tion. On the one hand is the Infinite First Cause ; on

the other, is the finite effect. Now, do what we may,

we can find no expression for the relation between

the finite and the infinite. State them in their mathe-

matical bareness, and we find their relation, or their
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ratio, running into infinity or nothingness. How
bridge over the chasm? Finiteness can never touch

the infinite. Be it so. The Infinite Being is free.

The Infinite Being can reach finite things. And this

the Infinite Being did in the Incarnation of the

Word. The Divinity touches His creation with

another act beside the creative act by which lie

drew it from nothingness ; that Divine act bridges

over the chasm; God unites Himself to that being

among His creatures that combines in itself both

spiritual and material elements, and thus raises up His

whole creation to a plane worthy of His creative and

preservative power. Has it ever occurred to us what

may be the infinite suggestiveness of this great truth

in philosophical speculation? There is much in it

for head and for heart. We have ample evidence of

its life-giving force in the regenerating work of

Christianity; but have we measured its power as an

element in philosophy? You may say that the truth

is a mystery—is of revelation—and as such has no

place in philosophy. But are religious mysteries the

only mysteries? II, is philosophy none? Can phi-

losophy explain the phenomena of thought, or of

growth, or of organism, or of life, without landing

in mystery? There arc dark lines running .ill along

the spectrum of our knowledge; for hew few of

them can we really account? Then, why not let in

the light of revelation?

Aristotle missed the idea of creation. The
Church presents it to the Christian philosopher as

an article Of faith. The Christian philosopher be-

lieves that in the beginning Cod created .ill things
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from nothing, of His own free Will, and out of His

own pure Goodness. God spoke, and they were.

All things are created by the Word, and according

to the Divine exemplars existing in the Word. In

this beautiful manner does the doctrine of the Trinity

enter into the creative act. St. Thomas goes to show

that it cannot be demonstrated that the world ex-

isted throughout all eternity.
1 God alone is eternal.

Albert the Great grows impatient of those who ask

what God was doing prior to creation. "In eternity,"

he says, " there is neither soon nor late, long nor

short, space nor time. . . . The eternity of God
is an indivisible present."

2
Neither, according to the

Angelical Doctor, can we prove the creation of all

things from nothingness.
3

It is a mystery if you will

;

but it is one willingly accepted. Indeed, it is far less a

mystery than to admit that matter is not infinite and

is yet eternal. At every point in which the finite

touches the infinite there is a mystery ; let him ex-

plain who can.
4 Thus it is that on God and his Prov-

idence, His personality and His attributes, on crea-

tion and preservation, and the long chain of conse-

quences that flow from these truths, do we find Chris-

tian philosophy standing upon a plane distinct from

that on which the Lyceum stood.

Again, we take Aristotle's treatise on the human
soul. The close argument, the clearness and sim-

1 " Summa," I. i., qusest. xlvii., art. i.

2 Lib. "Phys.," viii., cap. i., p. 313. See also cap. vi., p.

320. Opp., torn. ii. Edit. Jammy.
3 "Summa," ibid., art. ii.

4 See Paul Janet, " La Crise Philosophique," p. 164.
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plicity of Language, the terseness and homeliness of

phrase and illustration— all carry us along a train of

reasoning that opens up to us new avenues of

thought. The union of soul and body, their unity

and interdependence, are discussed and made to flow

from those primary principles that run through all

his philosophy. Substance may be viewed as matter

;

or it may be viewed as form ; or it may be viewed as

a combination of both matter and form.' While

matter is in itself and by itself mere potential exist-

ence, the form gives it actuality.' Now, there is a

principle of life in all organic bodies. But life is the

process of nutrition, increase and decay going on un-

der the activity of this principle. This principle is

the soul. Soul we may therefore define as the form-

ative principle of a body having predisposition to

life.
3 The definition is admirable. The clear and

rigid reasoning by which the philosopher reached it,

is admirable. The Schoolmen accept it ; they cannot

improve upon it; they simply put it into a more con-

densed formula. They define the soul as the form

of the body. But the soul as Aristotle conceived it,

is not the soul as conceived by the Schoolmen. The
soul, in the conception of the Stagyrite, is somewhat
more than a vital principle, such as belongs to plant

and animal ; but it is also perishable and becomes
annihilated when the animal organism is destroyed."

Hie soul in the conception of the Schoolmen is a

1 " 1 )< AniiiKi,'* II. i., $ 2.

2 II. id.

" I).- Ajiima," II. i., $ 6.

4 [bid., I. Iv., $ <).
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spiritual substance animating a material body, im-

perishable, undying, immortal. Above the soul, dis-

tinct and separable from it, Divine in its origin and

eternal in its nature, an everlasting existence inca-

pable of being mingled with matter, 1

Aristotle places

the creative reason, and thus, as we have seen, lays

the foundation for the universal intellect of the Aver-

roists. But the Schoolmen made no such distinc-

tion. All in the human intellect is included in the

soul. And the Church indorsed their doctrine, when

in the Council of Vienne, in 131 1, she condemned

the opinion that the intellectual soul was not the

substantial form of the body.2

Recognizing with Aristotle the intimate union

and interdependence of soul and body, the School-

men accepted the principle of Aristotle that there is

nothing in the intellect which is not first in the

senses.
3 But rejecting his doctrine of a creative rea-

son distinct and separable from the soul, they sought

elsewhere the explanation of the phenomenon by

which the soul separates universals from particulars,

and apprehends them, and reasons upon them. They
went to the fountain-head. They also admitted a

principle above and beyond human reason ; but they

recognized it to be the Divine Light, proceeding

from the Word and illumining every man coming into

1 Ibid., III. v., § 2. See also I. iv., § 14; II. i., § 11;

and " De Gener. Animal." II. iii., 10.

2 Definientes, ut si quisquam deinceps asserere, defendere
seu tenere pertinaciter presumpserit, quod anima rationalis seu
intellectiva non sit forma corporis humani per se, et essential-

iter, tamquam hereticus sit censendus. Labbe, " Sacrorum
Conciliorum Collectio," torn, xxv., p. 411.

3 "De Anima," III. iv.
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this world.
1 From the Word proceeds that light by

which our intellect thinks and reasons.

"That intellectual light which is within us," says

the Angel of the Schools, " is naught else than a

certain participated likeness of the uncreated light in

which are contained the eternal reasons."
*

And our intellect knows and apprehends truth

only in the light of these eternal reasons. Thus it is

that St. Thomas connects the active intellect
3

of the

soul with the Supreme Intelligence ; thus does he

explain that marvelous power by which the human
intellect separates the universal from the singular

and makes it the object of thought.
4

Throughout the theory of knowing, developed by

St. Thomas, there runs a golden chain connecting

all knowledge with God. He defines truth with

Isaac
6
as the equation of the thing with the intellect.

But this equation results from a twofold conformity :

first, truth is in the intellect according as it is con-

formed to its principle, namely, the thing from which

the intellect receives its cognition; and second, truth

is in the thing according as there is conformity be-

tween itself and its principle, which is the Divine

Intellect." Thus does St. Thomas place all truth be-

tween the Divine Mind and the human uiulerstand-

1 St . John, i., 9.

2 " Summa," I I., qtUMt • Ixxxiv., ;"1

1 intt lie <

• Summa," I i , qtueet iwix .

art \

4 Si
« iiu .iinui.ii.lv treated in "Summa," 1. i ,

1 \ \ \ .ui.i (|. buexvi,
5 In Hii. U D< Defl Itionlbui See I. trt.lL

• I. i., qtlflM( . x\ 1., ;ir l \ ., 1
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ing, the latter receiving its sanction and its certitude

from the former. And in this elevated sphere of

thought, taking in the whole scale, does he, in a

sublime manner, distinguish between the different

orders of intelligences according to their mode of

apprehending truth. God is the Prime Intelligence,

knowing all things in the light of his own Divine

Essence. Therein has He the plentitude of all cog-

nitions. Now the nearer and the liker created intel-

ligences are to God, the more they resemble Him in

the mode of their knowing. And since He knows
all things in the light of His Essence, which is One,

the higher the scale of intelligence, the fewer is the

number of ideas by means of which that intelligence

knows. Thus, the superior angels have, because of

their greater proximity to God, in the light of fewer

ideas, a more perfect knowledge than have the in-

ferior ; and these latter have greater knowledge in a

simpler conception and by means of less ideas, than

have human intelligences. And so, among men, the

more superior the intelligence, the greater the grasp

of thought, and also the less the number of ideas.
1

Thus it is that the genius has chiefly a single idea in

the light of which he resolves and explains all other

ideas. Here is a doctrine with suggestiveness enough

for a volume of thought. In this manner does St.

Thomas construct a theory of knowing undreamed

of by Aristotle. Turn we now to their relative treat-

ment of the question of morals.

1 "Summa," I. i., quaest. lv., art. iii.,c.
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XII.

Aristotle and the Church in Morals.

In the department of Ethics Aristotle brings to

bear the same happy method and the same keen intel-

lectual vision that run through all his writings. He
who knew how to define so well God and the human
soul is only a little less happy in his analysis of the

human heart ; and he is so because, as we have seen,

he failed to catch the intimate union between the

Creator and His creatures. Still he is admirable in

his treatment of virtue and vice, and of the disci-

plining of human character into the practice of the

one and the avoidance of the other.

"And," says an authority already quoted, "no
greater praise can be given to a work of heathen
morality than to say, as may with truth be said of the

Ethical writings of Aristotle, that they contain noth-

ing which a Christian may dispense with, no precept
of life which is not an element of the Christian char-

acter;
1 and that they only fail in elevating the heart

and the mind to objects which it needed Divine
Wisdom to reveal, and a Divine Example to realize

to the life.""

That Aristotle did fall short of the Christian ideal

is to be looked for. His premises could not carry

him further. Holding as he did, that the soul dies

with the body, he could see no other supreme aim in

life, no other standard of happiness, than the highest

1 The kuthor'i memory ffcili him. There arc such pre-
cepti : Ethics, l. viii., [j, id ; kite I \ h .

'Hampden, "TheFtthen oi dutk Phllotophjr," p, 133,
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and most perfect activity of the soul during the span

of its years. And so, the outcome of his reasoning he

thus expresses:

" But if happiness be the exercise of virtue, it is

reasonable to suppose that it is the exercise of the

highest virtue ; and that will be the virtue or excel-

lence of the best part of us. Now, that part or fac-

ulty— call it reason, or what you will— which seems
naturally to rule and take the lead, and to appre-

hend things noble and Divine— whether it be itself

Divine or only the Divinest part of us— is the fac-

ulty the exercise of which, in its proper excellence,

will be perfect happiness. . . . Our conclusion,

then, is that happiness is a kind of speculation or con-

templation. . . . The man who exercises his rea-

son and cultivates it, and holds it in the best condition^

seems also to be the most beloved of heaven." !

Herein is embodied the weak point of his system

;

therefrom flow others no less weak.

Again, argues the Stagyrite, since the object of

virtue is the attainment of the highest happiness

and the chief good of this life, whatever includes

these things is highest and chiefest. But, as the

whole is by necessity prior to the part, the State is

by nature clearly prior to the family and to the in-

dividual.
8 In the State, then, must reside the chief

good for man. It is better and more complete both

to attain and secure.
3 That man is good who ful-

fils the end and aim of the State. But the State

i Nichomachean Ethics, X. vii., viii.; trans. F. H.
Peters.

2 Politics, I. ii., § 13.

8 Ethic. Nich., I. ii., 8.
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exists, not for the sake of life only, but for the sake

of a perfect and self-sufficing life.
1 The good citizen

is therefore the superior of the good man. The State

should mould him to its end.
3 "This," he tells us,

"can only be effected if men live subject to some
kind of reason and proper regimen backed by force."

'

At the last analysis, the sole sanction for the prac-

tice of virtue is that which comes from the State.

The great object of living virtuously is that the

State may profit thereof. The very virtues upon

which the philosopher lays stress, are those most

contributing to the well-being of the State. This

is the meaning of individual perfection. It is not

a sense of virtue that rules the community— how-

ever isolated cases may have been so influenced—
so much as a sense of self-sufficiency. And this

grows out of the relations of society to the State.

Men lived for the State. The virtue of patriotism

was the primary, all-absorbing virtue of society.

For this men were disposed to be frugal and indus-

trious, prudent and just and temperate, ami willing

to make many sacrifices, even the sacrifice of life

itself. Hence it is that Aristotle in. ikes justice the

primary virtue. "Justice," says he, " is the bond of

men in states, and the administration of justice,

which is the determination <>f what is just, is the

principle of order in political society.*'
4 "That

which is for the common interest of all is said to be

' Ibi.l., III. ix.. | 6, \i.

2
II. Id., VIII. i . i.

* Politics, I. ii., $ ifi.

1 Ethic Nlch., V ix., $ 9.

E. P.-tS
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just." ' The exclusive practice of such virtues

tended to make men sturdy, proud, and self-

sufficient.

" For," says Aristotle, " what each thing is when
fully developed, we call its nature, whether we are

speaking of a man, a horse, or a family. More-
over, the final cause and end of a thing is the best,

and to be self-sufficing is the end and the best."
a

And this sense of self-sufficiency is the charac-

teristic trait that runs through the story of the great

heroes of antiquity. It taught revenge, but it could

not teach meekness ; it inculcated pride, but it could

not inculcate charity.

Not but that with time, and thought, and the ad-

vance of civilization, with its increase of humaniz-

ing influences, the moral sense grew more delicate

and the finer virtues came to be appreciated.

Stoicism restored the link of union and intimacy

with the Divinity, which Aristotle had missed, and

in consequence established a high and unbending

code of morality ; but the code of Stoicism, as well

indeed as all other Pagan codes of morality, was

confined to a favored few who had the leisure for

meditation and aspirations and sentiments above

their fellow-men. There is not a moral law of our

nature that human reason is not competent to evolve.

There is not a moral precept inculcated in the Gos-

pel that had not been practiced among the disciples

of Pythagoras or Gautama, by Jew or Brahmin.

This is the great merit of the New Law that it only

1 Ibid., VIII. ix., § 4.
2 Politics, I. ii., § 9.
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elevated and sanctified and brought home to the

lowliest the best and noblest aspirations of the

choice souls of humanity. The evolution of the

moral sense from the days of Aristotle to those of

Cicero is marked. Already do we begin to hear

words of sympathy for the slave, and the feeling

of a universal brotherhood is dawning.' There are-

certain privileged spots near the statues of the gods

in which the slave fleeing the wrath of a harsh master

may find sanctuary.'' To the moral views of Seneca

and Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius the evolution

is still more wonderful. Seneca is profoundly im-

pressed with the sense of human sinfulness. He en-

ters into himself, and makes that daily examination

of his conscience which has so edified Roger Bacon.'

"We have all sinned/
1

he tells us; "some more
gravely, others more lightly; some from purpose,

others by chance impulse, or else carried away by
wickedness external to them; others of us have
wanted fortitude to stand by our resolutions, and
have lost our innocence unwillingly and not without
a struggle."

4

But withal Seneca wavered as regards belief in

a future- existence-. Mr regarded the sage as supe-

rior to God in all else but immortality. Ilis phi-

losophy was the philosophy of a .strong nerve.

Epictetus, the crippled slave who sought to make of

hi<> whole life a hymn of praise t< i ( rod, is one of the

1 Cicero, " i><- Officils," in 6
1 Seneca, " De Clem./ 1

I (8, rol. ii., p. •&
1 " ( rpui Tei num." p. 306.
1

»< Dc Clem.," I. f>.
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noblest and most beautiful characters of antiquity.1

He had great delicacy of conscience. He guarded

his thoughts as carefully as his deeds. He also felt

oppressed by the sense of sin. He asks :
" Is it pos-

sible for a man to be sinless? It cannot be; but it

is possible to strive unceasingly after sinlessness."
9

But Epictetus looked to no life beyond the present.

Marcus Aurelius has left on record thoughts beauti-

ful as they are consoling on nearly every aspect of

morality. He was translated as a book for spiritual

reading, by Cardinal Barberini, who dedicated it to

his own soul in order to make it redder than the pur-

ple he wore at the sight of this Gentile's virtues.
3

But Marcus Aurelius never rose to a true concep-

tion of the sacredness and dignity of human life.

He could not overcome Stoic indifference to suicide.

These men represent what was best in Pagan

morality. But we of to-day, in the light of Christian

truth and in the presence of the Sermon on the

Mount, feel the shortcomings of their greatest and

best codes. Stoic calm is not Christian resignation.

The suppression of the affections is not their sanc-

tification. And thus is there a profound abyss be-

tween what is highest and best in Pagan morals and

the simplest practices of Christian teachings. More-

over, the' sublime maxims of those choice spirits

1 As an instance of the Christian spirit of his philosophy,

we cite the following:—"If any one has spoken evil of you,

do not attempt to defend yourself, but simply reply :
' He

who said that of me, knew not my other defects ' " ("Dis-
sert.," iv., cap. 12).

2 "Dissert.," iv., 12, § 9, vol. i., p. 667.

3 (Crossly, " Marcus Aurelius," bk. iv., Preface p. xix.
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were within the reach of the cultured and leisurely

few, and had little or no influence upon the many.

Not that among the people of the Roman world a

more humane disposition was not becoming felt.

"When," says Aube, "Alexander Severusreduced

the rights of fathers over children to simple correc-

tions; when Hadrian decreed that in future should a

master be killed by his slaves the penalty of death

would extend only to those surrounding his person

and who might have foreseen and prevented the

danger; when, going still further, he completely de-

prived masters of their right of life and death over

their slaves

—

these emperors only incorporated into

the laws what was already a thing of custom." '

All this while Christian truths and Christian max-

ims were dawning upon the world, and were pro-

claimed from forum and amphitheatre, and conviction

of their truth was sealed with the blood of martyrs;

and though Pagan philosophy may not have recog-

nized the source, it could not have ignored the light

that was increasing from dusk to noonday brilliancy.

We would here call attention to what we consider

a confusion of language in a clever writer of the day.

He says:

"There are certain ages in which the sense of

virtue has been the mainspring of religion; there

are other ages in which this position is occupied by
the sense of sin. Now, of all systems the world

has ever seen, the philosophers of ancient Greece
and Rome appealed most strongly to the sense of

virtue, and Christianity to the sense of sin."
1

1 St. Justin, « Phlfotophc «t M.mvr, ftode Critique," In-

troil., p. lxx.

1 W. II. LecJcTi " K.it i"ii.ili-ni in Kin <>|>r," \.>1. i., ]>•

389. Elsewhere the author even goes farther end speak* of Pa-
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In this passage are the recognition and the misap-

prehension of an important truth. There never was
a religion without a sense of sin. This is the mean-

ing of an altar and a sacrifice. But in the philoso-

phies, and in the public life of ancient Greece and

. Rome, this sense of sin became buried out of sight

among the passions and aspirations of the hour, and

so naught is heard of it. The pages of Plutarch, it

is true, reveal virtuous act and virtuous word, but

rather as the result of a certain active energy, im-

parting a healthy tone to the whole man, than as de-

liberate deeds performed with the deliberate purpose

of attaining the ends of virtue. This is not the sense

of virtue. The Apollo of Belvidere is the Grecian

ideal of manly grace and beauty. But what is the

predominant expression ? Is it not that of a proud,

self-sufficient, self-reliant, well-developed, sensuous

manhood, trained to the full top of its capacity? In

no trait may we read the sense of virtue. We have

found the later Stoic moralists fully realizing the

sense of sin. But they were exceptions. To the

Church is it due to have revived that almost for-

gotten sense, and sanctified it and made it pro-

ductive of repentance, by bringing it into intimate

relation with the sorrows and sufferings of the

Divine Redeemer. Now, repentance means not

gans as holding for their ideal the beauty of holiness !
" The

» eye of the pagan philosopher was ever fixed upon virtue, the eye
of the Christian teacher upon sin. The first sought to amend
men by extolling the beauty of holiness, the second by awak-
ing the sentiment of remorse" ("European Morals," vol. ii.,

p. 4). Surely, outside of a few stray expressions in Persius
and other Stoics, there is nothing in Pagan literature to justify

such a statement.
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only a rising out of sin, but also striving after the

opposite virtue.

And here is where the Divine mission of the

Church becomes so apparent. She brings home to

man his origin and his destiny. She instils into him

that whatever there is of good in his nature is given

him for the purpose of attaining that end. Virtue is

the habitual action—or rather the sum of habitual

actions—tending to the end for which man was cre-

ated. That end, she does not hold with Aristotle to

be self-development, or self-sufficiency, or the good

of the State. That end is none other than God.

His Will defines the rectitude of action in which the

soul should dwell. Anything that turns man away

from his final destiny—anything that absorbes his

attention and his energies to the total exclusion of

that destiny—becomes sinful.
1

Sin, then, is the state

of a soul voluntarily and freely and with open eyes,

knowing what it does, diverging from its final end,

which is God, putting in the stead the lesser goods

of life, and making unto itself a law of its own.'

The Church brings home to her children the great

unreasonableness, injustice and enormity of this mode
of acting and living, by impressing upon them the

truth that thereto is to be ascribed the whole d<

dation of humanity; that therefore did Jcsua Christ

suffer and die, in order to raise man up from the low

state in which he lay prone and helpless. Therefore

is it that the sense of sin is deep in the Christian

heart; but there is none the less the sense o[ virtue.

1 " Suiiiina Thiol," I ixiii., art. i. C,

7 [bid. | qu I. .: , Iwi \ i. ; I. ii., e i x . iv. i\
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or rather the consciousness of, striving after perfec-

tion by the way of virtue.

The Pagan ideal was that of harmonious devel-

opment of soul and body. The Christian ideal looks

farther. It goes beyond the natural order. It tells

us to be perfect as our Father in heaven is perfect.
1

Besides the natural virtues, it recognizes others which

are of the supernatural order. There are the theo-

logical virtues of faith in God and the truths of His

Revealed Religion; of Hope for union with Him in

eternity ; of Charity, wherewith we love Him with all

our heart and all our soul, and in Him and for Him, our

neighbor as ourselves. It made predominant a cri-

terion of excellence other than the approval of men.

We catch glimpses of such a criterion in the ad-

vanced Stoics. Marcus Aurelius touched upon it

when he said :
" Never forget that it is possible to

be at once a Divine man, yet a man unknown to all

the world." 2
It is the criterion that seeks approval

of God rather than of men, and cultivates the hid-

den virtues rather than those that shine. Christ gave

the example of them in His life, and taught them
in His preaching. Modesty of demeanor and hu-

mility in thought and act arising from a sense of

one's unworthiness before God ; chastity in thought

as well as in speech and deed; obedience to all

lawfully constituted authority, seeing its source

and sanction in God
;
poverty in spirit ; resigna-

tion to the Divine Will under all trials and troubles,

accepting as from the hand of God, whatever

1 Matt., v. 48.
3 "Thoughts," vii. 67.
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of sickness, or pain, or bodily infirmity, or annoy-

ance from without that may befall one; the meek-

ness that resents not injuries, that considers itself

blessed amid revilings and persecutions, that returns

good for evil ; the spirit of prayer ; these are a few

out of the many virtues that Christianity in an es-

pecial degree made its own. These constitute the

Christian ideal. It is the ideal that an Aquinas fol-

lowed when, resisting the importunities of flesh and

blood, he abandoned the comforts of a lordly home,

that he might, in the retirement of the cloister, prac-

tice those virtues and live in intimate union with

God. It is the ideal that tens of thousands of deli-

cate virgins, thronging the convents the world over,

have in view, in entering with a light heart and a

cheerful spirit upon their lives of prayer and self-

devotion ; it IS the ideal that moulds the Sister of

Charity ministering to want and disease and crime

and misery. It is the ideal <>f Jesus and his Virgin-

Mother. Here is a whole world of action and mo-

tive entirely unknown to Aristotle.

It need no longer surprise that St. Thomas sur-

passes himself in that portion of his masterpiece

treating <>f morals. We stand at the sublime source

whence he drew his best inspirations. Aristotle

found in the State his chief reason for the practice

of virtue. Indeed, he expressly tells us that "Wo-
men and children must be educated with an eye to

tin- State, if the virtues of either of them are SUpp
t<» make any difference in the virtues of the State,'"

St. Tluanas regards things in the light in which the
1 Politica, I. iv., $ 15.
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Church places them for his apprehension. That
light goes beyond the convenience of State; it looks

further than the gratification of human selfishness;

and in doing so, it has benefited both the State

and the individual. Dwell a moment upon the line

of reasoning which the Church has held from the

beginning. God is Creator. He is more ; He is

Preserver. Without His conservative act all things

would fall back to their original nothingness. As
air retains the light of the sun without being itself

the sun, so every creature of God participates in the

being of God without sharing His Divine essence.
1

Therefore man is indebted to God not only for

existence, but also for the prolonging of that exist-

ence. God created all things for himself. He im-

posed upon them the law according to which they

may reach their final destiny. To man has he given a

rational soul by which to know the laws of his nature

and to follow the path in which is traced his destiny.

Hence that submission to God's law which man, in

common with all other creatures, is clearly bound

to pay. Hence man's responsibility toward God

;

hence that sense of duty; hence that voice of

conscience. Again, man is endowed with a free

will. God claims from him a willing homage or

none at all. There is open to him the way of virtue

or the way of vice. He has inbred in his nature

passions which are not in themselves bad, and

which, when controlled, may become the means of

his sanctification and perfection. Love is the

1 "Summa," I. i., qusest. civ., art. i.
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source whence they all arise.
1 Love is also the

principle by which they are held in hand. It is

the law of union binding man with man and man
with God. "He that abideth in charity, abideth

in God, and God in him."* It is the inspiration

of zeal for all good. 3

It is the principle of activity

in every intellectual being. It underlies all man's

actions.
4

It is the fulfillment of the law.
5

It is of

God's own essence, for God is love.

Hitherto other principles—now of might, now of

right, now of justice, now of expediency—ruled men.

The Gospel introduces the law of love, and before

its brilliancy all other systems pale; gradually it

takes possession of the public conscience, and the

predominant principles of other days drop out to

be imbedded in the records of history. It revolu-

tionizes life and thought. It brings home to men,

as no philosophy could ever bring home to them,

the Divine lessonofan universal brotherhood based

upon the mystery of redemption. It causes men to

realize the sacredness of human personality. It

breaks down the barriers of rank and class. It

teaches the doctrine of true liberty, true equality,

and true fraternity. It looks upon the soul of a slave

as something as preciousin the sight of God as that

of a free-born citizen. It inculcates the dignity of

1 St. Augustine, "
I )< CiT.Dei," lib. xiw, cap. 7, 9.

1
I John, iv. 16.

8 M Sum :n;i," I. ii.. qu.i -t. I x\ i , art. ii.

* Manifestum «•! quod omnc agent, quodcumquc ^ i t . .1 1^ 1

1

qommctunque actionem <-x aliquo amore. li>wl., i.ll.»OMMt
xxviii., art. \ i..

Romans, xiii. 10.
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labor. The Pagan world understood the value of

labor, but the Pagan world never raised itself up to

a proper conception of the dignity of labor. Labor
had become so identified with slavery that it was
considered degrading. The artisan was unfit to be

a citizen. He was too busy to practice virtue.

"No man," says Aristotle, " living the life of a

mechanic or laborer can practice virtue."
1 All this

was changed by Jesus, the Son of the carpenter.
8

He blessed the poor. He raised up and dignified

labor. He showed men how to sanctify it. And
so that which had been regarded as a curse and a

hardship has come to be the greatest blessing to

man, to soothe his pains, to heal the wounds of a

a troubled heart, to develop energy, and to help

him to save his soul. Pagan legislation taught men
how to endure privations and sufferings for their

country's sake ; it taught them to see naught of

good beyond the narrow limits of their own terri-

tory ; it inspired them with no sympathy for weak-

ness, no consolation for sorrow, no reverence for old

age, no tenderness for decrepitude, no sense of

the awful sanctity of human life. It exposed the

helpless weakling as unfit to live
;

3
it sanctioned

and at times commanded the destruction of the

babe yet unborn; 4
it placed in the hands of the

head of the household, the power of life and death

1 Politics, III. v., § 5.

2 Luke, iv., 22.

3 Labourt, " Recherches Historiques sur les Enfants Trou-
ves," pp. 11 sqq. Paris, 1845.

4 Aristotle, Politics, VII. xvi., § 10.
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over slave, wife, and child.
1

All this, with more

equally criminal and equally unjust, had been of

ancient law and ancient custom. It has passed out

of the public conscience. A new law, the Law of

Divine Love and Divine Grace, shines upon the

world and renews the face of the earth.

XIII.

Conclusion.

Tins outline will enable us to form some con-

ception of the relations of Aristotle to the Christian

Church. Let us review those relations from our

present vantage-ground. A great philosopher comes

among men. He reduces thought and the expres-

sion of thought to a science. lie teaches the secret

of method; he shows how to define and to divide ;

he initiates into the mode of observing and classify-

ing the facts of nature, and of constructing the

natural sciences. The wonderful grasp ofhlSgeniUS

takes hold of the human intellect in the Last and

in the West, and marks out for it the grooves in

which it shall think and the very terms and forms

of expression it shall use for all time. ( Hher geniuses

may charm the human intellect, and be suggestive

of thought and systems of thought, but it is only

Aristotle who has been able to impose upon human-

it)' his very forms <>f thought and expression to

that extent that they are to-day as much part of our

thinking as tin- idioms <»i" our speech. And there

1 1..1W- oi Solon. Sec Labourtf Ibid., p. 16; Troplong,
"i>. I'lnfinence du Christl&nitme -ur i<- Droit ciril dm fto
niuiu-," p. 314.
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is no department of human science to which his

dominion does not extend. His least hint runs

along lines of study age after age till we find it fin-

ally blossoming into some great discovery. He
states, for instance, that this world is not very large

;

that there is only one sea between the country at

the Pillars of Hercules and India; and that com-

munication between their coasts is neither incredible

nor impossible.
1 That stray remark is transmitted

down the ages until it falls into the hands of a Co-

lumbus, and forthwith it shapes his destiny and

leads to the finding of a new world. Here is how
Columbus speaks:

"Aristotle says that this world is small, that

there is little water, and that one could easily pass

from Spain into Media. Avouruyz 2 confirms this

idea, and Cardinal Peter d'Aliaco
3

cites it, sup-

porting this opinion, which is conformable to that

of Seneca, by saying that Aristotle might know
many secret things of this world on account of

Alexander the Great."
4

Thus it is that even America cannot be dis-

covered without having connected with it the name

of Aristotle.

The Church, in her mission of renovating the

world and raising it up into a higher plane of

thought and action, makes use of the human instru-

ments at her command. She is not exclusive. Her

1 " De Coelo," lib. ii., cap. xiv., 15.

2 Averroes.
3 Peter d'Ailly.

4 See C. Jourdain, " De l'lnfluence d'Aristote et de ses

Interpretes sur la decouverte du Nouveau-Monde," p. 29.

Paris, 1861.
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activity extends to all classes—to the ignorant and

the learned, to the rich and the poor. To each does

she speak ill the language each best understands.

And in speaking to the human intelligence, she has

made use of that language most clearly expressed

by the human intelligence, and has drawn from that

philosophy which has left the most profound impress

upon human thought. In her teachings concerning

the sacraments she has applied the Aristotelian

doctrine of Matter and Form, of Substance and

Accidence. In her moral and intellectual philosophy,

when speaking of the human soul and its faculties,

of virtues and vices, of habits and passions, she has

adopted Aristotle's definitions and divisions of sub-

jects. And thus has the language of this Pagan

philosopher become the medium by which the most

sacred teachings and the most awful mysteries of

the Church are conveyed to the human understand-

ing. Nor would Aristotle take amiss this use of

his writings. He realized the sacred ministry of

philosophy. He considered it the most Divine and

the most elevated <>f all subjects, since it treats of

God and of things Divine; " for," he adds, "accord-

ing to the avowal of the whole human race, God is

the Cause and Principle of Things."'

Indeed, it is noteworthy in those day

secularization, when men in all departments of

science seek to d<> without God, even to the

ignoring of Ili- very existence, how scrupulously

the Pagan philosopher, in all his studies, keeps

ever in mind the Divinity. Is he dealing with
1 Metaphj lict, II. n., $ Mk
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first principles of science and thought? As the

crowning-point of his speculations, back of all ele-

mentary truths, he discerns and acknowledges the

Living Truth Who is their source.
1

Is he contem-

plating the starry heavens? He reads in their mo-

tion, as clearly as the Psalmist ever read, the re-

splendent glory of their Prime-Mover. God is the

end for which they exist; He is the Life of all life,

the Mover of all motion, and the Eternal Source of

all time.
2

Is he fathoming the problems of time and

space, of motion and rest, of the finite and the in-

finite? Again, in his gropings after light, through

the mists of those obscure questionings, rays of the

Divinity penetrate, and he clearly recognizes the

Being Who is without parts, indivisible, without

magnitude, immeasurable ; he finds God. 3
Is he in-

vestigating the wonders of the animal kingdom ? He
does so with an enthusiasm and a reverence that

raise him above whatever may seem offensive or

loathsome to the senses. In the formation, the de-

sign and the function of the least organ, he reads

somewhat of the power and the beauty of Nature.

Throughout the whole domain of animal life he finds

no place for chance. Every organ has its purpose.

From the contemplation of the fitness and harmony

which he perceives in all parts of the animal king-

dom, he ascends to the Divinity that determines their

various functions.
4 Be the subject of his studies what

1 Met, XII., cap. vii., viii.

2 " De Coelo," lib. i., cap. ix.

3 " Naturales Auscultatories, " lib. viii., cap. xv., 6.

* " De Partibus Animalium," lib. i., cap. v.
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it may, it invariably ends in a hymn of praise to the

Godhead. Surely modern thinkers might well hesi-

tate before censuring a religious attitude of mind

constantly practiced by the greatest intellect of an-

tiquity.

But the philosophy that the Church has sanc-

tioned— the philosophy of the Schools as expressed

by their greatest and most representative genius, St.

Thomas Aquinas— is a far different system of phi-

losophy from that enunciated by the Stagyrite. It

accepts from him his methods, his definitions, his

terms, whatever is conformable to the Divine teach-

ings, and it supplements them with other truths and

other conceptions of truth more in consonance with

the Divine mission of the Church. It is deeply rooted

in the Early Fathers and in the decrees of the Coun-

cils. The outward form is Aristotelian, but the inner

spirit is that of Christianity. It is this spirit that

gives it life and power and extends its influence far

beyond the domain of technical language. It is by
Oil of this spirit, that, to use the words of an-

other, M Christian philosophy is the basis of our social

existence; it nourishes the roots of our laws, and by
it do we live far more than by ideas saved from the

wreck of the Greek and Roman world." ' The Church
makes use of speculation only so far as it is essential

round her doctrines and her practices in human
reason. Hut it is not by means of speculation that she

has renewed the face of the earth* It is rather by
the seeds of Faith, which she has sown, and which

1 Tropjong, " Dc I'lnfluencc da ChrittUnitmi nut hi Droir
Civil il<-> Kt.in.iin-, "

|» •'.}. Pfcj

l I'.—

g
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have given forth a rich harvest of zeal, devotion,

sanctity, and the edifying practice of every virtue.

Philosophy is cold comfort under affliction, or want,

or misery, or in the face of a great calamity. That

which was best amongst the Stoics— the philosophy

of Marcus Aurelius— was only a tonic bracing up the

whole man to meet death or anticipate its coming by

suicide. It taught the resignation of despair. That

which is most probing among the moderns— the

philosophy of Schopenhauer— finds nothing in life

worth living for, and has consolation only for the

man who is disgusted with living and resolved upon

terminating his own career. It also teaches resigna-

tion, but it is likewise the resignation of despair.

And Christianity inculcates resignation, but it is the

resignation of love, and hope, and faith, awaiting the

future, and knowing that all things are in the hands

of a Divine Father. The one is the resignation of

death ; the other is a life-giving, active, hopeful, and

saving resignation. Philosophy may speculate ; Chris-

tianity acts. Speculation may console a few philoso-

phers of leisure ; but the soothing hand of Christian

charity, nerved by the love of God and the love of

man, and the consoling voice of Religion, moved by

the spirit of Faith, can alone revive expiring hopes,

strengthen wavering resolutions for good, bring calm

to the troubled mind, raise a soul out of despondency,

and cause man to suffer and endure in a prayerful

spirit all the pain that life may bring, knowing that

in so doing he is best securing his individual perfec-

tion and sanctification, and best fulfilling the end for

which he was created.
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Letter of Gregory IX.

(Referred to In thii Essay, p. 69.)

We here give the full text of the Important letter of Gregory

IX., appointing commission to examine and expurge the pro-

hibited books of Aristotle. Thai the W in the letter itandi fox

William of Anxcrrc, la confirmed beyond a shadow of doubt bj

the other letters ot dr< igory t<> the Kin'_r and Queen of V'

quoted i)_v I)u Boulay ("Historia Universitatis Parish-:

torn. iii.,p. 145), in which the name — Jl illiclmum Antissiodo-

m--is given in full. It will he noticed that Gregory

maket use <>f a Scriptural allusion which is a favorite one with

both Jerome and Origen when Impressing the necessity of

studying secular letters. The original document is in the

Bibliotheque Rationale (Suppl. lat. num., 1575), where it was

brought to light by M La Porte du Theil, and transcribed by

If. Hanrean into the "Noli \traits des Manuserit-,"

torn, xxi., partie ii., p. 222.

"Gregorius, ftc., &c, mag-
istris W. archdiacono Belva-
censi, S\ moni de Auteis, Am-
bianensi, «t St . de I'nn Ino,

Remensi, cam >nicis.

" Cum sapient las sacrss pa

ginsB reliqujB sclent las debeant
famnlari, eatenui -nut a tideli

bus amplectendsB quatenus
obsequi dinoscuntur benepla-
citis dominantis, ut ^i quid in

eia luerit rirulentum, rel aliter

% it losum, quod derogare possit
fidei puritati, eminua respua
tur : (piia inventa in nutnero
captivorum mulier speciosa,
Don aliter ' do mm permit
titur Introducii nisi r;i-.i super-
fluitatii cassarie, ac unguibus
lacerantibua circumcisis; <-t,

ut spoii. uis ^Bgyptiia ditentur

Gregory, &c., ftc, to W.
Archdeacon <>f Beauvais, Sy-
mon of Authie, Canon of

Amiens, and Stephen of Pro
Canon of Rheims.

A- other sciences oughl to

minister to the wisdom of

Holy Writ, the Faithful should
embrace them aceordi: _

they perceive them irAin^
willing service to the -

eign master; so that should
aught of poison or other vi-

cious thing be found in them
calculated to diminish the

puriti ot the Faith, the same
I houhl be 1 i\ Thus
tin- beautiful woman found
among the captAe- \\;|s not

permitted to be brought into

the house till hef liair \sas
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Hebraei, jubentur vasa aurea
et argentea pretiosa, non aeru-

ginosa, aenea, vel lignea, mu-
tuari. Ceterum cum, sicut

intelleximus, libri Natura-
lium, qui Parisiis in concilio
provinciali fuere prohibiti,

quaedam utilia et inutilia con-
tinere dicantur, ne utile per
inutile vitietur, discretioni
vestrae, de qua plenam in

Domino fiduciam obtinemus,
per apostolica scripta, sub
obtestatione divini judicii,

firmiter praecipiendo manda-
mus, quatenus libros ipsos
examinantes, sicut convenit,
subtiliter et prudenter, quae
ibi erronea, seu scandali, vel
offendiculi, legentibus inve-
neritis illata, penitus resectis,

ut, quae sunt suspecta remotis,
incunctanter ac inoffense in
reliquis studeatur.

" Datum Laterani, ix. Cal.
Maii, pontificatus nostri anno
quinto."

shaven and her nails were cut.
Thus, that the Hebrews might
grow rich with the spoils of
the Egyptians, they were com-
manded to borrow their pre-
cious vases of gold and silver,

leaving aside those of brass,
copper, or wood. Having
learned, then, that certain
books of natural philosophy,
which were prohibited by the
Provincial Council of Paris,
are said to contain things use-
ful and baneful, and lest the
baneful should mar the useful,

We strongly enjoin upon your
discretion, in which We place
full confidence, by these Apos-
tolic letters, under invocation
of the Divine judgment, to

examine those books with as

minute care and prudence as

behoove, and to remove what-
ever is erroneous, or of scan-

dal, or in the least offensive to

the readers, so that after the
severe pruning of all suspected
passages, what remains may,
without delay and without
danger, be restored to study.
Given at the Lateran, April

23, and the fifth year of our
Pontificate.
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The Nature and Synthetic Principle of

philos< »1'hv.

f\HILOSOPIIY results from the limited nature

of man's intelligence. He asks the why and

wherefore of things, because he comprehends not.

He cavils not about the question that he under-

stands in all its bearings. He would be informed

upon what he does not know. Man's first philo-

sophic act was that in which he recognized his

self-consciousness. Then all things stood out

before him asking for a solution. Then he found

that he understood not himself; nor the universe;

nor the Creator with whose presence he felt pene-

trated. He endeavored to rid himself of his ig-

norance, and to solve the enigmas
; and he is still

working at their solution. This is yet the problem

of philosophy. It would understand the mutual

relations of all things. In their essences it would

discover these relations, and thence ascend to their

principles. It would understand society, the

individual, God. In the individual, it would deter-

mine the laws of his thought, the nature i)i his

existence, his relative position in the universe, his

origin, his destiny. In society, it would discover

the laws of it^ organization, its rights, the source of

its power, its modifications as acted upon by external

(185)
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influences. In God, it would learn His attributes

and perfections as revealed in the universe, His

nature, His relations with the cosmos. "It would

discover," says De Gerando, "in each phenomenon

the cause that produces it, in each law the end to

which it tends." ' It is, as Cicero defines it, the

science of things human and divine, and of their

causes.
8

But it is alleged that philosophy has not shown

itself worthy of this high function ; that it is a

synonym for Babel ; that it carries with it no weight

;

for no two agree upon the same question. The fact

that man is so anxious to penetrate the symbol, to

rend the veil, of philosophy, shows that beneath

the symbol—behind the veil—there is something

worth the knowing. The individual may be deceived;

but humanity is correct in its instincts; and in all

ages, the choice spirits of humanity have devoted

themselves to philosophical pursuits. Individual

minds may give different solutions of the problem

;

but that invalidates not its existence. Philosophy

is discussed by means of reflex acts. And man is

averse to reflection. The natural tendency of his

mind is for direct acts of thought. But when he

does reflect, his ideas will be tinged by his educa-

tion. A different train of reasoning satisfies each

mind. But when the solution is correct, the results

will agree ; for truth is one, and as many individuals

1 Elle veut decouvrir dans chaque phenomene la cause qui

le produit, dans chaque loi la fin a laquelle elle tend. " His-

toire Comparee des Systemes," t. 2., ch. vi.

2 Rerum divinarum et humanarum, causarumque quibus

eae res continentur, scientia. "De Officiis," lib. ii., 2.
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as there arc, so many ways arc there for expressing

the same idea.'

Philosophy is no Babel, 1 t has its principles, and its

method as determined by these principles. It is there-

fore a science; and it is its province to investigate

the nature of all sciences. It establishes for each of

them a basis. It looks to the precision of terms,

the legitimacy of reasoning, the soundness of pre-

mises, the value of principles. It educates the

mind into the habit of looking beyond appearances,

and of determining things by their essences. In

its present state there is mingled with it a great

deal of speculation as fruitless as it is unnecessary.

But this must not be confounded with true philoso-

phy. The one may easily be distinguished from

the other; for philosophy is based upon the un-

erring instincts of humanity, the first principles of

pure reason, common sense, and the traditionary

truths that belong to all ages and nations.

In seeking this basis, the philosopher must be-

ware of the absolute. He must consider things as

they arc. No object is rightly understood when
withdrawn from its connections. To isolate is to

misapprehend. Man is a creature of education. He
commits intellectual suicide when, forgetting the

fact, he breaks loose from all traditions, and attempts

to set up an absolute philosophy. Only the Abso-

lute Being knows absolute truth. Human reason

can be relied on; it is, in its own sphere and acting

1 On te persuade mieux, pour ('ordinaire, pur lei i

qu'oo ,i trouTeei ^«.i iiHiiM-. que per cellet qui lonl venues, darn
i
a dee iuI

•
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in its normal condition, infallible ; but man has never

been obliged to stand alone on the platform it builds.

He is supported by tradition and revelation.

Christianity has opened to him new fields of thought

;

and it has not only proposed questions ; it has

solved problems of which antiquity could have had

but the vaguest notion. Religion is no hindrance

to philosophical discussion ; it is a great assistance.

He who heeds not its well-defined marks, finds him-

self drifting about on a chartless sea of speculation,

with no compass of certainty to determine his bear-

ing; no polar star of truth to steer his course by ; and

death ingulfs him, an intellectual and moral wreck

:

"An infant crying in the night

—

An infant crying for the light,

And with no language but a cry." 1

The philosopher must set down theories at their

true worth. A theory is only a highly probable

hypothesis. It may fully account for all the facts

known to-day, but to-morrow may bring with it a

discovery that will shatter it to pieces as being ab-

solutely false. At most, it is only a personal view

of certain phenomena. But it is not science, for

science is objective. As soon as a philosopher be-

gins to trim facts to make them suit his hypothesis,

he finds it an obstacle rather than an aid to the

knowing of truth; he then prefers fancy to fact, and

builds up his knowledge upon fictitious notions. Ig-

norance is far preferable to such knowledge, for

much has to be unlearned ; and divesting one's self

1 Tennyson, " In Memoriam."
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of erroneous impressions is a slow process. Indeed,

there are few mm of thought who cannot say that

one-half their lives is devoted to the unlearning of

what they had acquired during the other half.

When a man is aware of his ignorance, he has re-

moved the greatest obstacle in the way of his arriv-

ing at the truth. Let him, then, not cling too closely

to an hypothesis. It is at best but a temporary

scaffolding made use of in building up the structure

of knowledge, and ought to be abandoned as soon

as it is found to hamper thought.

Philosophic schools are the bane of philosophy.

The man abandoned to them does not think ; he re-

members, repeats; he becomes a routinist. He
lacks the first quality of a good philosopher, which

is, to love truth for truth's sake ; for he loves it only

as it tallies with the teachings of his school. He
becomes partisan in his views. 1 1 is eyes are veiled

to the real condition of things. His intellectual vis-

ion is diseased. In his zeal to defend one opinion

at the expense of another, he rushes to an opposite

extreme and falls into an error equally great with

that he would avoid. Therefore the expression of

Pascal's, "to laugh at philosophy is to philosophize

truly,"
1 when applied to philosophic schools, loses

its exaggeration and becomes one of the character-

istics of a true philosopher, Truth is simple, and
when presented in its naked reality, the mind em-

braces it, holds to it, and makes it the fruitful

source of a large- offspring of new ideas. And when

1 St moouer d<- la philosophic c'etl rralmenl philosopher
" IYiwV.s," Ire. ]>;irtic, art. \

, \(,.
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the presentation of a subject lacks this character of

simplicity—when it abounds in ingenious thoughts

and fine-spun arguments, when it is enveloped in a

cloud of words—the recipient may well doubt its

claim to veracity ; with caution ought he to examine

it, and reduce what is in it to the language of com-

mon sense. Truth asks not to be propped up by

partisan views, by distorted systems, by party abuse.

It requires of human intelligence but one thing,

viz.: to be presented as it is.

Philosophy suffers because system-mongers abuse

one another; and thus thought remains undevel-

oped, the truth untold, and philosophy is dragged

from her eminence to degradation. Accusation is

not refutation. When passion cries out, reason

ceases to speak. True, in developing philosophy

men cease not to be human. Therefore it is that

the history of philosophy contains so much that is

unphilosophic mixed up with so many partial truths.

Philosophy appeals to the reason ; not to the

taste, the memory, or educational prejudices. Let

the reason think, examine, discuss, conclude. It is

competent to apprehend truth with certainty ; for

all men perceive by the same light. That light they

have not of themselves. It comes from Him who
raineth blessings on the good and the bad. It is the

Wordy which enlighteneth every man that cometh into

this World.'

Conclusions and convictions are not altogether

based upon a syllogism, which, as Bacon remarks,

" gives assents, not things." More subtle influences

1 John, i., 9.
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are at work drawing for us our conclusions. Likings

and dislikings, prejudices of education and degrees

of delicacy of organization, are all effectual in con-

verging their forces upon a thought and determin-

ing its direction and character. Its roots seem en-

twined in every fold of tin- brain—every fibre of the

heart, and every nerve of the body. "There i-,"

says Balmes, " not only the intercourse of mind with

mind, but of heart with heart ; besides the recipro-

cal influence of ideas, there is also that of senti-

ments." ' It behooves the philosopher to be cau-

tious in reasoning, and to take into account all these

determining elements of thought.

But reason is not alone in the exercise of its

functions. All the other faculties of the soul ac-

company it, and while some help, others impede the

progress of thought. Men strongly imaginative arc

easily led into error; for their language abounds in

figurative expressions, and it not unfrequently hap-

pens that the figure is an inadequate representation

of the thought. In the heat of reasoning they forget

this fact; they become involved in their subject,

mistake the figure for the idea, and in the end find

themselves Landed upon conclusions that theirprem-

ises never warranted. In philosophy the meaning

and import of terms must be thoroughly under-

stood. It is only the consummate philosopher that

knows how to define well. For th.it. rare aCUtei

of mind and i omplete ma- ! : \ <>!"
1 . are

1 No i>.i\ tan ololACommunicacion.de entendimienl
entendimiento, slno * i * corason con corason ; .1 dm dc li In

fluencis reciproca de Its Ideas, haj tambien dc lot sentimlen*
lot. " Bl Criterio," j>. 93a
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required. Many—perhaps all—the erroneous sys-

tems in the world might be traced to bad defining.

Spinoza builds up a colossal system of panthe-
ism on the misapprehension of a term. But were
the good and pious Monseigneur Bouvier consistent

with the fundamental ideas he lays down in his little

work on philosophy—as when he includes being in

the idea of genus 1—he would have been an equally

great pantheist. And so it is with the majority of

good and well-meaning writers of philosophical

treatises. Their faith is one thing
; their philoso-

phy another; and both their faith and philosophy

are in their first principles or last results either con-

trary or contradictory. This antagonism between
forms of faith and philosophic systems has led men
to recoil from all philosophy, and live either in the

despair of scepticism, or in the ardent exercise of

mysticism.

The history of philosophy may be divided into

three periods: first, the period of religious revela-

tion ; second, that of natural philosophy, and third,

that of ideistic rationalism. All three periods are

good, and become an evil only when one or the

other attempts to monopolize the whole of philoso-

phy. It is well that we know ourselves—the facul-

ties of our soul, the desires of our heart, even the

organism of our brain ; well also is it that we rea-

son according to secondary causes and consider the

nature of things; and it is equally well that we
reconcile reason with revelation.

1 Ens, universalissimum genus. " Institutiones Philosoph-
jcae," p. 8.
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I. There is the period of religious revelation.

This begins with the primitive man. But as his

descendants departed from the original source, they

retained only broken fragments <>f the first tradition

in which the race was educated. All the great

truths relating to man's origin and destiny were

then present to him, and if he asked " Who is the

God to whom we shall offer our sacrifices?"
1 — it

was only to assert more positively the eternal exist-

ence of the great Divinity.

" It is very remarkable," says Kant, "though nat-

urally it could not have been Otherwise, that in the

infancy of philosophy, the study of the nature of

God, and the hope as well as the constitution of a
future world, formed the commencement rather than
the conclusion, as we should have it, of the specu-
lative efforts of the human mind."'

Not alone in the Mosaic account is revelation to

be found. It runs in silent and feeble rills through

the traditions of all nations; it forms the under-

current of their sacred books; and tinged though
it be with individual feelings, and adulterated by
the fiction^ of nation. d fancy, it is still in its essence

the s.une divine knowledge that was revealed to

Adam and preserved by Noah, [n this period, men
knew not what it was to doubt. To live and to

1 •• Rig Veda," \ i.m.

i \%\ merkwurdig genus, ob ei gleicfa natflrlich< i

nicM anderf lugehen konnte, «.i ^i — <ii< Menschen im K in«!t-.ii

ter der Philosophic dmvon tnfingen, wo irii lets! Ueberendigen
mochten nimlich, suerst die Erkennti lunddieHofl
Dtuiff oder wohl ni die B< ichaffenheil einer endern Well in
•tudlren. "Knuk der reinen Vernuft," Werki , ill., 561.
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believe were for them one and the same act. All the

great religious and philosophic truths—the great-

ness and goodness of God, the spiritual nature of

the soul, its immortality, a future life—were as inti-

mately present to these men as their own existence.

Their humanity still seemed to vibrate under the

touch of the creative fiat with which it had lately

been launched into existence. And as with the ad-

vance of the ages, they felt the growth of human
corruption, the one great problem with them was

how to stay their downward course, and propitiate

the divinity. Hence their sacrifices. Hence that

lingering regret with which they looked back to the

golden period that had passed from them forever.

That man's first conception of the Divinity was

that of "an awful Power, terrible in its might, vague

in outline, and mysterious in its nature," * is a

mistaken notion opposed by the primitive writings

of all nations. In " Genesis" we read that after God
had created all forms of life, He " blessed them "—
which is not the action of an angry God, " an awful

power, terrible in its might." So too in the Rig-

Veda it is written, " Varuna is merciful even to him

who has sinned." To conceive man acquiring the

idea of God through fear is based upon the mis-

taken notion that the primitive condition of man
was that of a savage, and that he is but a develop-

ment of some of the lower forms of life— a notion

warranted neither by the history and traditions of

nations, by the nature of things, nor by true

1 S. B. Gould, " Origin and Development of Religious

Belief," p. 231.
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science.
1 The great primitive truths, preserved in

the traditions of all nations, have a common
source. "So then," says Clement of Alexandria,

"the barbarian and Greek philosophy has torn off

a fragment of eternal truth, not from the my-

thology of Dionysius, but from the theology of

the ever-living Word." 3

2. There is the period of natural philosophy. As
the stream of tradition grew more adulterated with

human thought, and the ages became more secular-

ized, the religious sentiment, becoming weaker, en-

tered philosophy less as an element than formerly.

Progress in the material arts gave rise to the ob-

servation of physical phenomena, and men sought

rather to consider secondary causes than the gre.it

first and final Cause. Thales makes water the prin-

eiple of all things. Anaximenes endeavors to ac-

count for the basis of matter by considering the

gaseous, solid and liquid states as so many condi-

tions of air. HeiaditUS makes fire the principle of

existence. But it is already found necessary to

prove the existence and immortality of the soul.

This Pherecides attempts.
1 The philosophy based

on physics necessarily gravitates to materialism.

And such was the case- with the Ionic .school until

Anaxagoras asserted the duality of matter and .spirit.

1 Vide " Genesii of tin- Species," bj NUrut, ch. ix., x.,

xi , xii.

I

\6)ov
" Stromaton," iit>. i. cap. xiii.

1 Pherecldei -win-, primum dixit anim.iv homlnon
•empiternoti Cicero, ••Tutc,'1

lib. i.

i r-io
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But whether the philosophers of this period assert

or deny the Divinity, they seek causes in the nature

of things and independent of Him; while those be.

lieving in Him make Him external to the universe

— a master-artist with Plato, or with Anaxagoras, a

vow outside of His creation.

And as in Greece so it is with other countries.

In India, after the Mimansa of Vyasa with its in-

terpretations of the Vedas according to tradition, we

find the Sankhya of Kapila with its twofold princi-

ple of things—matter and intelligence—and its vari-

ous branches, some material, some spiritual, some

mystical, as one or other principle was exclusively

considered. But among the twenty-five principles

of things laid down in the Sankhya philosophy,

we look in vain for a divinity. Things are there

considered to stand on their own basis.

3. There is the principle of ideistic rationalism.

When God was left outside as an element, He soon

became ignored. Philosophy ceased to be a science

of principles in their relations with things, ceased to

be a serious accounting for the cosmos, its origin

and destiny, or of man, his position and relations,

and narrowed down with the ancients to a system of

knowing. Planted in their speculations upon then

own existence these men ceased to be certain of their

own explanations. They became sceptics. They assert

with Protagoras the relativity of all truth. With the

Nyaya system of India, they build up dialectics, and

reduce all philosophy to the problem of knowing.

These three periods have had their cycles. With

the introduction of Christianity we find the first
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period again revive. Christian philosophers sought

to reconcile the Pagan cosmogony and science with

Christian teachings. Hence the effort of Jerome,

Basil, Clement of Alexandria, Augustine. Then came

the Scholastic period, when all science and religion

were built up on the natural basis of the Aristotelian

philosophy. Finally we are still struggling through

the Cartesian period, with its one problem of know-

ing. The fruits of this last period are already mak-

ing their appearance. The scepticism of Hume is

redolent of it ; so is the atheism of Mill; so is the

materialism of I>ain ; and the evolutionism of Spencer,

which merges this problem of knowing into the un-

knowable, is racy of the soil. Philosophic principles

that lead the mind to these results, must have some-

where a flaw. It were of advantage to examine those

of the leading systems of this latter period.

Descartes began by secularizing philosophy. He
then reduced it to a method; after which he sought

a principle that would be its basis. He undertook

to doubt of man)- things which he believed with cer-

tainty. This was a grave error. There was already

contradiction in his mind ; for how doubt and be

certain of the same thing at the same time ? Hut let

us hear him determine the fundamental principle of

his philosophy

.

"
I afterward noticed that while I wished to think

ry thing false, it became necessary for me. who
so thought, t-> be something, and remarking that this

truth: / think and [therefore < rtr/, was so firmly i s«

tablished that the most extrava
|
ml suppositions of

the sceptics could not shake it, 1 judged that I could
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without scruple accept it as the first principle of the

philosophy I sought."
*

Now, this principle, while it is a necessary condi-

tion of all knowing, establishes the identity of him

who thinks—and nothing more. " The I think" Kant

properly remarks, " must accompany all my specula-

tions."
2 But, admitting nothing else than one's

identity, it is impossible to rise beyond it. And as

Descartes began in illusion, it was only by illusion

that he got further. But a philosophy, illusory in

its beginning and illusory in its process, must needs

be illusory in its results. It then becomes a romance.

But life is too short, and too much hangs upon it, to

spend its most effectual part in unraveling the threads

of a romance. Not in Descartes is the principle of

philosophy.

Locke also reduced all philosophy to the opera-

tions of the understanding. His fundamental prin-

ciple he bases upon the origin of ideas:

" These two, I say, viz., external material things,

as the objects of sensation, and the operations of our

own minds within, as the objects of reflection, are to

me the only originals from whence all our ideas take

their beginnings."
3

The whole of philosophy is with him only a ques-

tion of knowing. Hence throughout his book, he

speaks not of time and space, of substance and ac-

cident, of finiteness and infinity ; but of their ideas.

1 CEuvres, torn. i. " Discours de la Methode." Ed. Cousin,

p. 158.
3 " Kritik der reinen Vernunft," sect, ii., § 12.

'"Essay Concerning Human Understanding," book ii.,

ch. i., § 4.
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Upon such a basis, if it were natural to ask, hon

know we that there are external objects corre-

sponding to the ideas we possess? And this ques-

tion brings us to the [deism of Berkeley. And if

we are not certain of the reality of external nature,

what grounds have we for believing in the reality of

our ideas— our soul? Then, we are simply subjects

of impressions. This reasoning lands us at the scep-

ticism of Hume. Again, since reflection is based

upon sensation, and gives nothing that is not found

in sensation, for all reflex acts assert the primitive

act, and neither more nor less, why is not sensation

the sole origin of all our knowled ? Here is the

sensism of Condillac. " By their fruits you shall

know them." The principle logically running into

such extremes cannot be the true principle of phi-

losophy. "After all," says Reid, "the improvements

made by Malebranche, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume,
may still be called the Cartesian system." 1

It is still

the one problem <>f knowing. How is it with Reid
himself?

Reid is in the same sense a Cartesian. While re-

futing Locke— often in a masterly manner— he

himself runs in a parallel groove. He has but a

philosophy of the human mind and its intellectual

powers. It is still a philosophy of knowing. Its

principle is one of knowing. It is tin- principle of

common sense. ()f the judgments th.it make up
this principle h<

"Smh original and natural judgments are there-
fore a pari of that fm niture which nature hath given

1 Works, vol. l*i p
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to the human understanding. They are the inspira-

tion of the Almighty, no less than our notions of

simple apprehension. They serve to direct us in

the common affairs of life, when our reasoning facul-

ties would leave us in the dark. They are a part of

our constitution, and all the discoveries of our rea-

son are grounded upon them. They make up what
is called the common sense of mankind; and what is

manifestly contrary to any of these first principles

is what we call absurd}

This principle has been recognized by Fenelon

and Buffier. But it is simply a motive of certitude,

and cannot therefore be called a principle of phi-

losophy, with its basis in the nature of things»

Kant undertook to revolutionize philosophy.

His system is that of judgment and reason, pure

and practical. It is still the philosophy of know-

ing. -Now he thus sums up this philosophy, and

its use:

" The greatest, and perhaps the only advantage
of all philosophy of pure reason is but of a nega-

tive character, inasmuch as it is not an organon for

the extension, but a discipline for the determina-
tion of limits; and instead of discovering truth, it

simply guards against error."
2

It is well that we possess safeguards against error

and that we know the limits of thought; but the

whole of philosophy cannot consist in this knowl-

1 Works, vol. i., p. 440.
2 Der grosste und vielleicht einzige Nutzen aller Philos-

ophic der reinen Vernunft ist also wohl nur negativ ; da sie

namlich nicht, als Organon, zur Erweiterung, sondern als Dis-

ciplin zur Grenzbestimmung dient und anstatt Wahrheit zu
entdecken, nur das stille Verdienst hat, Irrthumer zu verhu-

ten. " Kritik der reinen Vernunft," Werke, b. iii., s. 526.
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edge. Moreover, while, in points of detail, Kant is

often admirable in his reflections, it must be con-

fessed that his "Critique of Pure Reason" is the

destruction of all reason; for when it attempl

show that the reasons for truth and error are equally

convincing, and that on the most vital questions, it

breaks down the foundation of all certainty, and,

closed round by the impregnable barriers of self,

it is unable to pass beyond sensible phenomena.

But if Kant destroyed certainty, Balmes vindi-

cated its existence and laid down its principles in a

masterly manner. With an ardent love for truth and

a burning zeal to defend it ; with a brilliant and well-

trained philosophic genius, this man attacked all the

great problems of philosophy, and he spoke upon no

subject on which he did not say something worth re-

membering. Surely with Balmes we ought to find

the basis of true philosophy. But, whether he wished

to fight the errors of the age on their own grounds,

or whether unconsciously he was influenced by the

philosophic atmosphere of his day, the fact is

that he too bases all philosophy upon the prob-

lem of knowing:

"The study of philosophy/
1

he says, M ought to
begin with the examination of the question of

tainty; before raising the edifice the foundation must
be laid."

'

Balmes has done much for philosophy. He has

overthrown many of its idols; he has thorOU

1
I'll estudio ii«- la Bl< i i ffa del c a >n

df Iai cueettonei iobre la c< 1 1« / .\ \ antei dc lerantar el edificio

ei nn . -.11 lo penaar en «-l ciml • tai,''

cap. i., i.
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explored some of the most interesting problems of

intelligence ; he has cleared the ground of the weeds

and briars of errors. He knew much philosophic

truth ; but he evidently missed the principle of phi-

losophy. He admits that all truths have a unity of

origin, and that there is " in the order of beings" a

truth the source of all others. That truth he calls

God. 1 But a few pages after he truly asserts that

from the idea of God no man can infer either the

reality or possibility of creation.
3 Were the truths

of the finite order to flow from God as a necessary

consequence, pantheism were good philosophy. To
assert God, is to assert that God is, or God is Being

—which is that He is Himself—and as He is infinite

and necessary, He is self-sufficient—and nothing is

necessary for Himself but His own essence. Such

an ideal formula gives but God. It is a reactionary

extreme against the other error of Cartesianism,

which asserts only man's self.

Gioberti, feeling the force of such reasoning, un-

dertook to establish an ideal formula that would in-

clude the proper relations of the finite with the

infinite. He begins by asserting that "to-day in

Europe there is no longer any philosophy," 3 and that

" true philosophy no longer lives anywhere outside

of religion."
4 He consequently goes to religion for

1 Ibid., cap. iv., 40.
2 Cap. vi., sec. 67.

3 Nel primo comincio collo stabilire, che al di d'oggi in

Europa non vi ha piu filosofia. "Introduzione alio Studio della

Filosofia," i., p. 4.

4 La filosofia e morta, o per dir meglio, la vera filosofia non
vive piu altrove, che nella religione. Ibid., vol. ii., chap. 3,

p. 147.
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the principle of philosophy. That principle he

rightly conceives to express the true relation of the

finite with the infinite. He finds that relation ad-

mirably expressed in the opening words of the Sacred

Scriptures: " In the beginning God created heaven

and earth."
1 He considers the source of philosoph-

ical errors to lie in the misapprehension of the crea-

tive act. He therefore establishes as the philosophical

principle the ideal formula: Being creates existences?

It is a sublime philosophical truth; and it were the

adequate embodiment of the whole truth were there

no other than the natural order ; but there is also

the supernatural, of which it is the province of phi-

losophy to take cognizance—otherwise it would be

supposing man to be what he is not.

The formula of Gioberti is adequate for the cre-

ation prior to the appearance of man upon the arena

of existence. But since he is destined to a super-

natural end, and lives and moves in the atmosphere

of grace, the philosophical formula that will embody

1 Gen., i, i.

* La vrr;i f<>rm<»l;\ Ideale, qiprcma base di tutto lo scibile,

della quale andvamo in traivia, pud dunqur cssrrr « nunriata nei

Mti termini; /' I\ntr <rm lr rsis/cme. In QUeeta propo-
ialone I'Idea e eapreaaa dalla nosione di Bnta creante, la quale
tnchiude 1 concetti di eaiatenaa e di creaaione , onda tali due
concetti appertengono Indlrettamente all' Idea, a aarli element!

-di della formula, che I'esprime* L 1den dell' Ente e il

principle e II centre- organico della formbla; quelle dl creaaione
in- r la condiaione organica ; I tre concetti rlnnlti Inaleme for-

mano l'org&niamo Ideale. Senaa l'idea di creaaione, rerrebbe
mi-no il neaao fra gli altri due concettii «• gli eatremi della for*
niola in-i< in.- <i ronfoudcrcbberOf COOM av\ rnnr pr«-^o i popoU
a i Bloaofl GenrJU, che tmarrita quelle noaione relevant! sima,

pertUrbaronO piu im-no tutto l'ordinr di lie vrritn razionali.
" tntroduaione alio studio della FlloeoAa," \<>i. ii., chip, iv.,

p. 30I.
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the real relation of things must contain another term
expressive of the supernatural. Gioberti felt the

weakness of his position on this point, and therefore

for the apprehension of the supernatural, gave man a

distinct faculty, which he called sovrintelligenza.

Schlegel imagines a similar faculty—which he calls

" the sense for divine things."
1

Gioberti identifies it

in substance with the noumenon of Kant, so far as

regards the subjective nature of its principle and the

impenetrable reality of its object.' He explains its

necessity by telling us that the superintelligible being,

an object intrinsically different from other objects of

knowing, ought to be referred to a special faculty,

which differs from the other powers, not only by the

nature of its aim, but also by the special manner in

which it takes and possesses it.
8 This establishes the

faculty of sovrintelligenza as a natural one. Now,
if man has a faculty especially adapted to know any

truth, it is natural for him to know it ; it is within

the sphere of his intelligence to know it ; and the

principles of his nature are sufficient for its knowing.

But the superintelligible is the knowledge of the su-

pernatural. The latter " expresses," says Gioberti,

" in the order of facts what by the other is signified

1 " Philosophy of History," Bohn's Ed., p. 212.

2 II sovrintelligibile, rispetto alia natura subjectiva del suo
principio, e all' impenetrable realta del suo oggetto, e vera-

mente il nutneno di Emanuele Kant, e la base della sola filosofia

transcendentale, che torni possibile alio spirito umano. " In-

troduzione," vol. iv., cap. viii., p. 18.

3 Ora il sovrintelligibile, ossendo un oggetto intrinseca-

mente disforme dagli altri, dee riferirse a una facolta speciale;

la quale differisce dalle altre potenze, non solo per la natura
del suo termine, ma eziandio pel modo particolare, in cui lo

coglie possiede. Ibid., p. 7.
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in the order of ideas." ' But man can not attain to

the knowledge of the supernatural by himself. The

light of faith strengthens all his natural faculties to

apprehend the mysterious truths it presents for

their acceptance. No special faculty is given; but

those already possessed are enabled by a super-

natural means to know the supernatural Grace-

supposes nature. And it were confounding the one

with the other to make grace an essential part of

man's nature. Had God so wished, man were com-

plete without the supernatural order, because being

finite, a finite happiness would have sufficed him.

But being raised to the plane of the supernatural, a

capacity for the enjoyment of the infinite has been

given him. And it is this capacity that Giobcrti

misapprehends as a distinct faculty, for he defines

it to be the sentiment of intellective power inexpli-

cable in the course of time, and before the event of

the second creative cycle,' or the passing into the

other life. And the note of the superintelligible

consists in our inaptitude to comprehend it.
3 We

1 n concetto del lovrannaturale \ gemello del concetto del

lorrintelligibile, « -*.i esprime nell' ordine *. 1
<

- i fatti cid che riene
lienificato daU 1 ;tltr<> nell ordine delle Idee. " [ntroduaione,"
veil. i\ -., j). J<y.

La boi rintelligenaa non \ adunque tltro, che II tentimento
dellt viriu InteUetova non espllcabile nel corto del tempo, e
irni;in/i all

' etito del tecondo ciclo creativo. [bidM voli iv.,

p. 12.

3
II contraseegno del Bovrintelligibile rlsiede nella noetra

Inettitudine comprenderlo. Ibid., p
Again, in another place he leys: L'idea del torrintel*

Uglbile, com.- rero, ( come bene, rampolla <iai lendmentq
oacnro e profondo, dl poter c< . non iolo pid
largamente, ma altramentei che non il i non il gode In

qnetti vita. [bid., p. 14.
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know this feeling— this yearning, not of one faculty,

but of our whole nature, after a good, superior to

any that finiteness can offer. It is the note of our

predestination to the supernatural. Let us recognize

it for what it is. The age is but too prone to ignore

it altogether. The supernatural is; in its vivifying

rays we live, move, and are. Gioberti's principle

was a step in the right direction ; the great fault to

be found with it is its inadequacy. And now, let

us endeavor to find a principle embodied in a for-

mula that will include both the natural and super-

natural orders.

Truth is actuality. All generalization is based

thereon. The generalizations of reasoning, there-

fore, have their foundation in actuality. But the

primary element of all reasoning is the proposition.

Its right use and application is explained in logic.

Logic, then, is based upon actuality. Its origin and

life it receives from the divine K6yoq— the Word.

And as it is the same Word that speaks in the Crea-

tion, and in the Incarnation— all logic has its foun-

dation in these acts. But synthetic logic is the basis

of philosophy. Its fundamental principle stands upon

these acts in its expression. The principle sought

must therefore express both acts, and can not posv

sibly consist of one predicate ; for each act is dis-

tinct. Therefore, the first principle of philosophy is :

God Actualizes Cosmos by the Word, and

Completes Its End in the Word.

Here is a formula embodying the natural and

supernatural elements of philosophy— that which
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is of reason as well as that which is of revelation—
in their proper order and relation. Let us examine

it piecemeal.

God.— Without God there is no philosophy, no

science, no existence. He is the principle and source

of all things. In Him we live, move, and are. And
men know it ;

u because that which is known of God,

is manifest in them; for God hath manifested it to

them." '

Actualizes Cosmos. — That which from all eter-

nity was in the divine ideal of I lis essence as a thing

possible, He made actual by His creative act. Every

thing outside of this essence— and that is all nature,

animate and inanimate, spiritual and material, the

Cosmos— He drew from nothing. " I beseech thee,

my son," said the mother of the Maccabees, "look

upon heaven and earth, and all that is in them, and

consider that God made them out of nothing, and

mankind also."
1 "For," says St. Paul, "the invis-

ible things of Him, from the creation of the world,

are clearly seen, being understood by the things

that arc made ; His eternal power also and divinity."
5

By the Word.— 1 [e drew all things from nothing-

. by means of 1 1 is divine Word ; for "He spoke,

and they were made ; lie commanded, and they were

created."
4 This Word is His own Nature, the sec-

ond Person <>f His triune Divinity, and the medium
of 1 1 is creative act.

1 Romans, i., i<;.

* 2 Bitch., vii
, a6.

1 Romans, I., .

1 P tlmtj xxxiii., <>.
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And completes its end in the Word,— It has been

seen that as an infinitely intelligent being, God
creates for a purpose. That purpose must neces-

sarily be Himself. No other is worthy of Him. But
the ratio of the finite to the infinite is infinite, as

may be seen from the mathematical formula, in which

/represents any finite quantity, and oo infinity:

/ =0o . /=O0Xo;o== Z;2 == Z.I= ^ ==00.

o ' y ' °0 I <*> » O /

Therefore, to have a finite effect worthy of an in-

finite first and final cause— to have cosmos worthy

of its Creator— God raised it above the limited

plane on which it stood, and gave it a significancy

that rendered it adequate to His Infinitude. As the

first act was by the Word, it was proper that the

same Word should bring that act to its completion,

which was done by the union of the Word with cosmos

through man— "And the Word was made flesh."
1

Thus, in this principle we have a formula into

which God and His creation—its origin and destiny,

its alpha and omega—are all condensed. It is the

sum of all philosophy.

In the term God we have the subject of Theodicy

and Natural Theology.

In the term Cosmos we have the idea that gives

us the ideas of space and time, with all their concom-

itant ideas of number, extension, mathematics, natural

history, and physics.

In the term the Word is contained the type of

creation—the basis of history—the ideal of literature

1 St. John, i., 14.
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and art. "There is but one word, and that Word all

things speak."
'

In the terms completes its destiny in the Word
we have the whole supernatural order—a Church, its

means of sanctification.

In the term actualizes we have the idea of pure

and supreme cause expressed, and the real relations

of the Creator to his creation.

When John the Evangelist, after gazing with love

and reverence upon the infinity of God's Being, burst

forth into the sublime words that are the opening of

his gospel—he not only gave us the relations of the

Son to His eternal Father, but in words of divine in-

spiration he summed upthe whole of philosophy. We
have only sought to embody his idea in a philosophic

terminology. Traces of it are to be found every-

where. They exist in the marred beauties of litera-

ture, and in the broken harmonies of the universe.

The philosophy that would preserve Christianity

must cling to the Word. And it will find itself more

enlightened than the atheistic speculations that would

reject the one and the other. All science begins and

ends in mystery. The atheist shuts out from the

horizon of his knowledge the mystery—while the

Christian philosopher takes it into account and en-

deavors to explain it. In doing so he is more con-

sistent. That would be an inadequate theory of light

that would refuse to explain the phenomena of dark-

ness.

1 " Imitation oi Christ," i>. I., ch. iii.
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SYMBOLISM OF THE COSMOS. 1

WN the candid title of the last work penned by
® Strauss a lesson is embodied. It is that man
must have a religion ; and if he overthrows one it

is only to adopt another. After having rejected

faith in revealed religion, he seeks the materials

with which to build up a creed that will satisfy him-

self and the eager disciples who were dazzled by his

sophistries. With that intent, in his old age, while

the hand of death is upon him, he pens this profes-

sion of faith. The book is altogether unworthy of

the man who at the age of twenty-seven wrote the

"Leben Jesu." It is a sad record of nearly forty

years' thought. His disciples clamor for a religion

and a doctrine; in return he gives them the dregs <>f

thought that float on the surface of the fermenting

intellect of Kuropc; he gives them the crude notions

of science which he has been able to gather together
f.om popular manuals on geology, anthropol
sociology, even phrenology; he gives them Kant's

planetary dreams; he gives them Hegel's vague
idealism; he gives them some commonplace criti-

cism on Goethe and Mozart; and he leaves them
as his final opinion, thai life is nothing more than a

dream of nothingness about something.

But little consolation is to be found in this new
faith. It is shadow taken for substance. It |fl an

1 American Catkolit Quarterly />'

(163)
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identifying of the symbol with the thing symbol-

ized. This idea his Cosmic theory best illustrates.

With him man is part and parcel of the material

world, and nothing more. His life and being he

has from the Cosmos, to which he returns after

death, as does the dog or the tree. The soul is a

metaphysical fiction. Matter is eternal.

" If we contemplate the universe as a whole, there

never has been a time when it did not exist, when
there did not exist in it a distinction between the
heavenly bodies, life and reason ; for all this, if not
as yet existing in one part of the Cosmos, already

existed in another, while in a third it had already

ceased to exist ; here it was in the act of blooming,
yonder in full flower, at a third place already in

decline; but the Cosmos itself— the sum total of

infinite worlds in all stages of growth and decay—
abode eternally unchanged, in the constancy of its

absolute energy, and in the everlasting revolution

and mutation of things."
'

This is language worthy of a Lucretius or his

master Epicurus. It is certainly a falling off from

the young author, so intent upon drawing out the

spiritual side of existence that he would reduce

the well-authenticated facts of the New Testament

to be simply mythical expressions of the deeper

truths of thought and life. But Strauss goes further,

and excludes God from his philosophy.

"After the plurality of gods," he tells us, " in the

various religions had resolved themselves into the

one personal God, He in like manner resolved Him-
self into the impersonal but person-shaping All.

1 "The Old Faith and the New," p. 173.
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This same idea forms likewise the ultimate point of

departure— from whichever point of view one re-

gards it— of our Cosmic conception.'"

Herbert Spencer has also a u Cosmic concep-

tion." In many points he agrees with Strauss. But

he struggles hard against the logic of his position,

which tends to drift him ultimately to the same

conclusion at which Strauss got stranded. He
acknowledges a power behind the Cosmos.

"A power," he says, " of which the nature remains
forever inconceivable, and to which no limits in

time or space can be imagined, works in us certain

effects."

'

But he makes that power impersonal, and by

that one word destroys the whole force of his asser-

tion. What is an impersonal power "that works

in us certain effects?" We can understand how
material force is impersonal; but an impersonal

intelligent force is to our mind an absurdity.

Herbert Spencer accuses Christian philosophers of

attempting to measure the Divinity by their own
finite notions. There are some who deserve the

rebuke. But we would say to Mr. Spencer, mutate

nomine, de tt fabula narratur. He allows his im-

agination to impede his reasoning powers. He
can conceive no personality that is not limited

like his own. This shows that he has no proper

conception of what personality is. The essential

idea of personality is not one <>f limiting. It is the

completion, not the limitation, of a rational nature.

1 Il>ul., j). 169
1 "Flrtl Principles,H p. 557 1 London edition.
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St. Thomas calls it that which is most perfect in all

nature;
1 and Boethius defines it as the individual

substance of a rational nature.
3 Therefore, an in-

finite personality is the completion of an infinite

rational nature. Here is no contradiction ; for as-

suredly the infinite is perfect. In the light of these

principles an impersonal power is a meaningless

term when applied to the Prime Mover and Ordainer

of all things.

Again, Herbert Spencer makes a tottering move
in the right direction when he tells us that "matter,

motion and force, are but symbols of the unknown
reality." This is true, but he is not warranted in

asserting it. If the reality is unknown, how knows
he that it is symbolized in these things? In his

philosophy there is no means of knowing; and his

only logical conclusion is with Strauss to make the

Cosmos the great All—"simultaneously both cause

and effect, the outward and the inward together."

These partial truths occurring in the pages of

Spencer, or Strauss, or Comte— and they all have

paid sometimes eloquent tributes to truth— belong

not to their philosophy. They are reminiscences of

the old systems they would overturn; and in this

clashing between old and new, do they receive their

death-blow. With "advance" on their banners,

these systems are fast receding to inanition. They
begin in mistiness, and end in a maze of contra-

1 Respondeo dicendum quod persona significat id quod
perfectissimum est in tota natura ; scilicet subsistens in rationali

natura. "Summa," I., 29, iii.

2 Persona est rationalis naturae individua substantia ; which
definition St. Thomas adopts, ibid., I., 29, i.
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diction. Their authors pride themselves upon their

enlightened conception of the Cosmos. This is

especially their conquest and their boast. With
their patient research, their wide-searching views of

nature, their thoughtful consideration of her laws,

they might throw a flood of light upon her opera-

tions, and demonstrate the power and greatness and

exquisite work of the Great Worker, who is great

in the creation of an atom as in the making of a

world, provided they based their knowledge on

sound principles in the stead of the scientific guess-

work, which now makes the foundation of their

theories.

To understand the symbolism of the Cosmos we

must go back to principles found in the nature of

things. True- philosophy deals with the actual. It

cannot, therefore, (U vote itself exclusively to nature.

There is also a world of grace: though distinct, the

two are inseparable; grace presupposes nature.

There is not a man born of woman who has not

been the recipient of grace, actual or sanctifying.

The philosophy that rejects the religious element,

can explain neither man nor nature; for it takes

the one for what he is not. and it ignores the Author

of the other. Therefore, the writer lays down as the

principle that embodies the real relation oi things,

natural and supernatural, this synthetic formula:

God actualizes the Cosmos by the Word and coni-

Plefts its destiny in the Word!

1 For a ihorl ra&ljsii of tin- principle ami t'..r the groundi
on which th<- w titer rejecti the Griobertian formula" Bni

ee the- ////#•/ national /.'
I
M.mh. April,
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This principle is not given to man intuitively

;

otherwise, all would apprehend it in the light of sim-

ple reason. Nor is it the product of unaided reason
;

else why so many theories denying a first cause and

a future destiny? Besides, the Word by whom God
spoke and created, by whom man was redeemed, and

whose coming raised humanity in the scale of crea-

tion, it was purely a gratuitous condescension of God
to externize in time, and in his eternal designs to de-

cree that He become incarnate, and that he be made
the means by which the destiny of the Cosmos was

to be fulfilled.
1 That Divine Word is a revelation of

God to man. But inasmuch as the synthetic prin-

ciple embodies actuality, it is truth. It is based upon
reason, and the tradition of a primitive revelation.

It is the last word at which philosophy arrives ; but

in synthesis it may become the first from which it

starts. It throws a flood of light upon things of

heaven and earth. It contains the how and the why
of the Divine decrees concerning the creation. It

explains the existence of humanity, of science, of

literature. It is the realization of this principle that

God sought in the act of creating and in the higher

act of becoming incarnate. Let us see what mean-

ing the Cosmos has for us in the light of this prin-

ciple.

1 Creation not being necessary, it follows that the Incarna-
tion is not necessary; but the creative act being accomplished,
it were incomplete in the realization of its destiny without the

Incarnate act. This proposition admits of rigid demonstration
by the law of sufficient reason, or as it is sometimes called, " of

minimum means." See Rosmini, " Teodicea," lib. iii., cap.

vii., n. 433; also " Principii di Filosofia Soprannaturale, vol.

i., p. 41. The writer has learned that this work is from the pen
of Padre Rossi,
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I. The Word by which God created, and in which

He completed the destiny of the Cosmos, all things

reveal.
1 Only by reason thereof have they a mean-

ing. They reveal the Word as an effect reveals its

cause; for every effect in one manner or other reveals

its cause;* and when God acts, medium and end are

one with the primal cause; for all three are I lis own
divine essence. Behind the veil of the created, and

distinct from it, is the Creator. Back of the sign and

symbol lies the reality. Now, man's knowledge of

the finite and sensible is subject to the conditions of

space and time. But space and time are no constit-

uents of essences; they only express relations ; they

clothe things in the drapery of the passing, and ren-

der them symbolical of the greater reality. Every-

thing in life and literature, in art and science, is sig-

nificant of something beyond that revealed by the

actual impression. He who rests content with the

smoothness and finish of the marble statue, or with

the mere sound of the musical chord, or with the

brilliancy of the colors on the pictured canvas, and

perceives nothing more than a form, a note, a ray of

light, mistakes the source and aim of art. The same
is true of him who would gauge tin- meaning of life

by its material pursuits. There is evidently some-

thing beyond the immediate object of living. Ap-
pearance says not all. The phenomenon does not

reveal the whole of the noumenon. It reveals only

1

I \ uno rerbO omnia, r{ iiiiuin loquuntur omnia. M
1 )r

Im. C'lni-ti," lil). i., c.i]>. iii.

• Retpondeo dicendum quod omnls effectut aliqualiter rep-
mental -nam cauiam, ted dlverslmode. S.T1 'Sum-
ma," I., 45, vii.
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so much as is necessary to distinguish specific differ-

ences in objects.

Here lie a Scylla and a Charybdis of thought,

clear of which all philosophers have not sailed. It

is not true that we only perceive the phenomenon,

and that the noumenon is altogether beyond our

knowing. We have a glimpse of the essences of

things; were it otherwise we could not define them.

Neither is it true that man knows the whole nou-

menon. That is known to God alone. There is

philosophic truth in those lines of Tennyson

:

" Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies ;
—

Hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower— but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is."

The value of a thing is expressed in the aptness

with which it fulfils its destiny. It has a meaning ac-

cordingly. But finite things, not being self-existent,

have not in themselves the meaning of their exist-

ence. That is found in their essential prototypes

in the Divine Mind. Nor can man, if he would un-

derstand the Cosmos, measure its actual ways and

workings by their apparent results. Their full bear-

ing is known to Him alone who gave* them .being

and set them in motion. The unseen is more than

the seen. The actual is the symbol of the ideal.

Though distinct, one cannot be separated from the

other. The actual has its life only in the ideal. It

receives therefrom all its significancy. As in speech,

the object named determines the meaning of the

word used— and not the word the object— so it is
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the ideal that gives meaning and significance to the

actual.

The ideal, then, is the real; the actual is its

symbol. It is a false system of philosophy that

3 the ideal only a mental existence, and makes

of it simply a thing of abstraction. It exists in the

Divine Mind, and the Divine Mind does not acquire

knowledge by the process of abstraction. Therein

is it one with the essences <>f things. Were the

ideal only subjective, the Cosmos, God, the Word,

would all of them be illusions, man the dupe of his

own shadowy fancies, life the dream of a shadow.

Hut no, the ideal has an objective existence. All

things assert it. Art, in its various embodiments

in marble, in harmony, on the canvas, in poetry,

symbolizes the idea that gives it meaning. Re-

ligion, in its ceremonies and sacraments, symbolizes

the spiritual world, with which it is for man the

golden ladder of communication. Science, in the

enunciation of its laws, symbolizes the relations of

cause and effect, and the conditions that underlie

the harmonies of the Cosmos. The ideal formula

which expresses tin- synthetic principle of phi!

phy, is a symbol that Speakfl of the relations exist-

ing between God and His creation.

Nor is active life less symbolical. In its indi-

vidual growth and development, in its personal

trials and triumphs, it is significant of something

ond; it is a preparation; it is the composing
of a harmonious masterpiece which is to resound

through all eternity; it is the carving «>f a grand

statue with which to adorn the great Hereafter; it
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is the writing of a thrilling epic in which the spiritual

warfare and progress of a soul will figure with un-

dying interest. In time, only the rough materials

are visible to us; we but witness the uncouth block,

the blacked and scored music, the scribbled and

fragmentary epic ; but when the angel of death

comes, unless we have been too indolent at our

work, and left too much undone, he will illuminate

the scroll, recite the poem, intone the sweet chords

of harmony we have spun together, finish the statue;

and then, when the veil shall have dropped from our

eyes, we will behold the import of ail the mysteries

of life.

In its organic forms of society and government

life is equally symbolical. Government seeks to

establish harmony political and social. It speaks

and acts by a delegated authority. The power that

gives it sanction is only represented in the actual

ruler. He symbolizes the higher authority. The
people may say who shall wield that power, but in

themselves they possess it not. The sanction must

come from above. Thus is government also a sym-

bol. So, too, with the simple social relations of man
with man. They cannot be ignored. They have

serious claims upon his attention. It is an old

maxim, and a true one, that he who lives alone

must be either an angel or a devil. The disintegra-

tion of the social order leads to barbarism. There-

fore it must be kept up by agreeable intercourse.

The social life banishes all exertion ; it leaves strain

and labor at the door; it is accompanied with ease,

graceful motion, pleasant expression; therein is
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jtrength reserved and effort put aside; the hard and

rude in man's nature are softened and smoothed;

his selfish barbarism is suppressed; the corners of

his behavior are rounded; truth, COUrteousness,

beneficence, geniality are developed; man becomes

refined; gentleness of disposition is drawn out; he

literally becomes a gentleman; he falls under the

influence of civilization; he seeks a standard and

follows fashion; for when properly understood,

fashion is, according to Emerson, "an attempt to

organize beauty of behavior." '

Nor is this all for its own sake. It has a mean-

ing. It is a partial reversion to that civilization from

which man originally fell. It is symbolical, though

rudely, often a parody, of the harmonious relations

of man with man, of thought with thought, that be-

long to another order of things, when neither dis-

trust, nor suspicion, nor the selfish motive, nor sin,

nor passion, can intrude and mar the beauty of the

social intercourse. Life in its spiritual aspects ap-

proaches nearer to the ideal ; but it also has meaning

by reason of something beyond. Those who look

to the workings of their souls, and listen to the dic-

tates of their conscience, seem to live in another and

a far different world from that in which those live

who ignore the spiritual side of their nature. With

them, says John Henry Newman:

"Every event has a meaning; they have their

own estimate of whatever happens to them j they are
mindful of times and seasons, and compare the

|

cut with the past ; and the world, no longer dull,

1 Btatj i, Becond Sei l< . p I \\
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monotonous, unprofitable and hopeless, is a various

and complicated drama, with parts and an object, and
an awful moral." '

The belief in a spiritual world, the communion
with God and His saints, the passing from festival to

festival, the preparation to celebrate each worthily,

the effort continuously made to suppress the disor-

derly emotions of human nature, to become more

pure and spiritualized, and thus to advance in per-

fection, the belief in a spirit-world of evil as well

as of good, the struggles with the angel of sin and

darkness, the distinctness with which these things are

visible to the eye of faith, each and all make of this

life a living allegory, a " Pilgrim's Progress " in action.

That which John Bunyan embodied in his prose

poem, had been the uppermost thought of the Me-

diaeval Christians during centuries. He wrote the

history of each soul's spiritual life. The same his-

tory had in substance been frequently preached from

the pulpit ; and nigh two hundred years previously

to Bunyan, did the monk, Guillaume de Guileville,

in his " Pelerinage de l'Homme," embody the same

idea in allegorical form. And if the tinker-dreamer

is remembered, while the Cistercian monk is all but

forgotten, it is because the former brought to his

allegory a robust diction and a Protestant animus

which the latter was incapable of, and to which

responded the hearts of millions of English

people. But life, spiritual and physical, is, like

all God's designs, more than symbol. Ernst

ist das Leben. It is serious, for the destiny of

1 "Idea of a University," p. 133.
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eternity depends upon the manner in which it is

acted out.

To God, too. is the Cosmos a symbol ; and to

Him alone is the whole meaning of its destiny and

the fearful reality underlying it no mystery. To
man, has it been given to think in sign and symbol.

Therefore, in philosophy and literature, he attempts

the explanations of the riddles he everywhere meets

;

in art, he undertakes to imitate the creative act and

embody ideals which his genius learns from the

nature of things; in life, he seeks to realize the

meaning of his existence; in science, he would rend

the veil of creation's temple and read the deeper

mysteries behind; in all cases, it is abyss leading to

abyss, each deep calls upon a deeper depth ; and the

last discovery is a more abstruse enigma than the

first. One symbol becomes expressed in terms of

another more inexplicable symbol. Only one Being

has no symbolic significancy for man, and that

Being is God. lie is in Himself actus fmrissimus—
most pure actuality, lie is not circumscribed by
the condition of space and time. lie is an eternal

ence. He alone can define Himself as the

I am who ant. He perceives essences. Hut though

a living, infinite, omnipresent Monad. He also DOS-

I in Himself number, for He is triune. There-

fore, He not only sees things generally. He has

regard also to the specific, tin- single, the individual.

His omniscience, like .ill His other powers and

attributes, fa infinite in Intensity. By the preser-

vative act with which He keeps all things in exist-

ence, He is intimately present to them, still
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remaining distinct from them. A different aspect

does the Cosmos present to Him from what it pre-

sents to man, which were man able to express he

would no longer be man but God.

A far different idea of the Cosmos might man
have were there to be lifted, only for a moment,

the scales of space and time which now bedim and

confine his vision. He would behold the laws of

nature in harmonious working, with exception and

rule and apparent contradiction, contrast and oppo-

sition all reconciled ; matter in its nature and

essence; the source and principle of life; the long

chain of vegetable and animal life, in all their linked

organic relations germinating, living, acting, devel-

oping, decaying, dying ; over all and greatest of all,

the flower of earthly existence, man.

Still grander were the vision of man : Every in-

dividual distinct; each showing a predominant trait

of character; in each a different guiding principle;

one actuated by this or that passion, or by this or

that virtue; the dispositions and motives of all laid

open at once; all the notes of humanity assailing

the ear at one and the same time, from the infant's

wail at birth, through the varied sounds of joy and

sorrow, of pleasure and pain, to the deathrattle;

life in all its phases simultaneously passing before

the eye; humanity a moving mass between an

eternal past and an eternal future, which are both

but an eternal present.

All is a continual becoming. But this is on

the surface. In time we see but change and

motion; in eternity is there fixity. Beneath the
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passing lies the permanent. Becoming is meaning-

less without a permanent state beyond which there

is no further change. But the thing becoming

cannot determine that state; otherwise it would

already have experience of it and would no longer

need to become. The Cosmos, then, has not in

itself the power of determining permanency. That

lies with Him who has in Himself the meaning of

its existence.

The Word, the Incarnate Word, is the clue to the

symbolism of the Cosmos. It is in the nature of

things that the inferior exist for the superior, and

subserve its purposes. Therefore, the natural exists

for the supernatural, the Cosmos for the Word ; and

whatever meaning there is in creation is solved by

the understanding of its relations with the Creator.

Now, the actual has its whole meaning, its life and

being, in the ideal; but the ideal in actuality is the

created real, fashioned after the uncreated ideal in

the Divine Mind ;
' therefore reality has all its mean-

ing from the creating Power, which is the Word ; and

through all forms of life and existence runs the
1

I distinguish between the realand the actual. The actual
baa meaning onlj i>\ reason o! the Ideal which it expresses. It

i^ the ideal t! reality to tin- actual. I the
ideal i- the mil. 'I in- actual expresses a perfect reality \n

proportion at it spproachei tin- Ideal in the Divine Mind;
which it doet i>v tin embodiment i i d ideal, it la thai
created ideal which li the at indard "t all excellence, and which
tin- pod ami the artist endes reaa In words, on canvas,
or in marble. The ideal

i

:

nt cannot
be the um rented id,,/.'; for in that CaM they WOUid ha:e
intuition direct and Immediate from the Godhead—which
Is not bo, no matter h<>w trongly sfllrmed i>\ Gioberti and
the Ontologists. In thi< aenae, the ideal la the • > < tied > u
perhaps it [a the noumenon of Kant, but which Kant misap-
prehended.

I IV
I
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Divine note. All symbolize one act ; all speak one

word. That Word is no symbol, it is reality. It

possesses the wisdom of the Divinity ; it contains the

reason of existences. In becoming incarnate, it

bridged over the abyss between the infinite and the

finite, and reconciled them. In man is the Cosmos

epitomized. He is matter and spirit. In the Incar-

nate Word, the God-man, has the Cosmos found the

inchoate fulfilment of its destiny. God actualizes the

Cosmos by the Word, and completes its destiny in the

Word
II. On a misapprehension of the fact that God is

pure reality, actus purissimus, in no sense a symbol,

but the author of all symbolism, is based that erro-

neous conception that he is unknowable. Those who
so conceive Him, confound knowing with imagining.

They fancy that nothing can be understood which

cannot first be represented to the mind's eye. They
forget that while man cannot comprehend the infi-

nite, he may still apprehend it. Now, the unani-

mous testimony of men in reference to a Supreme

Being proves that man conceives such. The various

attempts made to represent Him in wood, or stone,

or descriptive language, prove that His great sim-

plicity and His infinite perfections were not thor-

oughly comprehended by man. To make finite rea-

son the measure of the infinite God is to reverse the

order of things, and make reason the only God.

This Comtedid when he reduced Him to a met-

aphysical entity ; this Herbert Spencer does in rele-

gating Him to the unknowable ; and prior to either,

Dupuis did the same, when he undertook to prove
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that the God of Christianity was as much a fiction of

the brain as the deities on Olympus. "The gods,"

he says, "are, to my mind, children of men; and I

think with Ilesiod, that earth has produced heaven." '

This were true enough were heaven to mean simply

the Olympus from which Jupiter thundered; but

when it includes the abode of the one, true, eternal

Deity, we must totally dissent from it, and say rather

that heaven produced earth, after which earth pro-

duced polytheism and fetishism, including the myth
of M. Uupuis. To trace how this came to pass, is

to account for the origin of mythology, a theme in-

teresting as it is difficult. A few words on the sub-

ject may not be amiss.

The physical Cosmos may be viewed either scien-

tifically or aesthetically. In one case, reason is the

faculty most exercised ; in the other, imagination

predominates. Viewed in either way, the Cosmos is

a grand symbol. Scientifically considered, nature is

investigated, and her phenomena are referred to their

causes. Reason is not satisfied with the outward ap-

pearance. It seeks to investigate essences; the pri-

mary truths, common to humanity and recognized

by all as evident, it brings to bear upon the rest and

motion, the action and reaction, the solid and liquid

and gaseous states of bodies. It applies instruments

to discover the secrets "f Nature; it questions her

by experiment ; it resolves matter into simpler ami

more primary elements. Mathematics is the key with

which to interpret the physical sciences. In its simple
1

I.' Dieux, chei mol, sont enfant- des hommes; t\ )<•

pente commc Hesiode, que produil lc cl€l« "^ur
It's Ui Iginei de la Culte, I .. Im .
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formulae it embodies laws, in obedience to which star

and planet and atom move ; which regulate crystallic

and magnetic action; which define gravitation force;

which point out the comet's track, and compute the

electric flash.

In the present time, this view of nature has be-

come almost the exclusive one. But the primitive

peoples did not forget to make a scientific study of

the laws of the Cosmos. Nature was for them, as

well as for us, an inexhaustible book ; and, if all were

known, it might be proved that, where we know
scarcely the alphabet of the physical sciences, they

were deeply read. The Bible—in Genesis, in Job, in

the Psalms—speaks of the great problems of creation,

with what Humboldt calls " individualizing accuracy

;

and," he adds, " many questions are propounded

which we, in the present state of our physical knowl-

edge, may, indeed, be able to express under more

scientific definitions, but scarcely to answer satisfac-

torily."
1 And to mention only one instance of the

broad views of things taken in the Book of Job, we
need but recur to the history of science, and notice

the numerous conjectures formed of the earth, its

shape and position in space, and then read the

profound science contained in these words: "He
stretcheth the north over the empty space, and

hangeth the earth upon nothing."
a

Far back in the remote past, among the Egyptians

and Chaldaeans, were the foundations laid of our

chronology and astronomy, our geometry and chem-

1 " Cosmos," vol. ii., p. 59, Amer. ed.

2 Job, chap, xxvi.
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istry, our divisions of time, our numbers and letters,

our cosmogony.'

Men of the present arc inclined to consider them-

selves as the discoverers and authors of all scientific

progress. They break loose from the traditions of the

remote past. They ignore the fact that they were as

helpless as Archimedes in his boast to move the world,

if that past had not given them the foothold, and

planted for them the fulcrum upon which they might

effectively move the lever of their scientific attain-

ments. They are prone to take their ignorance of the

past as a criterion of the knowledge it possessed. But

let them remember that not all which antiquity knew

has been written ; nor has all which it wrote been pre-

served. This important rule seems to have dropped

out of Kreuzer's calculations when he deduced the

following inferences:

"A glance at the poetry and the religion of the
diverse peoples is sufficient to convince one of an
incontestable fact, namely, that all have shared this

antique and universal belief that everything in nature
is endowed with life and sentiment. There is no dis-

tinction of matter and spirit in the native thought of

the first men; everything lives a common and uni-

form life."
'

These peoples did distinguish between spirit and

matter; but so evident was the distinction to them,

so intimately present to them was belief in an im-

material order of things, that it never occurred to

1 s< •< Lenormont, " Bi ii mii- an Document Mathematiqae
ChaldeV ;i." Paris,

D< Rougl, " Million . -<:v I'Origine Egyptiennc de r.\i-

phabel Phemcien, '" Pi

"Religion! ii<- I'AntiquiteY' tor. fr. GoignUut, L. I., p, 19,
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them to assert it formally. The spiritual world was

to them as much, perhaps more, a reality than the

material world. The human mind begins to make
formal distinctions only when it fears a misunder-

standing.

^Esthetically considered, the Cosmos appeals to

man's sense of the beautiful and awakens the ideal in

his mind. It mirrors forth the Divinity, His power

and glory ; and as such man regards it with reverence.

As man is the Cosmos in miniature, combining as he

does in a single personality both matter and spirit,

there is between him and Nature a deep-laid link

that binds him in relations of sympathy with it.

When man fell, we are told that Nature, on his ac-

count, was cursed ; the soil grew barren, and gave

forth abundance only in return for the sweat he

poured upon it ; seeds of degeneracy took possession

of the very plant and animal.
1 This hidden sympa-

thy is in part the secret of man's attachment to his

native land, to the place he has for years inhabited,

to the scenery of hill and dale of which he grows

fond.

The aesthetic view of nature gives art and litera-

ture ; the ratiocinative view gives science. They are

both of them distinct, though each may occasionally

intrude on the domain of the other ; but once they

went hand in hand ; and were man still unfallen they

would be found more intimately blended in the

human mind. Prior to the fall, the symbolism of

Nature was an unclouded mirror in which man read

much of the meaning of earth and heaven. He
1 Genesis iii., 17-19.
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clearly saw beneath the symbol the idea which it

symbolized. The harmony of spirit, sense and soul

within himself was reflected in the harmony

of the universe. The true was not separated

from the good, nor the good from the true,

nor the beautiful from either, but all three were

one.

But the fall broke the harmony that had previ-

ously existed in man's consciousness. By it he came

under the control of his senses; he gravitated towards

the material ; disturbance in the moral order pro-

duced disturbance in the physical and intellectual

orders ; the serene light of reason became clouded

by thick-coming fancies, and man in its stead began

to follow the will-o'-the-wisps of conjecture and

opinion. The symbolism of the Cosmos became

obscured. But at the same time, God more clearly

expressed to man the real relations of things and

completed in substance the ideal formula of philo-

sophical instruction which he had been impart-

ing to him. For it was then lie showed man
that his destiny was to be completed in and by

the Word, whom He announced to him as the Re-

deemer.'

This truth was kept alive with prophetic clear-

ness among the Jewish race down to the coming of

the Divine Savior; the sacred depository since then

has been intrusted to the (lunch which it pleased

the Word to make the visible medium of Salvation.

It was also preserved among the Gentile nations.

though in an imperfect manner, and overlaid with

1

( renetia iii., 15.
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fiction. But in spite of this luminous truth so

emphatically laid down in the'Divine revelation, the

veil of corruption shut out its brilliant rays from
man's intelligence, and nations sat in the shadow of

darkness. Man fell more and more under the domin-
ion of the senses ; he lost sight of the ideal ; he lost

sight of the creative act ; he lost sight of the Creator

Himself ; and finally identifying the symbol with the

thing symbolized, he became an idolater. The many
attributes of the Divinity which were symbolized
in the sun and the stars, in light and darkness, in the

elements—the wind, the rain, and the ocean—became
so many divinities; thus, we find the signs of the

zodiac to be, not of scientific or agricultural, but of

mythological origin. The ideal having become sepa-

rated from the actual in man's conception of things,

he looks not beneath their surface.

"The personal Idea of God," say Lenormant and
Chevalier, "was by degrees confounded with the
various manifestations of His power; His attributes
and qualities were personified in a host of secondary
agents, distributed in a regular hierarchy, in agree-
ment with the general organization of the world
and the preservation of its inhabitants. Thus origi-

nated that polytheism which in its varied and
strange symbolism finally embraced the entire crea-
tion."

And thus is mythology primarily based upon
Nature-worship. Men saw not the Energizer back
of Nature's energies; these they worshipped; these

they personified and represented in picture and

1 "Ancient History of the East," vol. i., p. 318, Eng. tr.
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statue. "That which the purified intelligence calls

a force," says Kreuzer, "thifl primitive observation

calls a person." 1 But it is erroneous to consider

this the sole fountain-head of mythology. It were

to leave unexplained many of the myths and legends

of antiquity. Hero-worship was another source of

polytheism. ''Among the Greeks," says the last-

named author, " men were raised to the rank of

gods for their extraordinary qualities, their fine

actions, and their services."
2 He might have added

other nations as well. With all men is it natural,

in the course of time and after the human failings

and imperfections are forgotten, to make a hero of

the benefactor, and as the deeds are exaggerated in

number and quality, to attribute to them a Divine

origin.

Thus it was that the hero who had benefited a

people was remembered with gratitude; statues

were erected to his nii'iiiory; the feats he performed

became the germs whence sprang many with no exist-

ence outside the fancy th.it nurtured them; they

were no longer deeds within tin- power of man to

compass; only a god could have achieved them
;

therefore, a god was their benefactor. But among
the Greeks there are myths of a later origin which

rded as moral alle for instance,

the ethic, \\ myth of Pallas Ath«

III. The history <>f mythology, in its origin and

early development, is explained by, while it is .1

confirmation of. the synthetic principle of philos-
1 " Religioni >lc I'Ant iquitt'. " tr.ul. par (iuii;:iiaut, t. I., i.,

V <-'
1
[bid., t. in., iii., p. -
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ophy : God actualizes the Cosmos by the Wordand com-

pletes its destiny in the Word. Men did not begin

by forgetting this principle, but by misapprehending

it. Indeed, it is doubtful if a single term of it has

ever dropped out of the teachings of human tradi-

tion. Where it is unexpressed, it is frequently im-

plied, for it alone can give meaning to many of

the forms and ceremonies of the religions of

antiquity. The first term upon which men erred

was the term actualizes. In speculating upon

the manner in which God actualized the Cosmos

they lost sight of the nothingness from which He
drew it.

The maxim, ex nihilo nihil fit, true only when

applied to secondary causes, practically became the

measure of their conception of the Primary Cause.

They could not grasp the idea of creation. They

knew God to be a Monad, and they had to account

for multiplicity. The idea which first and most

naturally suggested itself was that of generation.

Hence, they imagined the Primary Cause as an

androgynous being, that is, one combining in

himself both the male and female principle. All

the older mythologies, such as the Egyptian and

Assyro-Chaldaean, as well as the mysteries and

ceremonies abound in allusions to and draw their

meaning from that idea. Mythology afterwards

embodied the conception of two distinct beings,

either eternally coexisting, as Ormuzd and Ahriman

were conceived to be by the later Zoroastrians,

though not by Zarathustra himself ; or engendered

from the First Principle as the Yn and Yang of the
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Chinese, or the humid and igneous elements of the

Chaldaeans.
1

But in the midst of these vagaries, those primi-

tive peoples retained the consciousness of the term

God. In recognizing more than one Divine Being,

they were destroying the proper conception of the

Divinity ; but they were at the same time acknowl-

edging the existence of Ilim they sought in His

works. So evident was 1 1 is existence to all, so easily

might He be found by the earnest searcher, so inti-

mately present was He to each individual, that St.

Paul docs not hold the pagan of his day excused for

not having known him. Nor was the term, the Word,

altogether forgotten by men. Throughout the na-

tions there hovered a dim idea, as of an almost for-

gotten tradition, that a Redeemer of men was to

come among them. In India the idea took most

definite shape. The Avatars of Hindu mythology
foreshadow that central fact of all history, that clue

to all philosophy, the Incarnation of the Word." It

1 Lenormanl thus sums Up hit discussion of the legend of
Semiramii :

Pilled'uii fctre Ichthromorphe, Derceto, la deesee colombe,
Semiramis, epouse on dieu-poisson, Ninu< — «««•; lortleda
principe humide, de L'abtme primordial la decease i trrn-

f&ondee par faction de <•«• principe. " I. a Legende de Semira-
mis," Pari-, i*7-\ p. 6a.

And Mill there are school histories which gbre the whole
fable tor fact However, it i- much more Innocenl than manj
another Imposed upon man'i credulity.

rheoaud, in his late admirable work, ha- these
\ c word- on the -ul.i--.-t :

*
1 i..w di.i the Ides originate among them, thai some deity

OUght to take a human -hap.- and ' dwrll imong u- ?
' We can

17. Perhapi it wai derived from the primitive tradition
ahout the one who w.i- 'to nihil the head of tin -crprnt."'
" (ii-ntili-in," p to;.
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might be proven that the primitive nations became

more or less civilized in proportion as they more or

less clearly realized in their actions and their litera-

ture the synthetic formula of philosophy, or in other

words, their origin and destiny. A primitive revela-

tion they all of them had. Tradition kept alive the

substance of this revelation, and in so far as it was

the actuating principle of their lives were they suc-

cessful. If there were no God, it would be right and

proper for man to consult self at all times, and under

all circumstances to abide by its dictates. But since

there is a God, man has Him to rely on and to make
the motive of his deeds. Any turning away from

Him is a degradation of the individual.

Therefore, when man lost sight of God, he sunk

down into himself, practically made self the principle

of all things, and deified his passions, his appetites,

his thoughts. Every stock and stone that he con-

ceived possessed of Divine power he paid homage

to, whether it was a tree, as the Vata of India
;

l a

stone, as with the Dakotas of the West
;

2
a dog, as

with the Parsees; a bundle of rags or a tuft of straw,

an old hat or a rusty nail, as with the negroes;
3
there

in a special manner was the Divinity conceived to be

concentrated, and there was He worshipped. Such

things were considered locations of the Divinity, be-

cause they were instruments of magic, by means of

which supernatural results were supposed to be

brought about.

1 Hardwick.
2 Schoolcraft.
8 S. B. Gould.
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"When," says F. Schlegel, " wc come to examine
more closely the accounts of that Fetish-worship (so-

called) which is most widely diffused through the in-

terior of Africa, and prevails among some American
tribes and nations of the northeast of Asia, it is easy

to perceive that magical rites are connected with it,

and that all these corporeal objects are but magical
instruments and conductors of magical power, and
that the religion of these nations, sunk undoubtedly
to the lowest grade of idolatry, comprises nothing
beyond the rude beginnings of a pagan magic,

such as, in all probability, was practiced by the

Cainites."
1

Fetishism is also connected with the older forms

of polytheism, when prior to the anthropomorphic

image and the glowing myth of the Iliad or the Ra-

mayana, the gods were symbolized in a stone or an

uncouth block of wood.

And it would seem that the more profoundly sym-

bolical a people was, the deeper was the degradation

into which it became sunken. There is the ChakLuan

of old. His founder, Nimrod, who is spoken of in

Scripture as "a mighty hunter before the Lord,"

whom he remembered as a lion in the battle-field,

an eagle in the chase, he actually represented with

the body of a lion and the wings of an eagle. In the

formation of this species of symbolism tin- Chalda-an

cosmogony had much to do. As that speaks of " bulls

with human heads, d<><'s with four bodies and with

fishes' tails, men and horses with dogs' heads, crea-

tures with the heads and bodies of horses but with the

tails of fish and other animals, mixing the four

Philoaophj oi History/ 1
p. nn
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various beasts," all as existing prior to man, it was

natural for the popular mind to couple the idea of

their first founder with these monsters. But Chaldaea

received its symbolism in a great measure from

Egypt; for we are told that "Chur begat Nimrod ;"

and the latest researches of history prove the accuracy

of the Scripture phrase.
1

"Symbolism," says Lenormant, "was the very

essence of the genius of the Egyptian nation, and of

their religion." Every relic of Egyptian civilization

confirms the assertion, and points to her as preemi-

nently the land of symbolism. The hieroglyph-cov-

ered monuments look down upon us with a look of

deep significancy ; the Sphinx tells of an insoluble

riddle ; the Pyramids have their meaning. The tem-

ples speak of mysteries symbolized. The deep scien-

tific knowledge of the Egyptian priesthood gave them

insight into the properties of plants and the predomi-

nant traits of animals ; and accordingly both plant

and animal were made symbolical of some attribute

of the Divinity. The doctrine of emanation finally

led them to conceive Him as embodied in these ob-

jects. With them, in all probability, began the custom

of representing the gods with the heads of animals

and the bodies of men. Herodotus was anxious to

know why Jupiter was represented with the head of

a ram, and was told that he so appeared to Hercules.
8

But primarily it symbolized " the great idea of a su-

preme and invisible God becoming perceptible to our

sight by the creation of the universe, represented

1 See Rawlinson's "Ancient Monarchies," vol. i.

* Book II., chap. 42.
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here by the sun entering the zodiacal sign of the

ram." l

When the primitive idea became more corrupt, it

symbolized the Divinity as existing alike in man and

beast. The priests, in their religious processions,

masked themselves in the head of some animal ac-

cording to the god they were honoring:

u The sun and planets," says Kreuzer, " have their

abodes in heaven ; these abodes are the signs of the

zodiac, represented by animals; consequently the

sun and the planets bear the figure of the sign in

which they are found. And when the priests, in

their processions and religious ceremonies, wished
to represent the different stations and relations of

these astronomical gods, they took themselves anal-

ogous masks." 3

And still, with all its science, and all its symbol-

ism, Egypt fell low in idolatry
;
perhaps no nation

ever degraded itself in its mysteries and ceremonies

of religion as did Egypt. It shows what a people

can become when abandoned to itself and oblivious

of God and His revelation.

But the age of myths is not passed. Man to-day

as formerly, uses sign and symbol in his thinking. A
word gives sufficient material from which to spin a

thread of fiction. The name of a person or place, a

metaphor, a personification, is each the basis upon

which many an aerial structure of mythology is

raised. Man communicates ideas by means of sensi-

ble images. Abstractions he finds existing only in

the concrete. The finite is the plane upon which his

1 " Gentllitm," p. \^<>.

1
1., I., p. 50s.
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intelligence converges all things. It gives a minia-

ture picture. Even the infinite, though ever making
correct use of it, he knows how to express but in its

relations with the finite ; it is not the not-finite.

Men are still to be found who are content to rule

their lives by fictions of the brain ; that is, by myths.

True, they have abandoned the sensuous and palpa-

ble form ; but in its place they have substituted a

scientific abstraction, a Cosmic theory without the

author of the Cosmos. Now, he who reduces to a

mathematical formula as a mere natural force, the

Being who created him ; who finds in the universe no

God but law ; who considers nature self-sufficient,

and self the sole standard of action, is a refined

Fetish-worshiper. The meaning of the symbolism

of the Cosmos has passed from him.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EDUCA-
TION.

I.

ifT is my object, in the present paper, to throw out

^ a few suggestions—suggestions that, I doubt not,

are many of them familiar to you all— upon some

psychological aspects of education, by way of deter-

mining, as a practical result, how far, if at all, the

pursuit of special studies is to be encouraged in our

colleges. Now, in order to the solution of every ed-

ucational problem, two elements must enter as nec-

essary factors, namely, the intellect which would be

served and the rules it would be governed by; and

these two should be suited one to the other.

But it seems to me that their proper bearings to

each other are not always taken into account. When,
for instance, I take up some college catalogues, I must

confess that I have great misgivings as to whether or

no the persons preparing those catalogues ever real-

ized the fact that it was for the untrained intellect of a

student they were drawing up their course of studies.

Another serious doubt enters my mind, and it is this:

Do they themselves know the nature and bearing of

the studies they assign to the beginner in such mat-

ters? For example, it is nothing new to find one

year's course in mental philosophy embracing text*

books and subject-matter enough for three years' hard

study. It is pretended to familiarize the young men
(196)
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with all the philosophical systems from Confucius to

Emerson in less time than they could have learned

to know thoroughly the difference between the quan-

tity and quality of a proposition, or to tell the figure

and mode of a syllogism.

The same blundering may be found in the physi-

cal science course. Indeed, to him who knows how
to read between lines, a catalogue may be made the

criterion of a school. But it seems to me that the

planning of such impracticable courses as I have

alluded to is due in a great measure to a want of

thoughtful consideration of the nature of the human
intellect, its habits and requirements, as well as to a

lack of clearness of apprehension as to what consti-

tutes the aim of a collegiate education.

II.

(i) The human intellect is at all times active; it

is always remembering, or imagining, or comparing,

or drawing conclusions. Its inquisitiveness is never

satisfied ; its observing power never wearies. It

takes note of phenomena; it generalizes its partic-

ular experiences, and by the aid of the primary

principles of pure reason that lie back of all expe-

rience, it deduces laws that become the guiding

truths of life. It is continually gathering up and

assimilating materials from every available quarter,

and unwittingly the materials so assimilated give

color to all its thoughts and influence all its conclu-

sions. They are silent but powerful agencies in

determining action and giving special bias to opin-
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ion. They arc more cogent than the syllogism

;

they are stronger than argument; they are not

easily detected, for they lurk in the most unsuspected

positions. They give force of resistance to our

prejudices. Frequently, when the mind is evenly

balanced between two arguments of equal weight,

these silent influences step upon the scales and

weigh it down in favor of that which strengthens

them. These influences are not the work of an

hour or a day; they began with our birth ; they

have grown with our growth and strengthened with

our strength ; and they will cease to be an element

of our thought only when life itself shall cease.

They do not arise from any single source; they are

the outcome of various unseen and unnamed causes.

The ways and doings of the home circle, the com'

pany one keeps, the air and climate in which one

lives, the daily occupations that fill up one's life,

the dispositions of one's organic temperament— all

are so many agencies secretly working their way

into one's mental constitution and determining the

worth of one's ideas. They are the real finishers of

a man's education ; they make him vulgar, or pro-

vincial, or refined, according to the tone and char-

acter they impart to his thought and language. The

educator will not neglect them. Especially in the

Collegiate course, when the mind is somewhat

matured, and when they begin to tell upon it for

good or for ill, will he u. itch them, and suppressor en-

courage them according to their natureand tendency.

(2) I take it as a principle in the economy of

nature that all man's faculties have been given him
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for a purpose. They are all of them necessary ; it

follows that each and every one ought to be culti-

vated. In the harmonious development of all consist

the perfection and the efficient use of each. And it

is one of the elementary duties of a collegiate training

that it supply subject-matter to exercise every fac-

ulty upon. To do otherwise—to develop one faculty

of the mind, or one quality of the soul at the expense

of all others—were to shape an intellectual monster.

And it would be well through life to keep in view

the necessity of preserving a certain equilibrium be-

tween the various powers of the intellect. If one's

taste or occupation involve the undue exercise of a

special faculty, this strain in one direction ought to

be counterbalanced by devoting part of one's leisure

time to the cultivation of other and diverse faculties.

A man, for example, is a lawyer, who spends his

business hours in searching precedents and read-

ing up arguments for and against a case in hand, or

he is an engineer poring all day over the figures of a

complicated estimate ; it behooves the one or the

other to devote some time daily to the reading of

poetry or fiction, or history, or criticism, or any book

which will refresh the mind, and draw out more prom-

inently the aesthetic sense and purely imaginative

powers. Or a student is passionately fond of litera-

ture ; with all the more reason ought he to overcome

whatever repugnance he may have for mathematical

studies or severe scientific pursuits. Nor need the

time so spent be regarded as lost. The exercise is

invigorating. It is adding either directly or indirectly

to the strength of all the faculties.
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III.

(i) Not in mental discipline is the brain-waste.

But I will tell you where it abounds. In the un-

trained efforts to evolve a thought, which, in all

probability, when it is expressed, will be found to

contain but a commonplace notion ; in the abortive

struggle of an intellect to reason an issue out to the

end, when that intellect never had severe drill upon

any subject-matter; in the playing at words upon an

idea that leaves behind only a sense of utter inability

to cope with it; in a questionable facility for scat-

tering thoughts upon paper without making them

converge on a single point. In all this there is brain-

waste. The improvisatore never becomes a great poet.

I lad Metastasio not abandoned in his youth the bane-

ful practice of improvising, and in the stead subjected

himself for years to a course of severe studies, he, too,

might have aimlessly spent his intellectual force and

fallen into oblivion "a mute, inglorious" poet passed

into the category of lost geniuses. Study, medita-

tion, concentration of thought in which all the facul-

ties are brought into action ; the breaking up of a

subject into its component parts; the rearranging of

these parts in their true relations— all this is requisite

before full and complete expression can be pronounced,

and all this calls for the strengthening and disciplin-

ing, not of one or mmv, but of all the faculties. No
faculty of the intellect can be neglected without detri-

ment to the others. For, be it remembered, the facul-

ties of the soul are not isolated; they are not divided

into as many separate apartments as they bear names

.

their distinct locations are not in the various cavities
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pointed out by the phrenologist ; these are things of

brain and blood and membrane— mere matter

—

though indispensable conditions, in the present order

of life, for the soul's thinking. But they are not the

thinking soul. That is one and simple. It cannot

be cut up piecemeal. It cannot exercise one faculty

whilst the others lie dormant. The reason cannot

work without the imagination ; the imagination can-

not put forth its beautiful creations without the aid

of both reason and understanding. Each faculty

helps the other; all converge upon an object of

thought.

(2) And, as there is an intimate union of facul-

ties, so are there an interlacing and an overlapping of

the various sciences. " They have," says John Henry
Newman, " multiplied bearings one on another, and

an internal sympathy, and admit, or rather demand
comparison and adjustment. They complete, cor-

rect, balance each other." Ascending into the region

of philosophy, we will find all departments of thought

standing to each other in intimate relations. Those

the remotest apart in their scope and bearing may be

suggestive of ideas to one another. It is also true

in the history of practical thought. You are occu-

pied with the solution of a problem that has pre-

sented itself to your mind ; it may be the discussion

of a social or political issue, or it may be a philo-

sophical question, or it may be a difficult mathemat-

ical equation; you find yourself unable to grapple

with it
;
you cannot see your way clearly ; in weari-

ness of spirit you throw the subject aside, and take

up another less fatiguing; an expression, a word,
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only a hint met with in the new subject throws a flood

of light upon the abandoned problem, and puts you
on the track of its correct solution. This is the epit-

ome of many an intellectual struggle. And while

it is so, we may justly applaud the wisdom of not

allowing a student to stop short at the study of a

single language or a single science, or the history of

a single country. His knowledge becomes rounded

and completed by coordinate and supplementary

studies. One language explains the obscurities in

another; one science assists another ; one department

of letters throws light upon another; and thus it is

that ideas are corrected, improved, made accurate.

Therefore it is rightly claimed that a collegiate edu-

cation be thorough ; that it embrace all the impor-

tant branches in science and letters, and combine in

due proportion the useful and the ornamental. All

this, you may tell me, collegiate education not only

proposes to do, but actually accomplishes. Pardon

me, but I must say that, turn we to the north or to

the south, we will find efficient collegiate education

a rare thing amongst us. The institutions bearing

the name of college are numerous enough ; those sup-

porting the dignity of that name and efficiently ful-

filling the duties attached to it are comparatively few.

IV.

(i) It is a frequent and a pernicious mistake to

crowd into a college COUfSC the work of a university.

No student can do justice to more than one third of

the subject-matter mapped out for him in the time
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required. He is compelled to "cram" upon several,

if not all, of the subjects upon which his final exam-

ination is based. Were man intended to be a mere

repeating machine, this system might do well enough.

But to make him such is not the aim of a collegiate

training. Its primary aim is to strengthen all the

faculties by thorough mental discipline in such de-

partments of knowledge as form a solid basis upon

which the student may afterwards build up. The
facts and figures, the fragments of positive informa-

tion given, are all too crude and elementary to be

available for any practical purpose. These things

may be acquired as thoroughly without as within

the walls of a college. Knowledge is imparted not

so much for the amassing of knowledge as for the

learning how to amass it ; the grandest thoughts of

the greatest thinkers are placed before the student,

not to dispense him from thinking, but to teach him

how to think. To learn how to learn and to learn

how to think, this is the sum of all education. It

places in the student's hands the instruments and it

teaches him how to use them in after life. The

school-room and the text-book and the professor's

lecture are the least sources of information. They

are only preparatory to the great university of the

world in which the knowledge that is acquired is

practical rather than speculative, of things rather

than words, and therefore the only real knowledge.

Here it is that every man is both teacher and learner;

each can impart to the other some new idea concern-

ing his specialty. And in this mutual intercourse

and instruction is it that the trained intellect asserts
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its supremacy and wields influence. Fortius reason,

collegiate education ought to deal with principles

rather than with rules and methods. But the reverse

is the process most frequently pursued. Rules and

methods, which may be forgotten, are laid stress

upon, while principles, which are scarcely ever for-

gotten when once they are well known, are ignored.

And here let me add that a modern philosophical

fallacy tends to give color of correctness to this evil.

Cousin and others tell us that method is everything, i

Not at all. Method is nothing without the principle

that gives it life and being. The method is informed

by the principle ; and where there is a method there

also may be found a principle; and he who, in inves-

tigating a method, stops short at the method as such,

understands neither the method nor its principle.

Would you say that he understood a rule who knew

nothing of the reason for its existence? The same

criterion holds for philosophic methods. And hence

the worse than uselessness of that only too preva-

lent practice of learning mere systems of philosophy

without the principles that give them meaning.

(2) Equally pernicious is that custom which has

filtered into our primary schools of placing young

children, before they know how to read or pane, at

nearly all the learned 'ologiesof the daw It is produc-

tive of incalculable evil, [t gives disgust for all study;

it imbues the hearts of youth with a large- share of

self-conceit and self-opinion, so that it is difficult for

them to mend their short-comings, for they are sel-

dom aware of their ignorance. It impedes the pur-

pose of education. It encumbers the mind ; it
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overtaxes its powers ; it weakens its activities ; it

destroys its effectiveness for life. It places it in a

condition that ignorance were preferable ; for then

at least the mind would be possessed of its natural

force and elasticity ; and excited by the stimulus of

seeing new sights and hearing new truths, it would

mature into a much more healthy condition. Man
can never become too educated. His capacity is far

greater than any artificial limits which may be placed

upon it. But he may be so educated that the brain-

action connected with his mind-action becomes

strained ; or he may get so absorbed in, and weighed

down by, the thoughts of others, that he forgets he

has a mind of his own, and knows not what it is to

form an independent opinion. And let me ask you
candidly, is this not the desolation to which our mod-
ern systems of teaching youth everything till they

know nothing is bringing us ? Surely, no one who has

given a moment's consideration to the matter will

say otherwise. Wise heads and great thinkers long

ago recognized the evil. Among others, no words

that I could quote will have greater weight with you

on the matter than the caustic words of that ingen-

uous thinker and great master of English prose,

John Henry Newman

:

" I will tell you," says he, " what has been the
practical error of the last twenty years "— and let me
add, parenthetically, that the error has been growing
since these words were spoken in 1852—" not to load
the memory of the student with a mass of undi-

gested knowledge, but to force upon him so much
that he has rejected all. It has been the error of dis-

tracting and enfeebling the mind by an unmeaning
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profusion of subjects; of implying that a smattering

in a dozen branches of study is not shallowness,

which it really is, but enlargement, which it is not

;

of considering an acquaintance with the learned

names of things and persons, and the possession of

clever duodecimos, and attendance on eloquent lec-

tures, and membership with scientific institutions,

and the sight of the experiments of a platform and
the specimens of a museum—that all this was not
dissipation of the mind, but progress. All things
are now to be learned at once—not first one thing

then another; not one well, but many badly.

Learning is to be without exertion, without atten-

tion, without toil ; without grounding, without ad-

vance, without finishing."
'

The picture is not overdrawn. It portrays a cry-

ing abuse ; and the abuse exists because educators

persist in ignoring the workings of the human
intellect.

(3) I am sure it has never occurred to the advo-

cates and promoters of this free-and-easy method of

dabbling in all branches without ever learning any,

how difficult a thing it is for an idea tO filter

through the mind and pervade one's thinking till it

becomes in a manner elementary in one's thought.

It may not take a man long to gel up the idea; he

may be able to repeal it correctly; he may even

apply it to concrete issu< s with a certain degree of

accuracy; but all that does not imply that he has

made the idea his own. He may go on repeating it

for years, when .ill at once he stumbles upon a fact

that sits him thinking; he finds for it no explana-

tion in the light of the idea he has been holding;
1 " [del o! 1 1 Fnii ei ritj

."
p. 1 p.
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going back of that idea, he reconsiders the grounds

upon which he held it, and he forthwith discovers

that it is all wrong, or that it only partially expresses

the truth, and for the first time in his life the whole

truth comes home to him with a realizing force*

Nor is the labor over yet. There remains for him
to re-arrange and systematize all his thoughts so as

to place them in keeping with the new idea. To
any or all of us may this slow and painful process

of acquiring knowledge and experience occur. How
frequently does it not happen that men of mature

minds find themselves compelled to abandon a reli-

gious opinion or a scientific theory or a political

maxim upon the truth of which they had framed

their lives and thoughts ! And for this reason it is

all the more necessary that the educational founda-

tion be laid slowly, cautiously, solidly, and that the

intellect be so drilled and disciplined, that when
these crises in our thinking occur, we may be able

to meet them with vigor and energy.

(4) Let us not ignore the fact that the. human in-

tellect, in its ordinary and undeveloped phases, is

weak and imperfect. It is the duty of education to

recognize its shortcomings and deal with it accord-

ingly. The student requires to be disciplined upon

what he learns. His lesson should be taken apart

and placed before him piecemeal ; then, when it is

ascertained that the terms and expressions used evoke

corresponding ideas in his mind, the subject-matter

should be presented to him as a whole. The good

educator does not weary of repetition, and each time

he repeats he places the idea in a new light, and thus
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he reaches the greatest number of intelligences.

Each individual mind has its idiosyncrasies. These

must be consulted. The aspect of a subject that

brings it home to one student may leave another

entirely in the dark concerning its true bearing;

moreover, upon first presentation, any idea can only

be apprehended in a vague manner; the mind has

simply received one among many aspects that belong

to the idea; it has not yet begun to grasp it in

all its comprehension. That is a laborious work

for everybody but the genius. It is the result of a

process much slower than many are willing to admit.

To realize an idea, one must think over it long and

seriously. It must sink into the soil of one's mental

system till it takes root and grows ; then tended with

care, and watered with the dews of reflection, and fed

with the food of solid instruction, whether from men,

or books, or the experiences of life, it ripens and bears

fruit, and for all time sheds its influence through the

purposes of the ages. Far better is it that a student,

as a result of his college training, bear away with him

one such idea, well digested and applied, than that

he leave, a diploma in his hand, his mind laden down
with an overwhelming mass of learned names and

scientific symbols, and ill-understood facts, and his

soul penetrated with an unsurmountable disgust for

books and a horror for instruction, and a strong re-

solve to forget it all as soon as possible. That student

may have a natural aptitude for some branch of sci-

ence, or some department <>f letters; but it is buried

beneath the mass of rubbish that oppresses his mind.

His education ceased, and the ruin of his distinctive
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and characteristic talents began the moment he was

compelled to remember and repeat without under-

standing. Memorizing is not learning, still less is it

knowing. That memory alone avails which is based

upon a right understanding and the experience that

makes knowledge real.

V.

(i) It has been truly said that collegiate education

cannot create genius ; it seldom draws it out, whilst

it frequently impedes its progress. But, I would ask,

do talents fare better at its hands ? Are not as many
of them crushed as are drawn out ? It must needs

be the case so long as the educator continues to ig-

nore the intellectual bias of each student under his

charge. Every man has a predominant talent, upon

the proper development of which the success of his

life-work, in a great measure, depends. In nature

and direction, talent differs but little from genius. It

is seldom, if ever, given to a man of genius to assert

the full force of his greatness in more than one sphere

of thought or action.
1 Genius is innate ; it is not the

outcome of any process of mental development ; but

it is neither more nor less than a vast array of talent

concentrated and intensified in a given direction. It

is not something distinct in kind from ordinary talent

;

it is simply the latter multiplied beyond all reckon-

ing, exercised in a superior manner, with superior

force, and by a superior capacity for comprehension
1 I am reminded that there are notable exceptions to this

assertion ; Michael Angelo, for instance, who excelled as archi-

tect, sculptor, painter, and poet.
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and execution. Now, genius is the highest form of

human intelligence. It furnishes a criterion for all

other forms. According to the degree in which tal-

ent, in its range and power, approximates genius, is

it efficient. Therefore, that is the most efficiently

cultivated intellect which, untrammeled,can converge

all its faculties, with greatest effect, upon a given

subject-matter; and, furthermore, that is the most

efficient method of education which develops such an

intellect.

(2) Here we are led to ask, What is that form of

education which will produce this desired result?

We have seen that it is not the over-crowded college

course. It forces talents too much and too long

from their natural bent. Under its exactions the

vigor and energy of the intellect become prostrate.

Weariness of spirit palls any effort it may make to

regain its elasticity. The faculties are exhausted,

not strengthened; broken down, not disciplined;

cramped and distorted, not developed. Neither will

the system of optional studies produce this efficiency.

It narrows the intellect; it bars the door to further

enlargement of mind ; it merges the man in his pro-

fession ; it makes him the slave of his specialty. But

man has duties to fulfil towards society as well as

towards science, and letters, and the industries; and

those duties require him to cultivate all his t;ilcnts,

and to be generally intelligent upon the thousand-

and-one issues that beat at the door of his intellect

for admission, and clamor for the formation of an

opinion upon their merits and bearings. To go

beyond the utterance of mere platitudes and truisms
1 r-14
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upon every topic that comes up in an hour's con-

versation, one must be possessed of a mind well

disciplined and furnished with accurate information.

That information must be many-sided. It must em-

brace facts and figures; names and dates; dry ter-

minology and vivid word-pictures addressed to the

imagination ; severe scientific deductions, and food

for the sentiments— all methodized and clearly ap-

prehended. Therefore, in the collegiate course in-

tended to furnish this preparation, stress should be

laid upon both literary and scientific training ; the

one or the other predominating according to the

natural bias of the student. Not an exclusively clas-

sical course, but a good classical foundation ; not an

attempt to compass all the sciences, but a thorough

acquaintance with the principles and elements of one

or few; this I consider within the scope of a collegi-

ate education, intelligently and efficiently imparted.

(3) Another fact to be taken into consideration

is this : Our young men, as a rule, abandon their

studies prematurely. Their college training generally

suffices them. Upon it they build up their after-life

of thought and observation. They have no leisured

four years to digest, correct, improve, assimilate the

crude material they have hastily picked up. If they

enter a university after graduation, it is generally to

pursue some learned profession, and not to continue

their academic studies. For this reason, our colleges

should, in matters of instruction, combine university

freedom with thorough collegiate discipline. In-

stead of being multiplied, studies should be dimin-

ished, towards the last year. The student's predom-
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inant talent should be consulted. If the tendency

of his mind is for mathematics and the physical sci-

ences, let him be encouraged in the pursuit of math-

ematics and the physical sciences ; if it is for the

classics and philology, let him have a chance to

develop these; if it is for literature and history, give

him the opportunity and the required assistance to

enable him to excel in these branches. The means

by which to attain the desired result are many.

Matthew Arnold points out some practiced in the

higher schools of Germany. In one place, he found

that the students had, each week, a "study-day"

—

Studientag— in which they were free from all les-

sons, that they might pursue their favorite studies.

And he tells us that " in the same spirit, in the gym-
nasium generally, promising boys in prima are ex-

cused certain of the school lessons that they may work

at matters which specially interest them." 1 He fur-

ther remarks that the results of this private study are

to be produced at the examinations, and arc taken

into account for the leaving certificate. Other and

equally efficient means may suggest themselves to

you all; what they are matters little, provided youth
are taught how to think, arc subjected to that men-

tal discipline that begets vigor of mind and exact-

ness of thought, and arc- thus braced to grapple com-

prehensively with tlie problems <>f life.

(4) In conclusion, I would make this remark: If

in your experience or mine we happen upon a

tern that stands between a student and the light

development of his intellect a system that is neither

1 "Higher s. hooli Rod Universltiei in Gersuuij," p, 134.
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more nor less than a Procrustean bed for his natural

capacity—then, whether it be based upon antiquated

prejudices, or whether it be the outcome of some
new-fangled theory—be its origin what it may—per-

ish the system, for it is of human hands, and let the

intellect live, for it is the work of God.
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ETHICAL ASPECTS OF THE PAPAL EN-

CYCLICAL. 1

PROPOSE in these pages simply to place in relief

the ethical principles underlying the Encyclical

of the Holy Father, Pope Leo XI I L, on the burning

question of labor in its relations with capital, making

such comments and giving such illustrations as may
occur. The document is one that has been received

with a due sense of appreciation by thinking men of

all classes and all creeds throughout the civilized

world. Perhaps, never in the history of the Church

did papal utterance receive more profound considera-

tion than did this magnificent Encyclical. A short

study of the document will enable us to understand

its wide-spread influence and its deep impression.

I.

Speaking with all the authority of the Church,

the Holy Father bears to the worldngman, the poor,

and the indigent a message of hope and comfort and

prudent counsel as regards their temporal welfare.

He holds that while the mission <>f the Church Is

primarily that of saving soul
, her solicitude none the

1 1 nt, ruatioiiiil Journal of Btkict,

215)
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less extends with sincere concern to the well-being

of the body :

" Neither must it be supposed that the solicitude

of the Church is so occupied with the spiritual con-

cerns of its children as to neglect their interests tem-
poral and earthly. Its desire is that the poor, for

example, should rise above poverty and wretchedness,
and should better their condition in life ; and for

this it strives."
'

In pointing out the way by which men may seek

first the kingdom of God and His justice, the Church

is also leading towards the further promise that all

things else shall be added thereto. Certainly, the

experience of all time is that virtuous living is the

only road to real personal happiness, and not infre-

quently the safest road to material prosperity. And
the prosperity so attained is the most abiding.

The wealth that is accumulated rapidly by forcing

the weaker competitor to ruin and starvation, the

wealth that is made at the expense of the widow and

orphan, the wealth that is coined out of the sweat

and the blood, the pains and the aches and the groans

of the ill-paid and ill-fed workman, or mayhap of the

poor girl, whose starving life is ground into it,—that

wealth can bring with it neither happiness nor the

prosperity that is a blessing to the land. Such in-

justice carries with it its own curse.

The vital problem of the day is twofold : the

amelioration of the condition of the poor and the

workingman, and the proper adjustment of labor and

capital. To the solution of this problem does the

1 Encyclical Letter, § 30.
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Pope address himself in the present timely and

thought-suggesting Encyclical. His Holiness begins

by surveying the ground :

" All agree, and there can be no question what-

ever, that some remedy must be found, and quickly

found, for the misery and wretchednes which press

so heavily at this moment on the large majority of

the very poor. . . . By degrees it has come to

pass that workingmen have been given over, isolated

and defenseless, to the callousness of employers

and the greed of unrestrained competition. The
evil has been increased by rapacious usury. . . .

And to this must be added the custom of working

by contract, and the concentration of so many
branches of trade in the hands of a few individuals,

so that a small number of very rich men have been

able to lay upon the masses of the poor a yoke little

better than slavery itself."'

The picture isnot overdrawn, especially as regards

the poor and the workingmen of Europe.

True it is that with us in the United States there

is not the festering and hopeless misery that is to be

found among the very poor in the Old World; but

poverty is none the less rampant; men and women
there are who are overworked and underpaid, and

living is high-priced, and in New York City, as well

as in the heart of London, what is called " the sweat-

ing system" prematurely extinguishes the lives of

women and children. Misery there Is among us, and

to spare." There are cancer-spots on our social body.

Neither science, nor the education of the people, nor

1 Kncvc I., k) 3.

See "Hon the Other Hall Lhre," bj Jacob A Riis;

rUo " Chi< 1
'-' Dark Plai ea.

M
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the progress of industry can heal these spots. We
may diminish the evil by a sympathizing activity

exercised in a spirit of Christ-like charity towards the

suffering ; to attempt to eradicate it were Utopian.

The Holy Father indulges in no such dream. He
takes a practical view of things. He finds in the an-

tagonism between labor and capital the source of

many evils. The remedy he conceives to lie in the

proper adjustment of labor and capital. Labor is

necessary for capital ; capital is necessary for labor.

Each is in itself a good. It has been truly written

:

" Capital is not the begetter of misery, and the right

and lawfulness of its participation cannot be gain-

said."
x Owing to the rapid progress of science, the

substitution of machinery for tools has broken up

the harmony between many of the industries, and

.has imperceptibly placed the relations of labor and

capital upon a footing for which men were not pre-

pared, and in which the laborer, in consequence, suf-

fered. A man's tools were a part of his personality

;

the vast and perfect machinery of a large manufac-

tory is something impersonal. What the skilled

tradesman formerly accomplished is now the work

of so many hands— frequently the hands of feeble

women and children. Life in the meantime con-

tinues to be conducted on the old social lines. Both

capitalist and workingman have been unable to keep

pace with the rapid changes brought about by the

new order of things and to accommodate themselves

to the new environment. Hence the strain and the

clashings.

1 E. Feno, "Delia CaritaPreventiva," Milano, 1868, p. 554.
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Hut there enter into the adjustments of labor and

capital many elements arising from the relative re-

sponsibilities assumed by the employer and the cm-

ployed upon entering into a contract. These ele-

ments are dealt with in the Encyclical. It is with

no faltering voice that Leo XIII. approaches the

great issue. He speaks as one possessing authority

and knowing whereof he speaks.'

II.

To begin with: The Holy Father is outspoken

with the workingman, and cautions him against the

delusory arguments of the demagogues—"crafty

agitators"— who " constantly make use of these dis-

putes to pervert men's judgments, and to stir up the

people to sedition."
3 He impresses upon the work-

ingman a sense of obligation and responsibility to-

wards the employer. I le tells him that he should fur-

nish wholly and faithfully the work stipulated for ; that

he should carry out honestly and well all equitable

agreements freely entered into; that he should never
injure capital or outrage the person of an employer;

that he should never make use of violence in repre-

senting his own cause, or engage in riot or disorder;

finally, that he should have nothing to do with men
of evil principles, "who work upon the people with

artful promises, and raise foolish hopes which usually

1 Set- Dublin R* :»«::,
J

1 1 1 \ , lN<yl, |>. I 54.
1 Kncvrl., $ 2.
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end in disaster and repentance when too late."

'

There is always danger in reaction. Mr. Herbert

Spencer says:

" If it is true that a generation ago land-owners

and capitalists so adjusted public arrangements as to

ease themselves and to press unduly upon others, it

is no less true that now artisans and laborers, through
representatives who are obliged to do their bidding,

are fast remoulding our social system in ways which
achieve their own gain through others' loss."

a

It is to prevent the evil of this reaction, it is in

order that injustice may not be met by injustice, that

the Holy Father gives such prudent counsel. The
laborer may have grievances, but he does not better

his position by leaving his work in an unfinished state,

or by damaging or destroying property. Two wrongs

cannot make a right. This were a violation of all jus-

tice ; so the Pope regards it, and as such he rebukes it.

While weighed down by consciousness of his

grievances, it is the tendency of the workman to be

reckless as regards the efficiency of his work and as

regards the care of his employer's property. It is

only his conscience, aroused and guided by religion,

that can dictate to him the suppression of his per-

sonal spites and the doing of honest work under

heavy provocation. It is only Christianity that can

restrain men galled by a yoke that they would fain

cast off. Christianity has been from the beginning

the safeguard and guiding principle of society in its

progress upward and onward.

1 Ibid., § 21.

2 " Justice," p. 192.
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The reformation of the workingman does not and

cannot come from without ; it must come from within

himself.

"I tell you candidly," says Cobden, " that no
people were ever yet elevated except through their

own advancing wealth, morality, intelligence ; and
any one who tells the workingmen of this country
that they may be raised in the social scale by any
other process than that of reformation in themselves,
is interested either in flattering or deceiving them." !

It is this kind of reformation that the Holy Father

seeks to bring about in the present Encyclical. There-

fore it is that he appeals so strongly to the workman's

sense of duty.

III.

While appealing to the workman's sense of duty,

the Pope no less forcibly recognizes his rights:

I. He has the right to live; therefore is he en-

titled to food and shelter.

" Man's needs do not die out, but recur ; satisfied

to-day, they demand new supplies to-morrow. Nature
therefore owes to man a storehouse that shall never

fail the daily supply of his daily wants." '

This right is paramount to all other earthly and

temporal rights. It is this right that justifies homi-

cide in self-defense. It is this right that entitles

1 •« Speechei «>f Richard Cobden, M. P.,
M dellrered during

1849, I-. 171.

1 Bncycl., $ 7.
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a man to sufficient bodily sustenance, all human laws

to the contrary notwithstanding. It need scarcely

be said that the idle and slothful, or the burglar

and footpad can find no sheltering cover beneath

this right.

2. He has the right to remuneration for his

labor.

" If one man hires out to another his strength or

his industry, he does this for the purpose of receiving

in return what is necessary for food and living ; he

thereby expressly proposes to acquire a full and real

right not only to the remuneration, but also to the

disposal of that remuneration as he pleases."

'

His wages are the equivalent he receives for that

part of himself which is wholly and exclusively his

as a human being, his skill and his strength, and as

such they enter the domain of his personal rights.

He expends such portion of his earnings as is neces-

sary for the support of himself and of those depend-

ing upon him. The remainder he holds or invests as

seems best to him. And this leads to another recog-

nized right.

3. He has the right to hold property. This right

has grown with the growth of civilization.

" Modern peoples," says Le Play, "who are most
distinguished for their success and their superior in-

fluence, tend daily to give every species of property
more and more a character exclusively personal.

Under this form they consider it as the natural re-

ward of labor and economy, that is, of the two

Encycl., § 5.
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virtues on which chiefly rest the independence of in-

dividuals and the power of societies." '

Therefore, the Holy Father tells us:

" Every man has by nature the right to possess

property as his own. This is one of the chief points

of distinction between man and the animal creation.

. . . It is the mind, or the reason, which is the

chief thing in us who are human beings ; it is this

which makes a human being human, and distinguishes

him essentially and completely from the brute. And
on this account— viz., that man alone among animals
possesses reason — it must be within his right to

have things not merely for temporary and momentary
use, as other living beings have them, but in stable

and permanent possession ; he must have not only
things which perish in the using, but also those

which, though used, remain for use in the future."'

This is what is meant by property. It is some-

thing that remains one's own to use and dispose of

through all changes of place, time, and circumstance.

This ownership extends to the land that man
tills. The soil is the source whence man derives the

sustenance of life.

u Land," says Cunningham, " is the property which
of all others most calls out the virtues of prudence;
the desire to realize it increases the will to work, and
augments the endeavors of every workman in every
trade, even in that of farming another's land."

1

Therefore, we may rightly say that upon land

and by land does man live directly or indirectly.

1 " Li Reforme Socimle en France," t. i., p. i

Bncjcl., § d.

1 •• Condition! of Social Well Being," London, 1878, p. 113
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Especially does man find in ownership of land the

great incentive to exertion.

" Give a man," says Arthur Young, "the secure

possession of a bleak rock, and he will turn it into a

garden
;
give him a nine years' lease of a garden, and

he will convert it into a desert."

'

And Leo XIII. thus discourses upon the charac-

ter of this right of private ownership

:

" Here again we have another proof that private

ownership is according to Nature's law. For that

which is required for the preservation of life, and for

life's well-being, is produced in great abundance by
the earth, but not until man has brought it into cul-

tivation and lavished upon it his care and skill.

Now, when man thus spends the industry of his

mind and the strength of his body in procuring the

fruits of Nature, by that act he makes his own that

portion of Nature's field which he cultivates— that

portion in which he leaves, as it were, the impress

of his own personality; and it cannot but be just

that he should possess that portion as his own, and

should have a right to keep it without molestation."
8

It is not disputed that there are limitations to

that right in land determined by the interests of the

common weal and the dictates of justice and equity

that may not here be entered into.

But clearly-defined limitations are one thing ; the

breaking down of all limitations is quite another

thing. And so the Holy Father condemns all pro-

posals for communism in land or any other form of

property as " emphatically unjust, because they would

1 "Travels in France," vol. i., p. 51.

2 Encycl., § 9.
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rob the lawful possessor, bring the state into a sphere

that is not its own, and cause complete confusion in

the community." ' Mr. Herbert Spencer stands at

the opposite pole of thought from the point of view

of the Pope. He would ignore the supernatural ; he

believes in the evolution of society from the lower

forms of life ; the moral sense he evolves from ex-

perience, environment, and heredity. Now, in 1850,

Mr. Herbert Spencer argued that as the land could

not be equitably alienated from the community,

it should, after compensating its existing holders, be

reappropriated by the community. But as the re-

sult of an additional forty years' study of social in-

stitutions, within which he has accumulated the

experiences of all times and of every degree of civi-

lization, he is led to retract his former position, and
he now holds that the present system is the one en-

tailing the least evil.
3 He has practically reached

the same conclusion with the Holy Father.'

Moreover, the mission of the Church has ever

been to infuse into existing social institutions the

principles of justice and charity, and to reform those

institutions so far as they would be reformed, but

not to overthrow them by any sudden revolution.

Men must not grow impatient because she docs not

change her uniform line of action and become a me-
dium of propagandism of their untried and impracti-

cable theories. These theories are not new to her.

1 Bncycl., $ 4.

1 M Jw.sticr," p. J70.

1 See M Justice. '\mi l;iinl \ .iluc. p. <>j
j
on the injustice of

communism, p, j<m>. Space will not permit m to quote these
Important conclusic

I l-.-.S
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Some of her own children in the early days of Chris-

tianity lived a life in which property was held in

common. Her religious orders, from the days of St.

Benedict up to the present day, have practiced this

community life. We see them now as they have been

seen in the past, men and women renouncing name
and fame and riches, consecrating themselves to the

service of their neighbor, nursing the sick in hospi-

tals, caring for the foundling and the orphan in asy-

lums, teaching the children of the poor in parish

schools, attending to the dead and the dying when
occasion calls for their services on the battle-field or

in the plague-stricken district, ministering to the

spiritual wants of the people the world over, and in

return each requiring only the food to sustain him

and the clothing necessary to protect him against the

inclemency of the weather. This community life is

built upon a supernatural basis, and is followed only

by those who have a special calling, known in the

Church as a religious vocation.

The theory of community life upon a natural

basis has been frequently revived with the revival

of the writings of Plato. From the time of the

Renaissance men are to be found from age to age

advocating the holding of lands and goods in com-

mon. We need only mention the names of Blessed

Thomas More and the Dominican Campanella. Com-
munism is not a new factor with which the Church

has had to deal.

No doubt, were modern society established on

another basis, as in Russia, for instance, in which
" the communal principle, with its periodical re-allot-
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ment of the land, still remains intact"
1 — did this

relation of joint ownership exist throughout Christen-

dom, the Pope would have recognized the situation,

and addressed laborer and employer accordingly. But

another order of things exists. Civilized communi-

ties everywhere recognize the principle of "indi-

vidual ownership subject to state-suzerainty."' Nor
was the policy of the Church otherwise in the days

of feudalism. Social relations were then established

upon a different basis; the Church recognized them
accordingly, and sought to counsel and guide men
for the best. And so we may here continue the enu-

meration of the rights of the workman as contained

in the Encyclical.

4. He has the right to live in the state of celibacy

or to marry. Dealing with the workingman in his

normal social and domestic relations, the Pope touches

upon the state of celibacy only to recognize it. Men
who formerly sneered at the Gospel counsel have

now come to regard virginity as a natural right. In-

deed, Schopenhauer goes to the other extreme, and

considers it the kernel of Christianity.

u Protestantism," he says, "since it has eliminated

asceticism and its central point, the meritoriousness

of celibacy, has already given up the inmost kernel

of Christianity, and SO far is to be regarded as a fall-

ing away from it. This has become apparent in our
own day by the gradual transition of Protestantism

into shallow rationalism."

'

1 Wallace, " Russia," vol. ii.. p. 9
1

\ i.i i.trt Spencei ,
" Juti lcet

M
p. 170

8 " Th« World ai Will and Idea," vol, lii., pp. 447, 448,
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The Church always recognized the place and the

right of virginity, and so Leo XIII. tells us:

" In choosing a state of life, it is indisputable that

all are at full liberty either to follow the counsel of

Jesus Christ as to virginity, or to enter into the bonds
of marriage. No human law can abolish the natural

and primitive right of marriage,or in any way limit the

chief and principal purpose of marriage ordained by
God's authority from the beginning. Increase and
multiply? Thus we have the family, the society of

man's own household ; a society limited indeed in

numbers, but a true society anterior to any kind of

state or nation, with rights and duties of its own,
totally independent of the commonwealth." a

Here the Holy Father puts the axe to the root

of that Malthusian tree of political doctrine which has

misled so many writers on political economy. To
stunt or cut off the growth of population is a crime

against the natural law. It traverses God's design

in creating the human race. Any theory of life that

would limit the number of children in a family would

be in its very nature unjust and immoral. Doctri-

naires are at sea in determining the number of people

that a country can support. A slender population

living in waste, unthrift, lack of forethought, will

thrive less prosperously than many times the same

population upon the same territory, living in self-

restraint, decency, economy, and prudent calculation

of the future. Malthusianism, in its accepted sense,

is false in its premises, immoral in its application, and

misleading in its conclusions.

1 Genesis, i. : 28.

2 Encycl., § 13.
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From parental rights and responsibilities the Holy

Father deduces strongly and clearly, as an additional

argument, the right of private ownership in property.

He says:

"That right of property, therefore, which has been
proved to belong naturally to individual persons,

must also belong to a man in his capacity of head of

a family; nay, such a person must possess this right

so much the more clearly in proportion as his posi-

tion multiplies his duties. For it is a most sacred

law of nature that a father must provide food and all

necessaries for those whom he has begotten ; and
similarly, nature dictates that a man's children, who
carry on, as it were, and continue his own personal-

ity, should be provided by him with all that is need-

ful to enable them honorably to keep themselves from
want and misery in the uncertainties of this mortal
life. Now, in no other way can a father effect this

except by the ownership of profitable property, which
he can transmit to his children by inheritance." '

The rights of the family are primary and anterior

to all other social and state rights:

"Since the domestic household is anterior both
in idea and in fact to the gathering of men into a

commonwealth, the former must necessarily have
rights and duties which are prior to those of the lat-

ter, and which rest more immediately on natm

Mr. Herbert Spencer lays down the same prin-

ciple when he tells us: " Fatherhood habitually im-

plies ownership of the means by which children and

dependents are supported."
*

1 RbcjcL, () 14.

1
Ibid., $ 15.

3 " Justice," p. 216.
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5. Therefore the workingman possesses the right

to support his family becomingly and decently. Mere

existence, however much it may suit the brute crea-

tion, does not fulfill the whole meaning of man's

presence on earth. He and his are here for a higher

purpose, and that purpose can, at least in a civilized

community, be efficiently attained only by a becom-

ing living. Therefore, speaking of the duties of the

rich towards the poor, and defining the limits of those

duties according to the teachings of St. Thomas
Aquinas, the Holy Father says:

"True, no one is commanded to distribute to

others that which is required for his own necessities

and those of his household ; not even to give away
what is reasonably required to keep up becomingly
his position in life; 'for no one ought to live unbe-

comingly.'
" x

Therefore, any system, be it social or be it of the

state, that would hinder, or would render impossible,

the exercise of this right on the part of the head of

the family to provide a becoming and decent living

for those dependent on him, according to custom

and locality, would in itself be radically wrong, and

would require reform.

6. The workman has the right to guard and pre-

serve his soul intact, and cultivate in it the virtues

of his station, and look after its spiritual wants even

as he looks after his bodily wants. When he gives

his skill, his strength of muscle, the fruit of his in-

tellectual labors for remuneration, he does not barter

Encycl., § 24.
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his soul. That is not in the market. Indeed, it is

not man's to dispose of.

" Life on earth, however good and desirable in

itself, is not the final purpose for which man is

created ; it is only the way and the means to that

attainment of truth and that practice of goodness in

which the full life of the soul consists. It is the soul

which is made after the image and likeness of God ;

it is in the soul that sovereignty resides, in virtue of

which man is commanded to rule the creatures below
him, and to use all the earth and the ocean for his

profit and advantage. . . . No man may outrage
with impunity that human dignity which God Him-
self treats with reverence, nor stand in the way of

the higher life which is the preparation for the

eternal life of heaven. Nay, more; a man has no
power over himself. To consent to any treatment
which is calculated to defeat the end and purpose of

his being is beyond his right ; he cannot give up his

soul to servitude, for it is not man's own rights which
are here in question, but the rights of God, most
sacred and inviolable." '

Noble words these, worthy of the great pontiff

and befitting the dignity of man. They are words

that should be engraved on every human heart. The
workman who embarks in any species of labor in

which his soul is utterly neglected or ignored is doing

himself a great injustice. He is overlooking one of

his most imperative duties.

7. The worldngman his the right to combine. It

is a right that he holds in fee simple. The st.ite, in

interfering with this right, when the object of com-

bining is good, just, and in no wise a danger to the

~MfT.Hl., \ 13.
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public weal, is transgressing its natural bounds.
" All-embracing state functions," says Mr. Herbert

Spencer, " characterize a low social type, and prog-

ress to a higher social type is marked by relinquish-

ments of functions."
1 Man's rights— the rights of

all society—"do not," in the words of the same

author, " exist by authority of the state ; but the

state exists as a means of preserving them." a And
therefore the Holy Father, reasoning on this very

principle, says with no less force than aptness

:

" Particular societies, although they exist within

the state, and are each a part of the state, neverthe-

less cannot be prohibited by the state absolutely as

such. For to enter into ' society ' of this kind is the

natural right of man, and the state must protect

natural rights, not destroy them ; and if it forbids its

citizens to form associations, it contradicts the very
principle of its own existence ; for both they and it

exist in virtue of the same principle,—viz., the natural

propensity of man to live in society."
8

And yet, plain as the principle is, the history of

all associations is one of struggle for proper recog-

nition by the state. Look at the trades unions in

England. It was only in 1824 that they obtained

release from state trammels and liberty to combine

for mutual protection and advancement.4

1 " Justice," p. 230.
2 Ibid., p. 222.

3 Encycl., § 55.

* 5 Geo. IV., 95. See George Howell: "The Conflicts ol

Labor and Capital," p. 126.
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IV.

THESE rights determine the relations of capital to

labor. They imply certain claims on the part of the

employed and certain duties and responsibilities on

the part of the employer. The underlying principle

determining these relations— the principle on the

lines of which the whole Encyclical is planned — is

this : That the workingman gives not only the skill

and industry of his hands, for which he receives

wages, but he gives a definite portion of his life as

well, for which there is no stipulated compensation.

And yet, this strain upon life is an essential factor,

without which there can be no proper adjustment of

the relations of labor and capital. It is a factor that

is of vital importance to society and the race. A
certain portion of the wage-earner's life toes with the

energy he throws into his work ; a certain portion,

also, of that life is renewed in his children. Upon
the employer rests the responsibility of compensat-

ing for the life-strain in the only manner in which it

can be done,—namely, by taking cognizance of the

family and imparting to the home the proper degree

of comfort. There is not simply question of the

man whose life is being coined into capital; there is

question of the whole rising generation ; there is ques-

tion of the well-being of society and the future of

the human race. Children who become stunted

through unwholesome and insufficient (^<h\ and lack

of proper clothing are not likely to become the pro-

genitors of a robust generation*
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I. The employer, therefore, in the interests of

society, is bound in duty to so compensate the wage-

earner as to enable him to bring up his family in com-

fort and decency. Here state interference is at times

permissible, and even at times urgent as an act of

self-preservation. A father rears children not for

himself, but for the social body. It is a matter inti-

mately concerning the common weal that these chil-

dren be well cared for, morally and intellectually as

well as physically.

" Justice demands that the interests of the poorer
population be carefully watched over by the admin-
istration, so that they who contribute so largely to

the advantage of the community may themselves
share in the benefits they create,—that being housed,
clothed, and enabled to support life, they may find

their existence less hard and more endurable. It

follows that whatever shall appear to be conducive
to the well-being of those who work should receive

favorable consideration. Let it not be feared that

solicitude of this kind will injure any interest ; on the
contrary, it will be to the advantage of all ; for it can-

not but be good for the commonwealth to secure from
misery those on whom it so largely depends." *

Far into the future, at least for many years to

come, there will continue a struggle on the part of the

workingman to secure the highest possible wages, and

on the part of the employer to get his work done at

the lowest possible cost. Times and seasons and cir-

cumstances regulate the price of labor. Other things

being equal, it may be said that with increasing skill

1 Encjcl., § 37.
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and expertness there must needs follow an increase

in wages. But other things are seldom equal ; they

are a variable quantity, and among them may be

mentioned the condition of the market, the relations

of supply and demand, the competition of capital

and the competition of labor. As a constant quan-

tity entering into the problem is the principle that

every want which is satisfied creates other wants

which remain to be satisfied. However, let wages

vary as they may, it is no less important that there

be a minimum beyond which the price of labor should

not sink. And though the state cannot determine

what that minimum should be, the state can see

to it that, in all arbitrations between workingmen

and employers, the weaker is protected against

unjust encroachments upon his rights by the

stronger.

2. There are other responsibilities which the

Encyclical would not have the employers to ignore.

The workman is not a slave ; still less is he a mere

animal. He has a will ever craving for the good, an

intellect ever thirsting for knowledge, a soul with

spiritual aspirations. He is religious as well as ra-

tional. He has a spiritual life to be sustained, a

spiritual sense to be cultivated, vices to be eradicated,

virtues to be fostered, evil inclinations to be over-

come, a God to worship, and religious duties to prac-

tice. "The right to profess beliefs of a religious

class," Says Mr. Herbert Spencer, " has foi its con-

comitant the right to manifest such beliefs in acts of

worship."
1 This manifestation requires times and

1 " Justice," p. 137,
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seasons at the disposal of the workman. It is a sacred

right which God sanctions for all.

11 Whence follows the obligation of the cessation
of work and labor on Sundays and certain festivals.

This rest from labor is not to be understood as mere
idleness, much less must it be an occasion of spending
money out of vicious excess, as many would desire

it to be ; but it should be rest from labor consecrated
by religion. Repose united with religious observance
disposes man to forget for a while the business of

this daily life, and to turn his thoughts to heavenly
things and to the worship which he so strictly owes
to the Eternal Deity. It is this, above all, which is

the reason and motive of the Sunday rest,—a rest

sanctioned by God's great law of the ancient cove-
nant, ' Remember thou keep holy the Sabbath Day,'
and taught to the world by His own mysterious 'rest'

after the creation of man :
' He rested on the seventh

day from all his work which he had done.'
"

'

The renewal of strength of body and peace of

soul that accompanies the Sunday rest, when that

rest is taken in the proper religious spirit, is a great

boon for the man who has been in a constant strain

of mind and body during the other six days of the

week. In pleading for the Sunday's rest the Holy
Father is also pleading for the prolongation of life as

well as the strengthening of soul and consequent de-

velopment of character.

3. In the relations between the workman and his

employer there enter other considerations that cannot

be ignored. For instance there is a limit to the

workman's power of endurance. He should not any

day exhaust more of his muscle, or brain, or bodily

1 Encycl., § 44.
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strength than the night's rest and the daily food he

takes are capable of restoring. Here the Encyclical

is forcible and to the point

:

" It is neither justice nor humanity so to grind

men down with excessive labor as to stupefy their

minds and wear out their bodies. Man's powers,
like his general nature, are limited, and beyond these

limits he cannot go. His strength is developed and
increased by use and exercise, but only on condition

of due intermission and proper rest. Daily labor,

therefore, must be so regulated that it may not be pro-

tracted during longer hours than strength admits." 1

These words place at hand a primary principle

that should be employed in determining the hours

of labor. Any species of work that exhausts a man's

energies beyond the power of recuperation is inhu-

man. It forces him to premature death as effectively

as disease or accident. Here the venerable Pontiff

enters into details that reveal a careful study of the

question. He tells us.

M How many and how long the intervals of rest

should be will depend on the nature of the work, on
circumstances of time and place, and on the health

and Strength of the workman. Those who labor in

mines and quarries, and in work within the bowels
of the earth, should have shorter hours in proportion

as their labor is more severe and more trying to

health. Then, again, the season of the year must
be taken into account; for not infrequently a kind
of labor is easy at one time which at another is in-

tolerable or very difficult. Finally, work which is

suitable for a Strong man cannot reasonably be re-

quired from a woman or a child."
*

1 Ibid., 4 45.
1 Ibid.
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And so, there can be no cast-iron rule determin-

ing the number of hours for work. The number that

might be too exhausting for one kind of labor would

scarcely suffice for another. Some trades and occu-

pations might in justice call for an eight-hour law,

while with others that measure of time would be in-

adequate for a day's work.

There are many reasons besides wear and tear of

muscle that call for shorter hours. The horse and

the ox claim food and rest on the same ground.

Man is of social instincts, and there are many social

duties which he should have time and opportunity

to discharge. He should be in position to cultivate

the social virtues. His family has a paramount claim

on his time and attention. Look into the life of the

ordinary workingman who leaves his home before

sunrise, and returns late in the evening, fagged out,

glad if he can take a hasty supper and retire to his

much-needed rest for the night, having scarcely time

to receive the greetings of his little ones, and far too

fatigued to enjoy their company. Is this the life

that a Christian father of family should lead ? How
can he thus become acquainted with his children,

and learn their peculiarities of temper and character

and the degree of their mental endowments ? More-

over, the workingman owes it to himself to improve

his condition not only in material and social concerns,

but intellectually as well. This is a reading age, and

in proportion as the workingman becomes better in-

structed does he require more enlightened direction.

Undoubtedly a more perfect order of society will

take into account his intellectual and moral wants as
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well as his physical wants. Even at the present day,

companies and corporations which have his well-being

at heart have established reading-rooms and night-

schools for his instruction and improvement. And
the fact that man has so many other claims than the

supplying of his purely physical wants gives motive

and meaning to the clamor for shorter hours and higher

wages that goes forth from every quarter of the globe.

4. But if this progressive tendency which the

workingman feels is to become a reality there must

be cooperation on the part of his employers. The
workingman cannot better his condition by his own
unaided efforts. Wherever large manufactories exist,

the whole social basis is changed. The nature of

this change I can best express in the language of one

who gave many years to the study of this question

in all its bearings. M. Louis Reybaud has noticed

a twofold result of large factories:

11 On the one hand, the domestic hearth becomes
deserted and the family spirit weakened ; and on the

other hand, a whole class becomes enrolled under a

new condition of things, which industry has created

and which it develops unceasingly ; the head of the

family becomes in a measure supplanted by the head
of the establishment, and by degrees and by the very
nature and force of things authority and responsi-

bility shift. This is a grave situation." '

It is a situation that capitalists dare shirk only .it

the risk of their very existence as capitalists. The
instinct of self-preservation, if no higher motive,

should impel them to assume the responsibility.

1 " Etudes sur le Rlgime del Manufactures," Parte, 1859.

Condition dei Ouvrien en Sole. Introd. iv.
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And now we come to the means by which the

Pope would ameliorate the condition of the working-

man. Acting in accord with the uniform policy of

the Church, he is far from proposing any radical

measures that would tend to revolutionize society,

or for which this age is not prepared. In the future

other ideas may prevail, other social conditions may
exist, other grievances may be rampant, and these

things may call for other kinds of remedies. Should
such conditions exist the Church will be prepared

to meet them.

Those who know not the untiring patience and
Divine energy of the Church, and who regard her

as a merely human institution, think her old and
decrepit, and look upon her efforts at reform as the

fancies of a paralyzed old age. The Church is

never old. She is as young and vigorous to-day as

she was in the days of Hildebrand. She is the

costodian of principles, both of reason and revela-

tion, and principles are unchanging. With the prog-

ress of time, views and opinions and systems are

born, become mature, influence men more or less,

and die, to be replaced by others ; but the Church
does not identify herself with passing views, opin-

ions, and systems. When they are the outcome
of the principles placed in her keeping she fosters

them ; when they contradict those principles, she

opposes them, and holds it her duty to call the

attention of the faithful to what is of truth pure
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and simple. Now thought is ever developing, and

in its onward inarch it partakes of a distinct coloring

in each successive age. The fancy, the opinion, the

spirit of each period will scatter among the seeds of

truth the tares of error. To root up and suppress

these tares is part of the Church's mission, and as

error varies with each epoch so will her means of

destroying it vary. A doctrinal error is broached
;

she holds an Ecumenical Council to define the truth

opposed to that error. A baneful spirit is afloat,

silently sapping the foundations of society, and

threatening the faith and morals of her children ; she

encourages religious organizations with a spirit and

scope directly opposite. Even so does the Holy

Father take the existing state of things as it is,

and show how that state may be bettered to the

advantage of both rich and poor. He cannot do

away with poverty; he cannot destroy all difference

and distinction between the rich and the poor, the

strong and the weak, the energetic and the indolent;

he cannot suppress crime and injustice. He can

only show the manner in which poverty may be

diminished, and the poor may become more content

and happy; the- manner in which injustice may be

Lessened, and charity may the more abound.

I. First, and above all other means, the Holy

Father places tin- religious influence <>f the Church,

"The Church does its utmost to teach and train

men, and to educate them; and by means of its

bishops and clergy it diffuses its salutary teachings
far and wide. It strives to influence the- miml and
he-art so that all may Willingly yield tin nw lv<

I l'.-iG
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be formed and guided by the commandments of

God." 1

To the rich the Church counsels sympathy and

charity and abundant almsgiving towards the poor.

"Whoever has received from the Divine bounty
a large share of blessings, whether they be external

and corporeal or gifts of the mind, has received

them for the purpose of using them for the perfect-

ing of his own nature, and at the same time that

he may employ them, as the minister of God's prov-

idence, for the benefit of others. ' He that hath a
talent,' says St. Gregory the Great, ' let him see

that he hide it not ; he that hath abundance, let

him arouse himself to mercy and generosity ; he
that hath art and skill, let him do his best to share

the use and utility thereof with his neighbor.'
" a

Upon the poor and the destitute the Encyclical

would impress the dignity of labor ; that virtue and

not riches constitutes worth ; and that through pa.

tience and resignation under the trials and difficulties

of life runs the road to happiness. Says the Holy

Father

:

"Christian morality, when it is adequately and
completely practiced, conduces of itself to temporal

prosperity, for it merits the blessing of that God who
is the source of all blessings ; it powerfully restrains

the lust of possession and the lust of pleasure— twin

plagues which too often make a man without self-

restraint miserable in the midst of abundance; it

makes men supply by economy for the want of

means, teaching them to be content with frugal liv-

ing, and keeping them out of the reach of those vices

1 Encycl., § 28.

3 Ibid., § 24.
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which cat up not merely small incomes, but large

fortunes, and dissipate many a goodly inheritance."
1

This is not dogmatism ; it is simply the assertion

of fact, based upon the experience of ages.

"During those epochs," says Le Play, "that
marked the prosperity of our race, the moral law as

formulated in the Decalogue, and interpreted by the

Gospel, gave well-being to the individual and peace
to society."'

Therefore does the Encyclical encourage the ex-

ercise of charity towards the poor, and discriminate

in favor of true Christian charity as against organ-

ized state aid:

11 No human methods will ever supply for the de-

votion and self-sacrifice of Christian charity. Charity
as a virtue belongs to the Church ; for it is no virtue

unless it is drawn from the sacred heart of Jesus
Christ; and he who turns his back on the Church
cannot be near to Christ."'

It is this charity that has inspired men and women
to abandon home and kin that they mi<dit devote

themselves under the guidance of the Church, among
every people, embracing all in a bond of universal

brotherhood. The state, like Sir Launfal in

the morning of life, may toss that "gruesome

thing," poor, ragged, leprous humanity, a piece of

gold in scorn, but it is not the charity that brings

God's blessing with it. True religious charity is the

same Sir Launfal, his heart touched with pity, be-

1 BncjcL,4 3°-

1 M Li Reformc Social* en Frame," 18781 t. iv., p. 3.

» Bncjcl, $ 33.
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holding in the beggar who has endured the world's

buffets and scorns, the image of Him who was poor in

life, and died on a cross in His love for man, sharing

with that beggar his single crust, and breaking for

him the ice on the streamlet's brink.

" Not what we give but what we share,

For the gift without the giver is bare

;

Who gives himself with his alms feeds three

—

Himself, his hungering neighbor, and Me."

2. But the Holy Father in his desire to make the

world better, also recognizes the necessity of employ-

ing human agencies. He next proposes that the

state step in and protect the interests of the laboring

classes against any condition of things by which life,

health, or morals are imperiled.

" It is only by the labor of the workingman that

states grow rich. Justice, therefore, demands that

the interests of the poorer population be carefully

watched over by the administration, so that they who
contribute so largely to the advantage of the com-
munity may themselves share in the benefits they

create—that being housed, clothed, and enabled to

support life, they may find their existence less hard

and more endurable."

Farther on, he enters into details concerning

those things in which state interference may be well

taken

:

"If by a strike or other combination of workmen,
there should be imminent danger of disturbance to

the public peace, or if circumstances were such that

among the laboring population the ties of family were

relaxed ; if religion were found to suffer through the

1 Encycl., § 37.
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workmen not having time and opportunity to prac-

tice it; if in workshops and factories there were dan-

ger to morals through the mixing of the sexes or

from any occasion of evil; or if employers laid bur-

dens upon the workmen that were unjust, or de-

graded them with conditions which were repugnant
to their dignity as human beings; finally, if health
were endangered by excessive labor or by work un-

suited to sex or age,— in these cases there can be no
question that, within certain limits, it would be right

to call in the help and authority of the law. The
limits must be determined by the nature of the oc-

casion which calls for the law's interference,—the
principle being this, that the law must not undertake
~nore, or go further, than is required for the remedy
{ the evil, or the removal of the danger." '

These are all cases calling for state legislation.

Without legislation, individual capitalists, in their

efforts to reform the communities they control, might

be seriously placing themselves at a disadvantage

with their competitors. Placing all competitors on

the same plane, legislation at the same time protects

the individual against monopolies; and in so far as

it achieves this is it a good. The cautiousness with

which the Holy Father limits and hedges in state in-

terference is noteworthy. Personal rights are not to

be infringed. Men are to retain liberty of action.

On the other hand, tin- trades unions and the

labor associations can aid the state considerably by

advising the kind of legislation required as regards

the manifold relations of capital and labor. It is

thus that the Trade- Union Congress of England has

its Parliamentary Committee to watch over the

1 Il>id., $39-
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interests of labor in Parliament. That committee rep-

resents over two millions of workmen. It has been

of great assistance in producing legislative measures

that were practical and easy of application for the

reason that they were drawn up or recommended by
men who knew where lay the real seat of the evil

that was to be remedied. Heretofore the rich man
has been the sole legislator, and as a rule he has leg-

islated in his own behalf.

3. Another remedy the Holy Father suggests is

organizing into associations. But His Holiness dis-

tinguishes between associations that are bound by
secret oaths and led by invisible leaders and associa-

tions that are based upon Christian principles, ac-

companied by Christian practices, and as solicitous

for the well-being of the soul as for the well-being of

the body.

" Speaking summarily, we may lay it down as a
general and perpetual law that workmen's associa-

tions should be so organized and governed as to fur-

nish the best and most suitable means for attaining
what is aimed at— that is to say, for helping each
individual member to better his condition to the ut-

most in body, mind, and property. It is clear that
they must pay special and principal attention to
piety and morality, and that their internal discipline

must be directed precisely by these considerations

;

otherwise they entirely lose their special character,

and come to be very little better than those societies

which take no account of religion at all."
l

Having laid the foundation of all organization in

religion, the Holy Father next counsels the forma-

1 Encycl., § 61.
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tion of Catholic societies for the benefit and protec-

tion of the Catholic workingman. In France, Aus-

tria, Germany and Belgium there are such Catholic

organizations, powerful and wide-spread in their in-

fluence, in which the mutual support of the members

extends to their spiritual concerns. In the United

States labor has been organized upon lines independ-

ent of creed or nationality.

These counsels of the Holy Father may be called

socialism. Be the name what it may, certain it is

that His Holiness is commending only the legitimate

use of a natural right. The workmen's associations

can become a great power for evil as well as for good.

Organized labor is the only means of protection of

the poor against the organized capital of the rich.

It gives the inferior workman a chance to live. Look-

ing the subject full in the face, we are forced to ad-

mit that it involves many issues which are apparently

contradictory. Organized labor, for instance, de-

stroys competition, and in destroying competition it

depreciates the value of skilled labor. Again, organ-

ized labor coerces, and anything like coercion easily

becomes injustice. Now, the man who remains out-

side the association is liable to persecution. It is

natural that the non-union workingman should receive

but slight consideration at the hands of his union

brother, for he is practically reaping the benefits of

the union without contributing to its support. He
indirectly and to a certain extent enjoys its protec-

tion. Furthermore, not infrequently do labor asso-

ciations become despotic and interfere to the extent

of attempting to direct as regards ways and means
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and even the very course of industry, to the ruin of

respectable firms. Such acts terminate in grave in-

justice. And though associations, like individuals,

may discriminate in a spirit of self-protection, they

must always be prepared to give others the liberty of

action that they claim for themselves.

Thus does a delicate system of action and inter-

action run through the principle of combination. It

is a system that calls for forethought and modera-

tion. It is not in itself a complete remedy for the

evils under which the workingman suffers, nor is it a

solution of all the issues of industrialism.

"It is not contended," says Mr. George Howell,
"that trade-unions are capable of solving the great

industrial questions which agitate the public mind.

Their work is at best only a temporary expedient for

dealing with labor questions as they arise."

'

And Le Play assures us that in the midst of its

various transformations, the problem that organized

labor has to solve is always the same— namely, "to

establish the security of the workingman upon the

permanence of labor."
3 This is why the Holy

Father, in asserting the new methods of reform and

social regeneration, does not lose sight of the old

methods by which communities have grown and

strengthened in the ways of civilization.

" If society is to be cured now, in no other way
can it be cured but by a return to the Christian life

and Christian institutions. When a society is per-

ishing, the true advice to give to those who would

1 See Mr. Howell's recent work, " Trade-Unionism, New
and Old."

8 " La Reforme Sociale en France," t. iii., p. 15.
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restore it is to recall it to the principles from which
it sprung, for the purpose and perfection of an

ciation is to aim at and to attain that for which it

was formed, and its operation should be put in mo-
tion and inspired by the end and object which orig-

inally gave it its being. So that to fall away from
its primal constitution is disease; to go back to it is

recovery.'"

4. While recognizing the fact that, under the pres-

ent strained relations between organized capital and

organized labor, strikes must needs occur, the Holy

Father does not counsel them. And yet strikes have

been hitherto considered the right arm of working-

men's associations. But the world has had ample

demonstration that the tendency of strikes is invari-

ably towards destruction. They entail untold misery

and suffering and loss of property. Their paralyzing

effects are far-reaching. It is always a matter of deep

public concern to see that they are speedily ended.

Instead of strikes the Holy Father would substitute

arbitration and cooperation.

"If it should happen that either a master or a
workman deemed himself injured, nothing would be
more desirable than that there should be a commit-
tee composed of honest and capable- men of the asso-

ciation itself, whose duty it should be, by the laws of

the association, to decide the dispute."*

He would have amicable settlement, conducted

in a Christian spirit. He would have every associa-

tion self-supporting, self-protecting, and promotive of

the general good :

1 Kncvcl., $ 29.

Mtmi'., $63.
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"Among the purposes of a society should be to
try to arrange for a continuous supply of work at all

times and seasons ; and to create a fund from which
the members may be helped in their necessities, not
only in cases of accident, but also in sickness, old age,
and misfortune." 1

Associations have no meaning, no definite reason

for their existence, unless they be such as are here

described. There is here no place for exorbitant

demands, or clamor for the destruction of some
industries that others may flourish, or of what Mr.

Herbert Spencer calls " encouragement of the delu-

sion that it only requires union for workers to get

what terms they please, prompting suicidal de-

mands." 8 Undoubtedly that were a more perfect

state of affairs in which the workmen needed no

associations, and in which all was harmony between

the employer and the employed. But such is not the

state now existing. And so, as Mr. Thornton has

well shown in his ably written book, the workingmen's

associations have come to stay, and are to be reckoned

with in the immediate future.
3 Greed for gain may

be modified and injustice may be diminished, but

while human nature remains human nature neither

greed nor injustice can be wholly crushed out. Only

the associations organized on principles of equity

and Christian charity will be of lasting benefit to the

workman. Such are the associations recommended

and encouraged in the Encyclical.

1 Encycl., § 62.

2 " Justice," p. 245.
8 See " On Labor." by William T. Thornton, book iii., pp.

187-362.
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